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Abstract

INCONEL 718 (IN718) is a unique Ni-based superalloy that was developed many
decades ago, but has continued to fulfill critical requirements for current and emerging products, especially for jet turbine engine components. This material has a balance of attributes that have made it one of the most utilized superalloys for high
temperature applications. Such combination of outstanding properties is mainly
due to the precipitation of γ’ and γ” strengthening nanoparticles. In addition, its
microstructure includes the presence of carbides and δ phase particles.
After optimization of its strength, creep and low cycle fatigue (LCF) behavior during the last few years, high cycle fatigue (HCF) remains the main cause of failure of
IN718 components. In fact, despite being operative since the 1960s, full fundamental
understanding of the HCF behavior remains a major challenge. HCF is mainly governed by stage-I fatigue, which is determined by the incubation time required for the
nucleation of the cracks and their propagation at the microstructural scale, until they
become long cracks whose propagation is well understood through Paris type propagation laws. The transition from plastic strain accumulation to damage nucleation
depends on cyclic softening and hardening effects that are controlled by the way
dislocations interact with precipitates and grain boundaries, but these mechanisms
are not completely understood in IN718 yet. In addition, microstructural heterogeneities, such as grain boundaries or carbides, play a major role in determining
the sites where the first damage nucleates, but a systematic analysis and quantification of their effect is still missing in the literature. Finally, short crack propagation is
thought to be governed by the interaction of the crack with microstructural obstacles,
such as grain boundaries. However, systematic studies of crack transmission across
grain boundaries are still lacking. In this context, the main objective of this investigation is the development and application of novel experimental techniques aimed at
increasing our fundamental knowledge on fatigue crack initiation and propagation
in Ni-based superalloys.
In order to achieve this goal, an experimental multiscale strategy was designed and
applied to forged IN718 specimens subjected to HCF. First, novel nanomechanical
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testing methodologies were developed based on cantilever bending and tensile testing of micrometer size specimens. The objective of these micromechanical tests was
to study the transition from plastic strain accumulation to damage nucleation at the
scale of individual grains. The specimens were milled out of individual grains from
polycrystalline samples by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The approach was aimed
at analyzing cyclic softening effects, without the influence of cyclic hardening derived from dislocation pile-ups at grain boundaries. Subsequently, the interaction
of dislocations with the hardening precipitates under cycling loading was analyzed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The results of the novel methodology
were promising as they showed clear evidence of damage nucleation at preexisting
slip traces and precipitate shearing effects by the gliding dislocations upon cyclic
loading. However, no evidence of cyclic softening induced by the precipitate shearing was observed, because it was hampered by the hardening induced by the rapid
increase in dislocation density associated with the small size of the specimens. In
this condition, the crack propagation driving force was the cross-sectional area reduction associated with the accumulated slip. Future developments to assess cyclic
softening effects should ensure the applications of fully reversible plastic cycles, i.e.,
stress ratios close to R = -1.
Moreover, a methodology to implement high resolution digital image correlation
was applied on the surface of macroscopic specimens subjected to interrupted HCF
tests, with the objective of studying the accumulation of plastic strain at local microstructural heterogeneities. The methodology is based on the application of a
nanometer scale pattern on the surface of specimen based on a process of gold remodeling and the use of digital image correlation to determine full-field deformation
maps from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images taken from the same specimen at different numbers of loading cycles. The technique achieved a resolution
below 1 µm, but better resolutions are possible optimizing the remodeling process.
The results showed that plastic strain was mainly accumulated at three specific microstructural features: twin boundaries with a high elastic incompatibility (a very
different Young Modulus in the loading direction) of the adjacent grains; carbide
particles, which are hard and brittle phases that act as stress concentrators; and large
grains, which according to the Hall-Petch effect allow less constrained dislocation
motion. However, the significance of the results obtained was limited because the
technique lacks information on the sub-surface microstructure features that can lead
to damage nucleation.
Finally, and to overcome this limitation, synchrotron assisted fatigue experiments,
which included full volume phase contrast tomography (PCT) and diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) were carried out in miniaturized specimens of IN718, with
the objective of studying crack nucleation and the interaction of microstructurally
short cracks (MSC) with grain boundaries. These experiments corroborated that the
main microstructural features that lead to fatigue crack initiation are large surface
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twin boundaries displaying a large elastic incompatibility between adjacent grains.
Moreover, it was found that the propagation of MSC occurred parallel to individual
slip planes in each grain and that their transmission was controlled by easy dislocation slip transfer paths at each grain boundary.
All in all, the techniques developed and applied to forged IN718 in this work contributed to get a better understanding of the role of microstructure on the nucleation and propagation of fatigue cracks, which is a valuable asset to improve the
microstructure and/or develop more accurate predictive models of fatigue behavior.
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Resumen

INCONEL 718 (IN718) es una singular superaleación de base níquel desarrollada
hace décadas, pero que a día de hoy continúa cumpliendo con los requerimientos
críticos para productos actuales y emergentes, especialmente para componentes de
motores de turbina. Este material presenta una combinación de propiedades que lo
han convertido en una de las superaleaciones más comúnmente empleadas en aplicaciones para alta temperatura. Su excelente mezcla de atributos es principalmente
debida a la precipitación de nanopartículas γ’ y γ”. Además, su microestructura
incluye la presencia de carburos y de partículas de fase δ.
Tras la optimización de su comportamiento a fluencia y fatiga de bajos ciclos durante los últimos años, la fatiga de altos ciclos (HCF) permanece como la principal
causa de fallo de piezas fabricadas con IN718. De hecho, a pesar de emplearse desde
la década de los 1960, su comportamiento bajo HCF permanece como un desafío
no resuelto. El comportamiento en HCF está principalmente regido por la Etapa-I,
que está determinada por el tiempo de incubación necesario para la nucleación de
grietas y su propagación a escala de microstructura, hasta que se convierten en grietas largas cuya propagación es bien entendida mediante leyes tipo Paris. La transición de acumulación de deformación permanente a la nucleación de daño depende
de los efectos cíclicos (reblandecimiento y endurecimiento) que están condicionados por las interacciones de las dislocaciones con los precipitados endurecedores y
con las fronteras de grano, pero éstas no son totalmente comprendidas en IN718.
Además, algunas heterogeneidades microestructurales, como carburos o bordes de
grano, juegan un papel determinante a la hora de establecer los sitios particulares
donde se desarrolla el daño. Sin embargo, no se encuentra un análisis sistemático y
cuantitativo a este respecto en la bibliografía. Finalmente, se piensa que la propagación de grietas cortas está dominada por la interacción de la grieta con obstáculos microestructurales, pero no existen estudios sistemáticos al respecto. En este
contexto, el principal objetivo de la presente investigación es el desarrollo y aplicación de nuevas técnicas experimentales que tengan por objeto el incremento del
conocimiento fundamental en la iniciación y propagación de grietas por fatiga en
superaleaciones de base níquel.
Con esta finalidad, se diseñó y aplicó una estrategia experimental multiescala a
muestras forjadas de IN718 sometidas a HCF. En primer lugar, se desarrollaron
metodologías de ensayo nanomecánico, basados en cantiléver (vigas horizontales)
y ensayos uniaxiales a escala micrométrica. El objetivo de estos experimentos es el
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estudio de la transición de acumulación de deformación plástica en la genereación
de daño en monocristales. Las probetas fueron talladas mediante FIB en granos
individuales de muestras policristalinas. Se buscó analizar los efectos de reblandecimiento sin la influencia del endurecimiento derivado de la acumulación de dislocaciones en las fronteras de grano. A continuación, se analizó la interacción de las dislocaciones con los precipitados endurecedores mediante microscopía electrónica de
transmisión (TEM). Los resultados de estos estudios son prometedores y muestran
pruebas claras de la nucleación de daño mediante la cizalla de precipitados, inducidos por el deslizamiento de dislocaciones. Sin embargo, este hecho no desembocó
en reblandecimiento cíclico, debido a que fue eclipsado por el endurecimiento asociado al pequeño tamaño de las muestras. Bajo estas condiciones, la fuerza motriz se
atribuyó a la reducción de sección transversal debido al deslizamiento del sistema
de deslizamiento activado. Los desarrollos futuros para analizar el reblandecimiento
deberán incluir condiciones de tracción y compresión completas (R = -1).
Además, se ha desarrollado una metodología para emplear correlación digital de
imágenes de alta resolución (HR-DIC) en la superficie de muestras policristalinas
sometidas a ensayos de HCF interrumpidos regularmente, de modo que se pudo estudiar la evolución de la acumulación de deformación plástica en diferentes heterogeneidades de la microestructura. Esta metodología se basa en la aplicación de un
patrón nanométrico en la superficie de la muestra que permite la generación de campos completos de deformación mediante HR-DIC a partir de la toma de imágenes
mediante microscopía electrónica de barrido (SEM) durante las interrupciones de los
ensayos. Mediante esta técnica, se consiguió una resolución por debajo de 1 µm. Los
resultados mostraron que la acumulación de deformación plástica es especialmente
notable en tres aspectos de la microestructura: fronteras de macla con alta incompatibilidad elástica (diferente módulo elástico a un lado y otro de la frontera); carburos,
que son fases frágiles y duras que funcionan como concentradores de tensiones; y
granos de gran tamaño de acuerdo con la ecuación de Hall-Petch. Sin embargo, el
valor de estas observaciones es limitado ya que esta técnica permite únicamente el
análisis superficial, ignorando la información del interior de la probeta.
Finalmente, para superar esta deficiencia, se realizaron ensayos de fatiga asistidos
por Sincrotrón, que incluyeron tomografía de contraste de fase (PCT) y tomografía
de contraste por difracción (DCT). Estos ensayos tuvieron el objetivo de estudiar la
nucleación de grietas y la interacción de las mismas con las fronteras de grano. Estos experimentos corroboraron que las principales características microestructurales
ligadas a la iniciación de grietas son largas fronteras de macla que presentan incompatibilidad elástica entre granos contiguos. También se halló que la propagación de
grietas cortas (MSC) tiene lugar paralela a planos de deslizamiento en cada grano y
que su transmisón a granos adyacentes está controlada por la facilidad de la transmisión de deslizamiento de dislocaciones a través de la frontera de grano.
En resumen, las técnicas desarrolladas y aplicadas a piezas forjadas de IN718 en
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este trabajo contribuyen a un mejor conocimiento del papel de la microestructura
en la nucleación y propagación de grietas a fatiga, lo cual es un valioso activo para
mejorar la microestructura así como para desarrollar modelos predictivos de comportamiento a fatiga más precisos.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and research
objectives
Ni-based superalloys have been a crucial material for high temperature applications
and, in particular, for jet turbine engine components, since the 1960’s. Among these
special class of alloys, INCONEL 718 (from here on, IN718) is the material of choice
for turbine discs and other components that require outstanding mechanical properties up to 650◦ C [1–4]. This superalloy presents high strength, toughness and resistance to degradation in oxidizing environments together with satisfactory weldability. Moreover, it can be processed through conventional manufacturing methods
such as casting, forging and machining.
IN718 presents a 52.5% of nickel. Its alloying elements include, in order of mass
percentage: chromium, iron, niobium, molybdenum, titanium, copper and carbon
[5]. This material is mainly constituted by an face centered cubic (FCC, γ) matrix,
but it presents a number of phases in its microstructure. Its outstanding behavior
at high temperatures is due to the precipitation of γ’ and γ” semi-coherent and,
thus, strengthening, nanoparticles (around 20 nm long) that are distributed all along
the microstructure. Carbides with an average size of 5 µm are also found in the
material. These hard and fragile particles have been reported to be important for
the nucleation of cracks. Finally, δ phase particles can be found decorating grain
boundaries and they are related to grain boundary pinning during forging. A wide
choice of grain sizes can be adopted for a component, depending on the performance
environment and the mechanical demands that it will be subjected to. The most
common manufacturing procedure in jet turbine discs is forging. This technique
allows grain refinement, but also generates an intense sigma 3 twinning as expected
for FCC materials with low staking fault energy (SFE).
Despite the fact that IN718 has been operating and under study for decades, full
understanding of its mechanical behavior remains a major challenge. In particular,
high cycle fatigue (HCF) has attracted emergent interest because IN718 components
undergo cyclic stresses that may lead to failure under normal operating conditions.
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HCF is mainly governed by stage-I of fatigue which mainly consists of crack nucleation and short crack propagation. A scarce number of studies that account for
the fundamental understanding of these two subjects can be found in the literature.
Moreover, current investigations lack of critical data to relate the microstructure to
the HCF micromechanical behavior of the material. The present knowledge on HCF
stage-I can be summarized as follows, accordingly to the sequence in which events
take place:
(i) During fatigue loading and prior to the formation of a microcrack on its surface,
two phenomena have been identified at the dislocation scale: isotropic hardening
and cyclic softening. The first is thought to be related to the dislocation pile-up at
grain boundaries; the second is due to the γ’ and, specially, γ” precipitate shearing
induced by dislocation motion in each cycle.
(ii) Then, crack initiation is encouraged by damage on particular regions of the surface due to local accumulation of plastic strain at persistent slip bands. This plastic
deformation can be particularly intense on slip planes related to some microstructural inhomogeneities. Such features may include specially large grains, brittle second phases (carbides) and twin boundaries. However, the bibliography on this topic
is rather scarce and incomplete. A thorough study of the strain accumulation on this
"hot spots" of deformation during cyclic loads would lead to a comprehensive understanding of the insights of the fundamentals of the initiation of HCF microcracks
and, thus, the micromechanical fatigue behavior of this material.
(iii) Finally, short crack propagation is controlled by the interaction between the microcrack and the grain boundaries. Opposite to low cycle fatigue and large crack
propagation, where the stress intensity factor on the crack tip determines its growth,
short crack propagation is microstructure controlled. Once a short crack has been
formed, it follows the crystallographic plane where it was formed. When the microcrack reaches a grain boundary, it must change its path in order to cross the grain
boundary and follow a crystallographic plane of the outgoing grain. Thus, plasticity criteria is the most convenient approach for short crack propagation. Current
observations in this field are limited to surface analyses, so the influence of the microstructure and the evolution of the cracks beneath the surface has been systematically neglected. Therefore, the acquisition of a deeper understanding in this field
requires three-dimensional volume studies that account for the role of the inner microstructure and the evolution of microcracks below the surface.
Within this framework, the main aim of the present thesis is to extend our fundamental knowledge on the HCF behavior of three types of forged IN718, by establishing
a solid methodology that allows to characterize its mechanical response to fatigue.
Accordingly to the three determinant events that govern HCF, the most remarkable
specific objectives are:
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(i) To study the dislocation motion effects that take place previous to crack nucleation that lead to cyclic hardening/softening. In this context, the examination of
the interaction of dislocations with the microstructure, specially with the hardening
precipitates γ’ and γ”.
(ii) To quantify the accumulation of local plastic strain and evolution of the damage
located at microstructural inhomogeinities during cyclic loads. In this groundwork,
to evaluate systematically the impact of such features on crack initiation.
(iii) To investigate the propagation of microstructurally short cracks (MSCs) and
their interaction with the microstructure. In particular, to examine the influence of
the microstructure on the microcrack path and propagation rate.
In order to define a strategy that fulfills these objectives, a systematic study of the
material was designed and conducted. It mainly consisted on a preliminar characterization of the microstructure and the mechanical behavior of the material, followed
by an explicit HCF sets of analysis. This strategy is depicted below:
Preliminarily, a careful evaluation and characterization of all the available forging
conditions was conducted. Although the general features of the IN718 microstructure are well-known, the forging conditions control critical parameters, such as grain
size.
Then, compression and tensile experiments at the macroscopic scale were carried
out in order to study the constitutive behavior of IN718 under monotonic conditions. Moreover, tensile tests at different temperatures and strain rates were conducted in-situ assisted by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). This contributed to
the understanding of possible crack initiation spots and to the study of the general
micromechanical response of the materials.
In the light of this foundation, a systematic HCF approach from subgrain to polycrystalline scale was designed and conducted. Three separated experimental approaches were proposed to address each of the mentioned goals:
Firstly, the behavior and impact of dislocation motion during HCF (hardening /
softening) was studied by means of novel nanoindentation assisted microfatigue experiments. They were conducted on single crystal specimens which had been milled
out of a polycrystalline material. Their orientations had been previously examined
by electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD). Two testing conditions were explored:
uniaxial in-situ testing and bending tests using a flat punch. After testing, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to evaluate the possible damage of
γ’ and γ” precipitates (related to softening) and the dislocation density (related to
hardening).
Subsequently, the evolution of local strain induced by microstructural heterogeneties
of polycrystalline samples during cyclic loading was analyzed. For this, a gold
micro-pattern was applied to the surface of the specimens to track deformation. The
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samples were then subjected to fatigue tests that were interrupted at regular intervals. On each pause, a high resolution image of the pattern was recorded by SEM.
The sequential correlation of such images allowed the generation of plastic strain
maps by means of high resolution digital image correlation (HR-DIC). The overlapping of the strain maps with the EBSD and SEM micrographs led to the identification
of the microstructural features associated to high local strain and, hence, to the enlightenment of the primary causes of microcrack nucleation.
Finally, the propagation of microstructurally short cracks (MSCs) under HCF was
studied on a full three-dimensional volume analysis. For this, Synchrotron assisted
fatigue tests were conducted at submilimiter scale specimens. Synchrotron experiments enable two different techniques of crucial importance: phase contrast tomography (PCT) is an optimum procedure for microcrack tracking, since it is able
to represent in three dimensions the evolution of the crack within the specimen;
Diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) allows the crystallographic reconstruction
of a whole volume, thus permitting the acquisition of the grain orientations beneath
the sample surface. The combination of both techniques (by overlapping the PCT
and DCT volumes) with interrupted fatigue tests grants a detailed analysis of the
interaction between the short crack and the microstructure at the first stages of HCF
propagation.
An in-depth literature review, a description of the specific methodologies employed
and the results of the plan of action described above have been structured in the
present document as follows:
In chapter 2, the literature review on Ni-based superalloys fundamentals is approached,
with special emphasis on the studies which focus on crack nucleation and propagation under HCF conditions.
Chapter 3 shows a complete description of the materials, methods and equipment
employed in order to fulfill the described objectives.
The microstructural characterization of the forged IN718 materials employed in the
present investigation is described in chapter 4. The preliminary monotonic tests and
a microstructure-based finite element (FE) fatigue model developed by Cruzado et
al. are also depicted.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the examination of the effect of dislocation motion on the
fatigue behavior of IN718, specially hardening/softening effects in the absence of
the effect of grain boundaries. The development of a valid methodology for HCF
testing on single crystal specimens that enables such study is emphasized.
The focus of chapter 6 is set on the analysis of plastic strain mapping with subgrain
resolution on the sample surface under HCF testing. Special attention is paid to
microstructural features which are prone to induce high levels of local deformation.
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The seventh chapter (7) explains in detail the three-dimensional analysis of fatigue
crack initiation and microstructurally short crack propagation (MSCP) by means of
Synchrotron assisted HCF tests.
The overall conclusions of the investigations are exposed on chapter 8.
Chapter 9 describes the future strands of work, plans for article writing of unpublished results and the possibilities of application of the acquired knowledge to industry.
Finally, the last chapter is dedicated to the bibliography utilized for the writing of
the document.
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-art
This chapter depicts an overall view of Ni-based superalloys and displays a detailed description of the features of IN718, including its main applications, chemical
composition, manufacturing, microstructure and mechanical characterization. Since
most failures in IN718 components are due to HCF, special focus is set on the state of
the art for this phenomenon. In particular, investigations concerning the causes for
damage nucleation, crack initiation (CI) and microstructurally short crack propagation (MSCP), which are the main controlling steps in HCF, are accurately examined
and exposed. The relationship between the microstructure and the mechanical behavior of the alloy is fully depicted from a multiscale approach.

2.1 Ni-based superalloys
Ni-based superalloys are an exceptional class of metallic materials with an outstanding combination of high-temperature properties. High strength, toughness and resistance to degradation in corrosive or oxidizing environments at temperatures up
to 1,050◦ C are their most remarkable characteristics. These features make them ideal
candidates for a wide range of applications in challenging environments, such as
power-generation turbines, rocket engines or nuclear power plants. However, the
most common application of these materials is in jet turbine engines [3]. For this
application, alloys presenting good stability and very low crack-growth rates that
are readily inspectable by nondestructive means are desired. Figure 2.1 shows the
jet turbine engine parts where Ni-based superalloys are employed.

2.1.1 Nickel as a high temperature material
Nickel is the fifth most abundant element on earth. Its atomic number is 28 and it is
placed in the first row of the "d" block of transition metals, alongside iron and cobalt.
Its atomic weight is 58.71 u. Its crystal structure is face-centred cubic, from ambient
conditions to the melting point, 1,455◦ C, which represents an absolute limit for the
temperature capability of the nickel-based superalloys. The density under ambient
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F IGURE 2.1: Commonly used materials in gas turbine engine components [5].

conditions is 8,907 kg/m3 . Thus, compared with other metals used for aerospace
applications, for example, Ti (4,508 kg/m3 ) and Al (2,698 kg/m3 ), Ni is rather dense.
This is a consequence of its small interatomic distance, arising from the strong cohesion provided by the outer "d" electrons, which is a characteristic of the transition
metals [6].
The suitability of nickel as core element for high temperature alloys lies on its low
creep shear strain rate, γ̇, which is proportional to the volume diffusivity with activation energy Qv and a pre-exponential term D0,v [7]:
{
}
Qv
γ̇ ∝ D0,v exp −
RT

(2.1)

In order to compare different materials, T can be normalized by the melting temperature Tm , and γ̇ by DTm /Ω2/3 , where DTm is the diffusivity at the melting temperature
and Ω is the atomic volume. Hence:
¯˙γ =

(
(
})
Qv
Tm
γ̇Ω2/3
∝ Ω2/3 exp {−
−1
DTm
RTm T

(2.2)

where γ̇¯ is the dimensionless shear strain rate. The most important dimensionless
groups are the homologous temperature, T/Tm and the combination Qv /(RTm ). The
normalizing parameter, DTm /Ω2/3 is also relevant. Assuming that the combination
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Qv /(RTm ) is approximately the same for the different materials under consideration
for this application, then, for the best high-temperature performance (which means
a small value of ¯˙γ), low homologous temperature T/Tm is desired. This accentuates
the importance of materials with high melting points. Moreover, assuming the need
to work at a particular T/Tm , crystal structures offering the maximum Qv /(RTm ) and
minimum DTm /Ω2/3 are the ones which will display the best properties.
The melting temperature of the elements shows a strong correlation with the atomic
number (see figure 2.2). For the transition metals, there is a maximum in Tm somewhere towards the center of each row. This means the elements situated in the central columns of the transition metals will be better candidates for high temperature
structural uses than those on the side columns.

F IGURE 2.2: Variation of the melting temperatures of the elements
with atomic number [8].

On the other hand, FCC materials are preferred for high temperature applications
due to their significant ductility and toughness [8]. FCC metals display very high
values of Qv /(RTm ) and low values of DTm , being considerably better than those for
the body centered cubic (BCC) and the hexagonal closed packed (HCP) metals. The
crystal structure also shows a strong correlation with position within the periodic
table. FCC metals are reduced the far east of the period (groups VIII and 1B, as
shown in figure 2.3). However, the list of FCC metals includes many of the platinum
group metals (PGMs), which are characterized by their high density and significant
cost, diminishing the options for this application.
Given these considerations, the reasons why nickel-based alloys emerged as the ones
chosen for high-temperature applications show clearly [8]. First, nickel displays the
FCC crystal structure and is, thus, both tough and ductile. Furthermore, nickel is
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F IGURE 2.3: Correlation of the crystal structures of the transition metals with position in the periodic table [8].

stable in the FCC form from room temperature to its melting point, so there are no
phase transformations to cause expansions and contractions which might complicate
its use at high-temperature. Other metals in the transition metal series with FCC
structure are dense and very expensive. Second, diffusion rates for FCC metals, such
as Ni, are low. For this reason, considerable microstructural stability is imparted at
elevated temperatures. Finally, from other elements which possess different crystal
structures, only Co displays an acceptable density and cost; Re and Ru are expensive;
Os has an oxide which is poisonous; and Tc is radioactive. Co-based superalloys are,
in fact, used for high-temperature applications. However, they are more expensive
than the nickel-based superalloys.

2.1.2

Chemical compositions

The superalloys are amongst the most complex of materials engineered by man. Although a wide variety of alloying elements are used, some broad rules are apparent.
Most of the alloying elements are taken from the "d" block of transition metals, including significant amounts of chromium, cobalt, aluminium and titanium. Small
amounts of boron, zirconium and carbon are often included [9].
The behavior of each alloying element and its influence on the stability of the γ
phase depends strongly upon its position within the periodic table. A first class
of elements includes nickel, cobalt, iron, chromium, ruthenium, molybdenum, rhenium and tungsten, which prefer to partition to the austenitic γ and thereby stabilize it. These elements have atomic radii not very different from that of nickel, so
they are soluble in the FCC lattice substitutionally. A second group of elements,
aluminum, titanium, niobium and tantalum, have greater atomic radii and these
promote the formation of ordered phases such as the compound Ni3 (Al, Nb, Ta, Ti),
known as γ’ or γ” (depending on the composition and crystal lattice). Boron, carbon
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and zirconium constitute a third class that tend to segregate to the grain boundaries
of the γ phase, on account of their atomic sizes, which are very different from that of
nickel. Carbide and boride phases can also be promoted. Chromium, molybdenum,
tungsten, niobium, tantalum and titanium are particularly strong carbide formers;
chromium and molybdenum promote the formation of borides.

2.1.3 Microstructure
These materials are complex precipitation hardened alloys, with various microstructural features that contribute to the control of the mechanical properties. These features include grain size, strengthening precipitates size and distribution, carbide
content and grain-boundary morphology [1]. The microstructure of a typical superalloy consists therefore of different phases, drawn from the following list [10]:
γ FCC matrix
The gamma phase, denoted γ, exhibits the FCC structure (figure 2.4) and typically
forms a continuous matrix phase in which the other phases reside.

F IGURE 2.4: FCC structure [11].

The mechanical properties displayed by the superalloys are strongly dependent upon
the type and concentration of defects. Planar, linear and point defects can be found
in the γ matrix [8].
Vacancies are present in the lattice of high-purity Ni, because the increase in free
energy caused by the breaking of bonds is more than offset by the term due to the
configurational entropy which then arises. The presence of vacancies in the nickel
alloys is of great significance, since they mediate the diffusional flow required for a
number of phenomena: creep occurring at a rate dependent upon diffusional rearrangements at dislocation cores, coarsening of the γ’ and γ” precipitates and oxidation, which is diffusion-controlled. Thus, the retardation of diffusional processes is
extremely important to control.
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Dislocations are greatly important because deformation in this microstructure commences by way of a/2<110> dislocations concentrated in the γ matrix at lower
√
strains [12]; hence the Burgers vector is a/ 2. However, it is well established that
the glide of an a/2<110>{111} dislocation occurs by the passage of two partial dislocations, which, although in close proximity to each other, are separated by a distance
which depends upon the force of their elastic repulsion and the energy of the planar stacking fault so produced. This implies that the a/2<110>{111} dislocations are
√
dissociated. The magnitude of the Burgers vector of each is a/ 6, equivalent to
the displacement of two neighboring close-packed planes in the perfect FCC crystal.
Thus, the passage of a single Shockley partial dislocation causes the introduction of
an intrinsic stacking fault, which is removed by the action of the second. Therefore,
the width of the stacking fault depends upon the spacing of the partials. The spacing
of the partial dislocations and the SFE are related by the expression:

dSFE

Ga2
=
48πγSF

{

2+ν
−
1−ν

}
(2.3)

the important result being that the spacing, dSFE , is inversely proportional to the
stacking fault energy, γSF . For high-temperature applications, the magnitude of the
SFE is an important consideration because screw portions of perfect dislocations,
dissociated into their Shockley partials, circumvent precipitates, thus deactivating
their strengthening function. On this basis, widely spaced partials arising from
low values of γSF are advantageous to high-temperature properties [13] because this
guarantees the strengthening effect of precipitates.
Main planar defects are staking faults [14], that can be intrinsic (by removing a compact plane) or extrinsic (by adding a compact plane). Staking fault energy in Ni is
closely related to the formation of twin boundaries in the matrix [15].
γ’ and γ” strengthening precipitates
As it was mentioned, the high strength of this alloy comes from coherent precipitates, which are for a small part γ’ -Ni3 (Al, Ti) and γ” - Ni3 Nb [16]. Both precipitates
are ordered forms of the γ Ni rich matrix (face centered cubic-A1). The ordered γ’
phase presents the cubic (FCC) L12 structure and the γ” is body centered tetragonal
(BCT) corresponding to the D022 structure [17].
They both possess the following characteristics:
(i) their covalent bonding is notably directional, so that precise stoichiometric relationships exist between the number of Ni and Al atoms in each unit cell.
(ii) crystal structures in which NiAl/Nb rather than NiNi or AlAl/Nb-Nb bonds are
preferred.
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Hence, a strong degree of chemical order is displayed and, consequently, these phases
are ordered to distinguishing them from the disordered solutions based on the FCC
or BCC crystal structures. A distinct cube/cube orientation relationship exists between the precipitates and γ matrix in which they reside. This relationship is expressed by:

{100}γ // {100}γ
010γ //010γ

(2.4)

The properties of the superalloys depend critically on the coherency of the precipitates / γ matrix interface. This is favored by small values of the lattice misfit that is
defined according to:


a γ − a γ
lm = 2x
a γ + a γ


(2.5)

γ’ is a aluminum-nickel compound that precipitates in the γ matrix (see figure 2.5a)).
It displays the primitive cubic L12 crystal structure, described in figure 2.5b), with Al
atoms at the cube corners and Ni atoms at the centers of the faces. It is notable that
each Ni atom has four Al and eight Ni as nearest neighbors, but that each Al atom
is coordinated by twelve Ni atoms thus Ni and Al have distinct lattice occupancies.
The lattice parameter, a, of γ’ at room temperature is 0.3570 nm, which is equivalent
to the Al Al distance; this is only 1.5% larger than the lattice parameter of pure Ni,
√
which is 0.3517 nm. The NiAl distance is a/ 2, or 0.2524 nm. γ’ precipitates usually
in a cuboidal form, but it is also able to adopt disc-like shapes.





F IGURE 2.5: γ’ particles: a) TEM micrograph [18], b) L12 crystal structure [19].

In nickel-iron superalloys such as IN718 and IN706, which contain quantities of niobium, the primary strengthening precipitate is not γ’ but instead a body-centred
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tetragonal (BCT) ordered compound, called γ”; this displays the D022 crystal structure and a composition which can be represented approximately by Ni3 Nb. DO22
structure (illustrated in 2.6b)) is related to that of the L12 structure of the γ’ phase;
in fact the a parameter is close to that displayed by γ’ but the c parameter is roughly
doubled. Because of this similarity with γ’, one refers to this phase as γ”. The
γ” displays a disc or needle-shaped morphology as shown in figure 2.6a), with the
thickness often as small as 10 nm and the diameter about 50 nm. The particles are
usually found to be coherent with the matrix, with coherency strains equivalent
to several per cent. The excellent high-temperature properties of IN718 are due to
the coherency strains so imparted and the limited number of available slip systems
which operate in γ”. The kinetics of formation of γ” are sluggish as a consequence
of the high coherency strains.

a)

b)

F IGURE 2.6: γ” nanoparticles: a) TEM micrograph, b) D02 2 crystal
structure [19].

The volume fraction of the precipitates is controlled by the nominal chemical composition of the alloy. Their size and morphology are controlled by the process and
their crystallographic relations with the matrix [19]. The precipitates arise close to
the solvus temperature grow larger, which subsequently restrict the grain growth by
pinning grain boundaries. A finer grain microstructure is achieved in this way.
Using some particular compositions and precipitation processes, a coupled γ’/γ”
microstructure can be achieved [20–22], as depicted in figure 2.7. This dual structure leads to interesting properties because of the inclusion of more interfaces that
interrupt the passage of dislocations across the material.
Defects in the precipitates lattice are as well critical in the mechanical response of
the material. Similarly to the defects present in the γ matrix, planar, linear and point
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F IGURE 2.7: Coupled γ’ / γ” microstructure [22]: a) TEM bright field,
b) TEM dark field, c) STEM EDX elemental distribution maps of Nb.

defects can be found in γ’ and γ” nanoparticles.
Deviations from exact stoichiometry must be accommodated by point defects, such
as constitutional vacancies or anti-site defects. Two types of point defects can be
found: (i) anti-site defects, i.e. Al or Nb atoms located on Ni sites, or alternatively
Ni atoms on Al or Nb sites, or (ii) constitutional vacancies, i.e. vacancies on either
the Ni, Al or Nb lattices.
Dislocations in the L12 structure of the γ’ phase dissociate into partial dislocations,
just as for a a/2<110>{111} dislocation in γ. However, the Burgers vectors of dislocations in the precipitates are expected to be longer than in γ as a consequence of
√
√
the ordering reaction; possible closure vectors are of length a 2 or a 6. Different
dissociation models have been proposed [23].
Planar defects are probably the most important ones for these precipitates. In particular, the anti-phase boundary plays a major role in the strengthening effect of
the precipitates. A perfect single a/2<110>{111} dislocation in γ cannot enter γ’ or
γ” without an APB fault being formed and, therefore, without a substantial energy
penalty, because the closure vector required to restore the lattice of the precipitate
to its perfect state that is twice the Burgers vector of a single dislocation in γ. Thus,
a/2<110>{111} dislocation must travel in pairs through γ’ or γ”. Each of these dislocations is called superpartial, and a pair of two such dislocations is called a superdislocation. Since each superpartial is an imperfect dislocation in the strengthening nanoparticle, two superpartials are linked by a faulted strip, or anti-phase
boundary. When the precipitate fraction is high, the superpartials usually reside in
the same precipitate and they are called strongly coupled. When the γ’ fraction is
smaller, so-called weak coupling appears.
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TCP phases

Other phases can be found in certain superalloys, particularly in the service-aged
condition, for example, the topologically close-packed (TCP) phases (µ, σ, Laves,
etc). However, the compositions of the superalloys are chosen to avoid, rather than
to promote, the formation of these compounds.
They are formed due to excessive quantities of Cr, Mo, W and Re the precipitation of
intermetallic phases which are rich in these elements [24]. The resulting phases have
a number of distinct characteristics: (i) a high and uniform packing density of atoms,
(ii) a degree of non-metallic, directional bonding and (iii) complex crystal structures,
each built up of distinct tessellated layers consisting of arrays of hexagons, pentagons and triangles. An example can be observed in figure 2.8.

F IGURE 2.8: σ phase precipitates on the grain boundary running diagonally from top left to bottom right [19].

Borides and carbides
Various boride and carbide species form in the superalloys, the type depending
upon the alloy composition and the processing conditions employed.
Boron can combine with elements such as chromium or molybdenum to form borides,
typically at grain boundaries.
Carbon combines with reactive elements such as titanium, tantalum and hafnium
to form MC carbides. In many superalloys, the MC carbide precipitates at high
temperatures from the liquid phase. Consequently, the carbide is often found in
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interdendritic regions and no distinct orientation relationship with the matrix is displayed. During processing or service, these can decompose to other species. Some
of the more important types include MC, M6 C, M23 C6 , M7 C3 and M3 C2 . These compounds prefer to reside on grain boundaries which are rich in chromium, molybdenum and tungsten. A number of morphologies, for example, globular, blocky and
script have been reported. Figure 2.9 illustrates an example of a Nb and Ti carbide
in a Ni-based-superalloy.

F IGURE 2.9: Micrograph of a IN718 sample. The white arrows indicate coarse Nb and Ti based carbide [19].

2.1.4 Strengthening mechanisms
Nickel based superalloys utilize a number of microstructural mechanisms to improve their mechanical response [8]. The main ones are grain refinement, solid solution strengthening and precipitation hardening. The parameter most commonly
used to measure the strength is the yield point, which is temperature dependent. It
is very difficult or impossible to separate the effects and contributions of the mentioned mechanisms to the temperature-dependent yield strength through experiments. Theoretical models are thus used for decoupling the effect of these strengthening mechanisms [25].
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Yield strength of the base metal

The first parameter to analyze in order to study the strength of nickel based superalloys is the yield strength of the base metal. This accounts for the opposition of the
pure nickel FCC lattice to passing dislocations. Its analysis is based on an equivalence between heat energy and distortional strain energy [26]. It is assumed that
there is a constant maximum energy for a certain material which includes both the
distortional strain energy and the corresponding equivalent heat energy associated
with material yield:

1/2
∫T
C
(
T
)
dT
p
E
(
T
)
1 − ∫ T0
 σy0 ( T0 )
σy0 ( T ) = 
Tm
E( T0 )
C
(
T
)
dT
p
T0


(2.6)

where E(T) and E(T0 ) are the temperature-dependent elastic modulus and the elastic modulus at reference temperature T0 , respectively; C p (T) is the temperaturedependent heat capacity at constant pressure; Tm is the melting point; σy0 (T0 ) is
the yield strength of material at reference temperature T0 .
Grain boundary strengthening
The HallPetch relationship [27, 28] is used to describe the temperature-dependent
grain boundary strengthening:
k(T )
σD ( T ) = √
D

(2.7)

where σD is the grain boundary strengthening, D is the grain size and k(T) is the
temperature-dependent HallPetch coefficient. This equation assumes that the number of dislocation within a grain is proportional to the grain boundary area, and the
√
√
dislocation density is proportional to 1/ D. k(T) can be described as k=βG b [29],
then:

√
βG ( T ) b
√
σD ( T ) =
D

(2.8)

where β is a proportionality factor, G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector magnitude (2.54 x 10−10 m), whose temperature dependence is very weak and
is ignored. β can be calculated by replacing k, G, and b in the equation with corresponding values.
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Solid solution hardening
Solid solution strengthening (or hardening) is based on the introduction of atoms of
different elements leading to a lattice misfit (see figure 2.10) that can act as pinning
for dislocations, thus increasing the yield stress. It is one of the major contributions
to obtain superior mechanical properties at elevated temperatures [25]. One of the
great advantages is that it can remarkably improve the yield strength of superalloys
at different temperatures. The temperature-dependent yield strength of solid solution strengthening alloys has been found to be very sensitive to the change of lattice
misfit. In the manufacturing of solid solution strengthening alloys, special efforts
can be made to increase the lattice misfit to have a better solid solution strengthening, i.e. higher yield strength. Contribution of solid solution strengthening decrease
very slowly with the increment of temperature, whereas the contributions of grain
boundary strengthening and the base metal decreases relatively quicker.

F IGURE 2.10: Schematic illustrations of normal unitary (left) and distorted multi-component solid-solution (right) FCC lattice. [30].

The classical way to describe the solid solution strengthening is the discrete-obstacle
model, which consists of a basic concept of discrete atoms pictured as obstacles that
interact with dislocations. However, it was found that this model cannot explain
solid solution strengthening. Thus, a continuous model is used for multi-component
alloys [25]:
[
σSS ( T ) =

]2/3

∑(ZL G(T ))3/2 (αδi + ηi′ (T ))2 ci

(2.9)

i

where σSSi is the solid solution strengthening contribution of solute i, ci is the concentration of solute atoms, G(T) is the temperature-dependent shear modulus of the
alloy. α is a dimensionless constant, 3<α<16 for screw dislocations, and α>16 for edge
dislocations. The lattice misfit is δm = a−1 (da/dc) , where a is the cell parameter of
the alloy and Z L is a constant equal to 1/550 [31].
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Precipitation hardening

Apart from the above explained mechanisms, the mechanical properties of Ni-based
superalloys are mainly governed by the interaction of dislocations with the strengthening precipitates: γ’ and γ” [8].
As it was explained previously, an a/2<110>{111} dislocation travelling in γ will
form an anti-phase boundary when entering a strengthening particle. Thus, the dislocations will travel in pairs with a second a/2<110>{111} dislocation, removing the
anti-phase boundary introduced by the first. The associated anti-phase boundary
energy, γ APB , represents a barrier which must be overcome if particle cutting is to
occur. This particle-cutting stress is expected to be of the order γ APB /b, where b
is the Burgers vector. TEM experiments [32] indicate that γ APB ∼ 0.1 J/m2 ; conse-

quently, with b = 0.25 nm, the cutting stress is approximately 0.1/0.25 x 10−9 /106 , or
400 MPa. This value indicates that substantial order strengthening is expected. The
contribution from order strengthening results much more decisive than other contributions, such as differences of modulus, stacking fault energy, interfacial energy and
Orowan strengthening. A number of forces and parameters must be defined to understand this phenomena: the particles intersecting the first and second dislocations

are assumed to be spaced at intervals λ1 and λ2 , respectively, and each is known as
a Friedel spacing. The radius of the particles along the first and second lines are r1
and r2 . (i) the forces τbλi (i = 1, 2) driving the particle-shearing process, due to the
applied shear stress; (ii) the elastic force, R, repulsive in sign since the dislocations
are of the same sense, acting to keep the pair separated; and (iii) the pinning forces,
Fi (i = 1, 2), in magnitude equal to 2γ APB ri , which are a consequence of the APB
energy. Finally, in order to study analytically this effect, the cases of weakly and
strongly coupled dislocations must be accounted separately (see figure 2.11).

F IGURE 2.11: Precipitates being sheared by pairs of dislocations: a)
weak pair-coupling and b) strong pair-coupling. Adapted from [33].

Weakly coupled dislocations were defined as the ones in which the spacing between
them is large in comparison with the particle diameter. Thus, the second trailing
dislocation is travelling behind the first, leaving faulted particles between the two.
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This situation corresponds to an under-aged condition [34]. The net shear stress
required for cutting, denoted τc , is expressed as:
γ APB
τc =
2b

[(

6γ APB f r
πT

)1/2

]

−f

(2.10)

being f = 2r/λ2 and the radii r1 and r1 are approximated to r1 assuming the homogeneous particle size case. It is instructive to introduce some numbers for the
quantities in Equation 2.10. With γ APB ∼ 0.1 J/m2 , f = 0.3, r = 25 nm, G = 80 GPa and
b = 0.25 nm, the second factor (6γ APB f r/(πT ))1/2 - f in Equation is ∼ 0.46, i.e. not
substantially different from unity. A final estimate of τc is therefore 90 MPa.
In the case of strongly coupled dislocations, in which the hardening precipitates are
large, as in an overaged condition, the space between the dislocation pairs becomes
comparable to the particle diameter [33]. Thus, any given particle may contain a
pair of dislocations. The Friedel spacings, λ1 and λ2 , are now equal, and can be approximated by the square lattice spacing. The magnitude of the repulsive force R
determines the critical value of τ required for particle shearing. Applying an estimate of R from dislocation theory [35], it is obtained that:
√ ( )
(
)1/2
3 Gb
2πγ APB r
1/2 w
τc =
f
−1
2
r
wGb2
π 3/2

(2.11)

where w is a dimensionless constant that is expected to be of the order of unity. As an
illustrative example, taking the same parameters as in the case of weakly coupled:
γ APB = 0.1 J/m2, f = 0.3, r = 25 nm, G = 80 GPa and b = 0.25 nm, it is found that
τc = 141MPa. This is about 50% lower than the Orowan bowing stress given by
Gb/L, suggesting that the Orowan mechanism is far from being the major cause of
strengthening in nickel alloys, at least at room temperature. Finally, as r → ∞, an
r−1/2 dependence for τ_c is expected, so that the resistance provided by strongly
coupled dislocations disappears at large particle sizes.
Several studies have confirmed that the optimum hardening is obtained with a strengthening particle size which lies in the transition from weak to strong coupling. Taking
into account that:
τc = σm

(2.12)

being m the Schmidt factor, 0 < m < 0.5. Thus, the yield stress necessary to penetrate
the precipitates in the best aligned grain in a policrystalline specimen would be σ
= τc /0.5. For the above example of weakly coupled dislocations σ = 180 MPa and
for strongly coupled σ = 282 MPa. For an intermediate case between strongly and
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weakly coupled dislocations, this yield stress can be much higher, adding a critical
resistance to dislocation movement.

2.2

INCONEL 718

INCONEL 718 (UNS N07718/W.Nr. 2.4668) is a high-strength, corrosion-resistant
nickel chromium material. From all the available nickel superalloys, IN718 shows
an extraordinary combination of high strength at intermediate temperatures (up to
650◦ C), corrosion and oxidation resistance, good creep and fatigue resistance and
excellent weldability. Due to these attractive properties, it is one of the most utilized
Ni-base superalloys [36].
Its main application is in the manufacturing of jet turbine disks, but it is also employed in turbine blades and shafts [37], large structural castings [38] and powerhead components in the Space Shuttle Main Engine [39].
Its development in the decade of the 1960’s by the Canadian mining company INCO
(now a fully owned subsidiary of the Brazilian VALE) revolutionized many aspects
of gas turbine engine design and enabled these engines to be made at significantly
lower cost, less weight and with simplified construction. Furthermore, it also allowed increased design flexibility for improved performance. However, understanding its complex behavior has been proven to be a major challenge [40].
The most important physical constants of IN718 are shown in table 2.1. In general,
it is a rather dense material with high melting point. It is also paramagnetic except
under cryogenic conditions.
TABLE 2.1: Physical properties of IN718.

Annealed
Aged

2.2.1

Density
(g/cm3 )
8.193
8.221

Melting
Range (◦ C)
1,260 - 2,336
1260 - 2336

Specific Heat
(J/Kg ◦ C)
435
435

Curie
Temp. (◦ C)
-196
-112

Permeability
1.0013
1.0011

Chemical composition

The composition of this alloy is shown in table 2.2:
TABLE 2.2: Chemical composition of INCONEL 718 (wt.%) [1].

Ni
52.5

Cr
19

Fe
18.5

Nb
5.1

Mo
3

Ti
0.9

Al
0.5

Cu
0.15

C
0.08

The influence of the alloying elements present in IN718 has been thoroughly studied
[5]. Their main effects are here described:
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Ni is the main former of the alloy. A 25 wt.% is necessary to stabilize the austenitic
FCC phase. It also forms the main strengthening precipitates, γ’ and γ”.
Cr is as well a FCC former and contributes to the corrosion resistance of this material.
Nb is added to form hardening γ” precipitates, which is the major hardening phase
in this alloy. Nb is also present in δ phase, an intermetallic that is used in order to
prevent grain growth during heat treatments by means of pinning the grain boundaries. Both phases have the same composition (Ni3 Nb) but are stable in a different
temperature range.
Ti and Al are added to precipitate in the form of intermetallic γ’ and to form carbides.
Unfortunately, increasing the (Ti+Al) content lowers the melting point, thereby narrowing the forging range, which makes processing more difficult.
C is added to precipitate in the form of MC carbides (M = Ti or Nb). C content is low
enough to allow Nb and Ti precipitation in the form of γ’ and γ” particles.
Finally, Mo is frequent in IN718 in order to increase the mechanical resistance by
solid solution hardening.

2.2.2 Manufacturing
Main manufacturing ways for IN718 include casting and forging. Each of them
present their own microstructure and imply some advantages and disadvantages.
Casting
Casting is primary used for the fabrication of complex shaped components because it
allows the production of the piece in one step, reducing significantly the production
costs. It is also employed in the creation of single crystal specimens that require
superior strength in one particular direction.
Cast IN718 alloy is heavily segregated and mainly consists of two compositions: the
primary matrix γ dendrites which have a very high volume fraction of Fe, Cr and Ni,
while the interdendritic eutectic-type areas involving Laves phases and MC(NbC)
carbides are very rich in Nb, Mo and Ti. Chemical analyses show that dendritic
Nb contents are as low as 2% whereas Nb levels in the interdendritic regions can
reach 12%. The homogenization cycle is the key to achieve the desired mechanical
properties [16].
In this process, the material is first heated up to 1,260◦ C. As the metal solidifies to
about 1,093◦ C, the γ phase rejects selectively the large atoms of Nb, Mo, Ti to the interdendritic regions, forming NbC, TiN and the Nb rich Laves phase in the regions
with high Nb content. The latter appears as islands containing about 25% Nb and
has been identified with the name of freckles [41]. The formation of Laves phase is
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enhanced by the presence of Mo and Si. Since it is detrimental to mechanical properties and depletes the matrix of the Nb needed for γ” precipitation, homogenization
heat treatments are critical [16].
As the alloy cools down, the δ (Ni3 Nb) phase precipitates appear in the temperature
range 1,050-850◦ C (see figure 2.16). It is incoherent with the γ phase. The needle-like
δ phase forms close to or attached to the Laves phase and is found mostly as plates
growing on the {111} planes or nucleating on the grain boundaries. Precipitation of
the δ phase in the grain boundaries is used to control grain size in wrought materials
and is also important for notch ductility and creep resistance [36].
γ’ and γ” only appear in the microstructure after the adequate precipitation treatment. γ” precipitates in the 950-800◦ C temperature range. Below 800◦ C, the more
stable γ’ phase precipitates [42].
Forging
Wrought alloys of IN718 are manufactured from cast ingots. These alloy ingots must
be soaked for long times prior to being processed to billet in order to dissolve the
Laves phase and to promote diffusion of Nb.
The final microstructure of a forged IN718 piece is the result of several successive hot
forging processes: multipass processes, with intermediate dwell time and quenching
[43]. The IN718 forging domain ranges between the melting point (1,150◦ C) [44] and
the γ” phase solvus temperature (940◦ C). Below the latter temperature, the nanometric precipitates harden the material, leading to excessive compression stresses
during hot forging. Within the optimal hot forging range, the hardening phases are
more or less dissolved according to their solvus temperatures. The forging domain
is composed of two sub-domains located on each side of the δ phase solvus temperature (1,025◦ C): the sub-δ-solvus domain below 1,025◦ C, and the super-δ-solvus
region above 1,025◦ C. The use of the δ phase to pin down the grain boundaries during forging is well known. If the heat treatment has been carried out properly, δ
phase will exclusively appear in grain boundaries. In the sub-δ-solvus domain the
grain size is controlled by boundary pinning of precipitates. Forging in the sub-δsolvus domain leads to a final fine grain size, while coarse grains are observed in the
super-δ-solvus domain. The forging domain is chosen with respect to the targeted
final properties.
During the hot forging, as soon as the δ phase is dissolved, the microstructure is only
composed by the austenic matrix of nickel (FCC). Through hot forging, dynamic
recrystallization phenomena are overlapped by a classical hardening deformation
process. For IN718, the dynamic recrystallization mechanism was characterized as
a discontinuous process [45]. A necklace dynamic recrystallization process has been
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reported [46, 47], depending on the deformation rate and the temperature compatible with a discontinuous behaviour of the dynamic recrystallization.

2.2.3 Microstructure
Wrought IN718 consists of five different phases: the γ matrix, δ phase, carbides, γ’
and γ” (see figure 2.12). Apart from such phases, grain boundary geometry (grain
size, twining) is a critical parameter of the microstructure.

F IGURE 2.12: Temperature-Phase Stability diagram for cast INCONEL 718 along with temperature for homogenization and HIP
heat treat cycle. Adapted from [16].

Grain boundary geometry
The effect of grain boundary morphology is widely known since decades ago [48].
Tailoring the morphologies of grain boundaries has a great potential for improved
material performance. These improvements can be achieved by reducing continuous grain boundary segment lengths in any given direction. This, in turn, reduces
wedge crack formation tendencies and minimizes or eliminates continuous-carbide
film precipitation under service-stress conditions.
Grain size is one of the most important microstructural features, as it greatly influences strength, creep, and fatigue crack initiation and growth rate. Grain-size
optimization and control is one of the primary goals during the manufacturing of
turbine components.
The effect of grain size is accounted by the Hall-Petch relationship and is closely
related to the pile-up of dislocations at grain boundaries. This effect has been described in the subsection 2.1.4.
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Hardening precipitates

The strength of this alloy comes from coherent precipitates, which are for a small part
γ’ -Ni3 (Al, Ti) but mostly γ” - Ni3 Nb [16]. Different analysis on these phases have
been conducted during the operating years of the alloy [20, 21]. Figure 2.13 shows
the EDX analysis of an IN718 sample and the different of composition between the
precipitates.
In terms of composition, it was found that γ’ phase contains primarily Ni, Al, and
Ti, whereas the γ” phase contains Ni, Nb, and Ti. γ’ and γ” phases form γ’/γ”
co-precipitates or sandwich-like γ’/γ”/γ’ particles.

F IGURE 2.13: STEMEDX elemental maps of IN718 showing γ’ and
γ” precipitates. a) STEM-HAADF image, b) Almap, c) Nbmap, d)
Timap, and e) Crmap. The circles indicate the location of the γ’ phase
precipitates, which are visible on Almap (b) and have very lower no
contrast on HAADF depending on their size (a) and Nb (c) maps. The
dashed lines indicate the γ’/γ” interfaces in γ’/γ” co-precipitates.
Sandwich-like γ’/γ”/γ’ co-precipitates are marked by a square [21].

Regarding their morphology, γ” particles exhibit usually elongated-disc shape, whereas
γ’ phase particles are almost spheroidal, as it is illustrated in figure 2.14. The γ’
phase particles can be very clearly seen in the areas near the δ phase precipitates,
as in the vicinity of the δ phase, Ni3 Nb, the Nb-enriched metastable γ” phase is
dissolved.
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F IGURE 2.14: Three-dimensional visualization of γ” nanoparticles in
heat treated (T2) sample; a) overview of γ’ and γ” nanoparticle distribution in IN718 [21].

The strengthening mechanism of the γ’ and γ” precipitates is described above (see
2.1.4).
Delta phase
The γ” phase is a metastable form of Ni3 Nb which tends to stabilize to δ phase. The
δ phase is incoherent with the γ phase and has the orthorhombic crystal structure
D0a [49] (see figure 2.15). The evolution of the precipitate structure which can occur
during thermal and mechanical aging is responsible for the evolution of mechanical
properties of the alloy [50]. The softening of the alloy, through the transformation
of fine γ precipitates to the stable phase δ (see figure 2.16), is associated with the
formation of stacking faults [49].

F IGURE 2.15: Crystal structure δ precipitates in INCONEL 718: unit
cell D0a [17].

While the γ - γ” transformation consists of a chemical ordering of the Nb atoms
without changing the geometry, the γ - δ transformation is a purely geometrical
modification of the compact planes stacking sequence [51].
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F IGURE 2.16: Precipitation-time-temperature (PTT) diagram of different phases in INCONEL 718 [52].

Carbides
Carbides are spread throughout the matrix. As it was explained, its amount is always low enough to allow the γ’ and γ” precipitation. Its role in Ni-based superalloys is controversial. Carbides can be beneficial to wrought-processed nickel-based
superalloy applications. They improve grain boundary performance during creep
through grain-boundary sliding resistance. Carbide content, type, morphology, and
location can be effectively altered through thermo-mechanical processing. While
some carbides are beneficial, large quantities can be detrimental, such as in earlygeneration cast and wrought alloys, where stringers and clusters of carbides and
carbonitrides are common sites for fatigue crack initiation.
While these are the general characteristics of the microstructure of IN718, this may
vary according to the forging procedures, precipitation process etc. The microstructure analysis of the IN718 samples particularly employed in the present thesis is
fully described in chapter 4.

2.2.4

Mechanical properties

The microstructural parameters which have the greatest effect on the tensile strength
of IN718 are grain size [53] and γ and γ precipitate size and volume fraction [54].
The tensile strength and the ultimate tensile strength of IN718 decreases with increasing temperature, with a significant loss of strength above 650◦ C, as shown in
figure 2.17. Moreover it is shown that higher grain sizes produce inferior high temperature strength. The highest tensile strength is achieved with very fine grain sizes
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according to the Hall-Petch equation (2.13), where σy is the yield stress, σ0 is a stress
related with the critical shear required to move dislocations, ky is a material constant
and d is the grain size. The grain size in figure 2.17 goes from the coarser mesh size
of ASTM No. 2.0 (= 180 µm) to the finest grain size of ASTM No. 8.0 (= 22 µm).
σy = σ0 +

ky
d1/2

(2.13)

F IGURE 2.17: Influence of temperature and grain size of IN718 in the:
a) ultimate tensile strength and b) yield strength [53].

Another aspect to be considered is the tension-compression asymmetry of the stress
response for IN718 alloy at 650◦ C reported by Iyer and Lissenden [55], which is
shown in figure 2.18. In other Ni-based superalloys (γ’ strengthened) it has been
proven that the asymmetry of yield strengths is primarily due to the microtwin formation associated with a superlattice extrinsic stacking fault (SESF), being shearing
of γ’ precipitates by dislocations pairs the dominant deformation mechanism in both
tensile and compression tests.
The general monotonic mechanical response of the IN718 materials studied in this
thesis is described in chapter 4.
Fatigue and creep behavior of IN718 are strongly dependent on its microstructure.
The effect of grain size is well recognized and differs for creep and fatigue: large
grain sizes favor creep resistance, while small grain sizes improve fatigue life. The
mechanisms of deformation and fracture of IN718 under fatigue and creep have
been reviewed by Pineau et al. [56] and Leo Prakash et al. [57]. As it was mentioned,
fatigue performance is critical for the applications of IN718 and, hence, a complete
section of this chapter (right below) is dedicated to it.
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F IGURE 2.18: Experimental tension and compression stress-strain for
IN718 at 650◦ C [55].

2.3

Fatigue in Ni-based superalloys

Fatigue is defined as a process of progressive localized plastic deformation occurring
in a material subjected to cyclic stresses or strains that may culminate in cracks or
complete fracture after a sufficient number of fluctuations [58].
Since the final applications of IN718 are closely related to cyclic loads, its behavior
under fatigue conditions is extremely important. Not surprisingly, this subject has
been studied since decades ago [48, 59]. Although this thesis is completely focused
on IN718, documents on its particular behavior under HCF are rather scarce. Moreover, its performance is expected to be similar to other Ni-based superalloys. Thus,
this literature review will cover the HCF response of Ni-based superalloys in general. Furthermore, the cutting edge techniques used in this work have barely been
applied, therefore, references to other metallic materials are also included.

2.3.1

High Cycle Fatigue (HCF)

Two broad categories of fatigue can be singled out: low cycle fatigue (LCF) is characterized by repeated plastic deformation (i.e. in each cycle), whereas HCF is characterized by elastic deformation. The focus in past decades have been set on LCF,
thus reducing the incidence of LCF failures. This led HCF to be the major failure
mode in turbine components [60]. HCF is, as well, of extreme importance because
the stresses applied to turbine engines components are usually under the yield point
of the material, leading to relatively long life of the component. The combination of
these two factors explain the motivation of focusing on HCF in this thesis.
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There is no formal definition for HCF, but it involves high frequencies, low amplitudes, nominally elastic cyclic behavior and large number of cycles, typically in the
order of 106 or higher. It occurs at the right end of a S-N curve or Whole diagram,
where the number of cycles is usually too large to be able to obtain sufficient statistically significant data to characterize the material behavior with a high degree of
confidence [60].

F IGURE 2.19: Schematic of fatigue diagrams: a) S-N curve and b)
Goodman diagram [60].

The S-N curve is a plot of the maximum stress S as a function of the number of
cycles to failure N, as depicted in figure 2.19a). This diagram is drawn from test
data at a constant stress ratio R = σmin /σmax . For each value of R, a different curve is
drawn. In other words, it is a representation of the fatigue life for a set of particular
conditions (maximum stress, mean stress, R, temperature and frequency). The stress
corresponding to fatigue design life (or simply fatigue life) has been defined in many
different ways in the literature. On the one hand, "fatigue strength" is the stress
that causes failure in a set number of cycles, more used in LCF, but also applicable
to HCF. However, the term "fatigue limit stress (or strength)" is preferred for HCF.
This implies that it is not an endurance limit because of the material behavior or
the limitation of testing. The terminology "endurance limit" is then reserved for the
case of infinite life, meaning a stress level at which the material will never fracture
for fatigue efforts. Since experiments to infinite life can not be conducted, fatigue
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endurance is an engineering approximation to the "fatigue limit" and both terms
are usually interchangeable. The term "endurance limit" is used for cases where the
expected number of cycles in service will not exceed the number of cycles applied in
laboratory testing [60]. Fatigue life can be expressed as the sum of two segments of
life: crack initiation and crack propagation [61]. It is interesting to stress that, prior
to the planar decohesion that culminates in the initiation of a crack, a number of
dislocation events that lead to damage take place.
For that reason, in order to address HCF, firstly it is necessary to understand the
mechanisms that induce damage on the material and, thus, facilitate fatigue crack
initiation. Although HCF can be considered elastic from a macroscopic approach,
slip irreversibilities exist and accumulate locally in a material during fatigue loading
below the yield point. At the defect level, these irreversibilities are a result of dislocation motion: annihilating, cross-slipping, penetrating precipitates, transmitting
through grain boundaries and piling-up (see figure 2.20). These are the early symptoms of damage during cyclic loading. Subsequently, dislocations form low energy
and stable structures to accommodate irreversible slip processes and increase dislocation density. As a result, strain is localized at a small region within the materials
(e.g. slip bands or dislocation cells). This strain localization can be considered as the
origin of damage and is the precursor for crack initiation [61].

2.3.2

Damage mechanisms

Damage and crack initiation can be related with the term "Damage tolerance", that is
the ability of a component to resist cracking (including vibration, corrosion etc) for
a specified period of time. This concept is shown in figure 2.21, where the factor of
safety accounts for the worst case scenario. "Damage tolerance" reached great importance since manufacturers started to design engine components based on damage
tolerance approaches. The key parameter that must be examined on this approach
is mean stress. A reduction in the level of mean stress is almost as important as a
reduction in the level of fatigue stress for the purpose of decreasing risks for components.
The deformation accommodation and damage at the subgrain level can manifest
itself in different ways at the macroscopic level, depending on the type of control
(stress or strain), the test conditions (R) and the damage that the material is suffering
at dislocation level.
The macroscopic response captured on the strain-stress curve can consist on Ratcheting effect (figure 2.22a)), mean stress relaxation (figure 2.22b)), Bauschinger effect
(figure 2.22c)) and cyclic hardening or softening (figure 2.23). These phenomenological effects have been studied for many decades and have been widely used in crystal plasticity. Rattcheting effect is the progressive creep in the direction of the mean
stress due to unsymmetric cycles of stress between prescribed limits [63]. Mean
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F IGURE 2.20: Possible dislocation motion that lead to irreversivilities during cyclic stresses: a) annihilation, b) cross slip, c) penetrating
precipitates [62], d) slip transmission, e) pile-up.

F IGURE 2.21: Schematic of S/N curve with illustration of scatter [60].
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stress relaxation is the tendency of mean stress to decrease towards the zero stress
axis with repeated cycling and it occurs when the local stress-strain loop has sufficient plasticity [64]. Bauschinger effect consists on the non-reversible plastic deformation accumulation that is not recovered in the compressive step of a fully reverse
fatigue cycle, leaving a permanent offset in addition to a reduction in subsequent
yield stress [65].

a)

b)

c
)

F IGURE 2.22: a) Ratcheting effect. Adapted from [66], b) mean stress
relaxation [67] and c) Bauschinger effect [65].

Particularly, damage mechanisms in IN718 have been studied over the years [59, 69–
72], both for tensile and cyclic conditions.
Under tensile conditions, dislocation arrangements are observed and a high number
of dislocation pairs are noticed. This is an evidence of shearing of precipitates by
glide dislocations [59, 69, 70]. Not surprisingly, cross slip has also been evidenced
[59]. Cross slip is expected because slip systems with similar (and high) Schmidt
factors can coexist in the same grain, but in different slip planes. No evidence of
twinning is found in the literature as deformation mechanism under usual conditions. However, it has been reported to occur during forging at extreme stresses,
temperatures and strain rates [73].
All the possible dislocation events for cyclic conditions have been observed in IN718.
The same effects are produced at room and high temperatures.
Phenomenologically, cyclic hardening is observed only the very first cycles, probably related to the dislocation pile-ups. Then, cyclic softening takes place, indicating
precipitate shearing that is confirmed by the dislocation pairs. Under fully reverse
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F IGURE 2.23: Cyclic hardening and softening under strain and stress
control [68].
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cycles, deformation occurs in planar slip bands while the strengthening particles
are continuously sheared. Thus, as the successive shearing continues, the stress required to shear smaller particles is reduced. Its size is diminished to a point in which
they no longer are able to resist the passage of dislocations in the slip band. In figure 2.24b) is shown the difference between the strain hardening during the initial
loading and the following cycles. This is attributed to the formation of planar slip
bands [74]. Once the precipitates stop offering any pinning to dislocation motion, a
steady is reached, where the softening is saturated. This situation continues until the
appearance of a crack on the surface. Ratchetting occurs under non-symetric cyclic
stress loading, which is manifested by a progressive increase in strain at each loading cycle. The appearance of a relaxation of the mean stress under strain-controlled
cyclic (shown in figure 2.25) is a counterpart of the ratchetting mechanisms. This
parameter has influence in the fatigue crack initiation life of the material.

F IGURE 2.24: a) Stress range for a cyclic strain controlled 400◦ C, and
b) stress strain results for a cyclic strain controlled at 400◦ C [74].

F IGURE 2.25: Mean stress relaxation results for a cyclic strain controlled test at 400◦ C [74].

Delving into the knowledge of the relationship between dislocation motion events
and the microtructure is necessary to understand the damage effects under HCF.
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An experimental study at the microscale and in the absence of grain boundaries is a
very suitable way of increasing the understanding on this topic. Accordingly to that
strategy, chapter 5 depicts an investigation that fulfills that objective by means of
nanoindentation assisted fatigue tests conducted on single crystal IN718 specimens.
Following the sequence in which HCF stage-I develops, it is worth reminding that
the described dislocation effects promote the damage mechanisms that take place at
particular locations of the material. The process in which damage is accumulated
until the crack is formed is known as crack nucleation or initiation (from here on,
CI) and it is depicted up next.

2.3.3 Crack nucleation
A number of studies have been conducted in order to explain the crack nucleation
process in Ni-based superalloys. All of them agree with the fact that strain inhomogeneities at sub-grain scale lead to the appearance of cracks in very particular spots.
These nucleation locations are in every case related to slip bands formation associated with the different phenomena at dislocation level above explained. Such events
lead to cyclic slip irreversivilities that give rise to the nucleation of cracks [75, 76].
The identification and study of the crack initiation sites and its relationship to microstructural events and features is of major importance as it allows the prediction
and understanding of the mechanics of the nucleation of cracks, eventually leading
to more fatigue-resistant allowables [77].
Larrouy et al. [78] observed that, regardless the microstructure and test conditions,
small volumes presenting local crystallographic rotations at the tip of intense slip
bands were detected (this effect is illustrated in figure 2.26). These microvolumes
were found close to grain boundaries, where slip transmission is difficult. Moreover, several factors affect CI, being grain size, temperature and the presence of stiff
phases (typically carbides) the most important ones.
The location and number of crack appearances within grains may vary greatly. In the
case of coarse grains, crack initiation occurs in a unique location within the grain and
is associated with well-defined crystallographic facets, while several crack initiation
sites are commonly observed in superalloys with small grain size localized on carbide inclusions or under the specimen surface [79]. At very high cycle fatigue, Ma et
al. [80] showed that there was a transition from fatigue crack initiation at multi-sites
to single initiation with decreasing stress levels. In addition, high-temperature crack
initiation has been observed at slip bands, inclusions, pre-cracked carbide particles
and preferentially oxidized carbides.
Fatigue crack initiation in carbides seems to be dominant in the vicinity of highly
stressed regions, as notch roots, leading to an overall reduction in fatigue life, as
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F IGURE 2.26: Micro-volume development resulting from the interaction of a slip band in the neighboring grain with the grain boundary. Bold and dotted lines highlight the different stages of the microvolume development [78].

compared to grain-nucleated fatigue cracks. Typical crack initiating carbides in Nibased supealloys are Nb- or Nb/Ti-rich carbides with 15-20 µm in diameter (see
figure 2.27). Usually, facet sizes in the grains leading to fatigue initiation were in the
range 15 to 30 µm [81].

F IGURE 2.27: SEM image of cracking of a large carbide adjacent to
the fracture surface [82].

Finally, in the most recent investigations, the presence of twin boundaries have been
appointed as a critical feature for crack nucleation [83], as depicted in figure 2.28.
A comprehensive study of the microstructural heterogeneities that lead to CI on
IN718 is lacking in the literature. In order to fill this gap in the knowledge, a methodology combining surface full field - high resolution strain maps with fatigue testing
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F IGURE 2.28: Strain field (ϵxx ) from DIC measurements after 1 cycle
(a), 14% (b) and 45% (c) of the lifetime; associated SEM images after 1
cycle (d) and 45% of the lifetime (f); (e) associated EBSD map before
loading [83].
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raises as an optimum technique of analysis. Such investigation was conducted on
polycrystalline specimens of IN718 and it is described in detail in chapter 6.
Once a crack is formed, the final event taking place during HCF stage-I is the propagation of short cracks. The main studies that address this issue are described in the
following section.

2.3.4

Crack propagation

Typically, CP is thought to be governed by the crack tip geometry, which is the controlling factor of stress concentration. If this is so, the localized stress at the crack tip
is the driving force of the crack. In general terms, Fatigue Crack Growth Rate (FCGR)
is used as a point of reference when studying the evolution of fatigue cracks.
For Ni-based superalloys, FCGR has been reported to depend on several factors [57],
as namely, frequency, load ratio, maximum load, temperature, microstructure and
environment. As expected, FCGR intensifies with temperature and load ratio. It
also increases as frequency decreases at high temperature and this effect is reflected
in the fracture mode. Transgranular failure occurs at ambient temperature or at high
frequency and high temperature, while intergranular fracture becomes more noticeable at low frequency and high temperature as a result of creep/oxidation effects. In
addition, FCGR at high temperature in air is much more intense than in vacuum [57]
and this difference is also associated with a transition in the fracture from transgranular at high frequency in vacuum to intergranular in air at intermediate frequencies.
Pedron and Pineau [48] carried out fatigue crack growth tests on IN718 at 650◦ C and
showed no evident effect of microstructure on the FCGR at high frequency. At lower
frequencies, however, the FCGR increased and the microstructure seemed to play a
greater role which increased when a dwell (hold) time of five minutes was included
in the fatigue test.
More particularly, the mechanisms of fatigue crack growth in IN718 at room temperature were ascertained by means of in situ tests inside the scanning electron microscope carried out by Andersson and Person [84]. Crack growth was found to be
transgranular in all the cases and two different kinds of fracture surfaces were found
containing locally flat surfaces and striations. Grain orientation exerted a strong influence on the crack growth rate. Crystallographic crack growth on slip planes was
one of the dominant crack growth mechanisms, while linking of microcracks ahead
of the crack tip was also observed. Mercer et al. [85] reported a micromechanical
analysis of fatigue crack growth in a forged IN718. They showed that the fracture
modes and mechanisms of crack-tip deformation were both found to vary when increasing the stress intensity factor range ∆K and the maximum stress intensity Kmax .
However, despite these efforts in characterizing crack growth for HCF from a macroscopic and phenomenological perspective (i.e. stress intensity), including the whole
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propagation process, a complete picture of crack propagation regime must also consider the differences in behavior between short and long cracks. Crack propagation
studies which have focused only on stage-I CP are specially relevant. This step is
critical in HCF since a large fraction of HCF life (up to 90%) can be spent on it.
In addition, contrary to stage-II and III, which are governed by the stress intensity
factor (and more specifically, by threshold stress intensity, that is the value below
which cracks will not propagate at a very low chosen value of growth rate), stage-I
is known to be driven by the interaction between the crack and the microstructure.
The main interactions between cracks and microstructure have been summarized by
Kumar et al. They are shown in figure 2.29 [86]:
(i) Toughening or embrittlement mechanisms of the bulk material in contact or in
the surroundings of the crack tip. Such mechanisms have been clearly identified,
understood and related to strain hardening [87–97].
(ii) Phase transformation. It may occur in the surrounding area of the crack tip induced by stress concentration. In particular, local recrystallization can take place.
However, this phenomena is not reported in Ni-based superalloys.
(iii) Crack/particles interaction. Cracks generally deflect when reaching a tough
second phase particle. However, the interaction of the crack with these particles may
also lead to void nucleation, growth or coalescence, either by particle fracture or by
decohesion between the particles and the matrix [98, 99]. In the case of macroscopic
and brittle particles, a number of studies have reflected that the situation is more
prone to particle fracture or decohesion [90, 93, 96, 99].
(iv) Interaction of the crack with grain boundaries. This is probably the most determinant of the mentioned effects. Hence, it is worth describing it in detail.
In stage-I, just after initiation, a crack may be small relative to the grain size of the
material. Interactions between the growing crack and grain boundaries in the short
crack regime are strongly dependent on the sample microstructure and grain orientation [57, 100–102]. Such interactions may result in crack arrest, retardation or
deflection ([100, 103]).
In this context, the first observations on short crack propagation between grains have
been reported by Boyd-Lee et al. [100] summarizing the evolution of the short crack
in Ni-based superalloys as follows (see figure 2.30):
i) A short crack initiate at a single grain in the surface. Then, it opens until being
effectively stopped by a grain boundary. In this moment, the crack consists of a large
facet withing one grain (grain 2 in figure). The following grain to be penetrated is
likely to be a neighbouring surface grain, as superficial grains are less microstructure
constrained.
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F IGURE 2.29: Schematic illustrations of ways in which an advancing
crack interacts with the microstructure or modifies it [86].
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ii and iii) Next, the crack may deepen but usually is prolonged through the surface
grains. In this manner, the ∆Klocal drops below that required for the crack to penetrate further into the superficial grain, whilst ∆Klocal required to penetrate towards
the interior of the specimen is increased. Hence, the first interior grain can be penetrated.
iv) From this point on, the combination of the angular mismatch between grains and
the local stress regulates the crack path, as well as its propagation rate.

F IGURE 2.30: Illustration of crack initiation and growth [100].

A deeper microstrucre-based study was conducted by Zhai et al. [102], where a crystallographic model for crack propagation was developed. In this study, a plasticity
criteria was implied to determine the crack interaction with the rain boundaries.
Their observations can be explained as follows:
Cracks usually develop following a slip plane that suffers decohesion. When the
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crack reaches a grain boundary, in order to follow a new slip plane belonging to
the outgoing grain, it must change its path. Depending on the crystalline structure
of the material, a number of slip planes can be chosen to propagate (four for FCC
materials). The misorientation between the slip plane where the crack is evolving
and the outgoing grain slip planes will determine the path chosen. The mentioned
misorientation can be decomposed in two angles (see figure 2.31):
- Twist angle (α̂): angle between the traces of the slip planes of the incoming and
outgoing grains on the grain boundary.
- Tilt angle ( β̂): although technically defined as the angle between slip plane normals
after rotating the outgoing slip/crack plane around the GB normal to remove the
twist, in the literature it is estimated as the angle between the slip plane traces on
the surface, due to the impossibility of 3D analysis of the microstructure (current
analyses are mainly based on surface observations).

F IGURE 2.31: When the two grains are stacked on top of each other
(grains 2 and 3), a twist misorientation (a) produces a coplanar crack
in the two grains, whereas a kink misorientation (b) results in crack
splitting [86].

The twist angle, α̂ is related to the area that the crack must fracture in order to pass
through the grain boundary. A high angle implies a high energy requirement, thus,
high α̂ paths are usually forbidden, while low twist angles define probable ways for
propagation.
A less pronounced trend was accounted for the values of the tilt angle. However, as
it is not properly defined, they should be taken with precaution. They also observed
crack branching at grain boundaries when two low twist angles were found in the
outgoing grain.
These findings contribute greatly to the understanding of short crack propagation,
as they not only pay attention to the stress concentration in the crack tip, but also
add the role of the microstructure.
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However, research on this topic present important gaps. First, the calculations of
the critical geometrical parameters that play a major role on CP are only based on
surface measurements. Nonetheless, an appropriate estimation of such parameters
requires a three dimensional volume observation, specially for a correct definition
of the grain boundary geometry. Moreover, with this methodology, only the surface
crack evolution can be considered, thus neglecting the behavior of the crack in the
interior of the material and the influence of the microstructure beneath the surface.
In order to address this problem, a novel methodology based on the three-dimensional
analysis of the crack geometry with respect to the grain orientation was developed.
Syncrotron assisted HCF tests were conducted on IN718 miniaturize samples. The
result of that investigation is depicted in chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Experimental procedures and
techniques
Several technical challenges must be overcome in order to obtain useful information
about the monotonic and fatigue micromechanics of Ni-based superalloys. The literature offers many reports on this field, providing a wide knowledge. However, a
number of issues remain unexplained and can only be clarified through novel experimental techniques and methods. This chapter details the experimental methods used in the present work and the facilities where the experiments took place.
The first section of the chapter depicts the methodology employed for microstructural analysis, including both the equipment used and the procedures applied for
quantitative analysis of microstructural features. The second section focuses on the
mechanical characterization of the material. Firstly, monotonic testing conducted insitu and ex-situ are described. Then the methodologies developed for fatigue testing
are depicted in detail. The fatigue analyses include in-situ testing of single crystals,
the procedure for local strain measurement in polycrystals by means of high resolution digital image correlation and full volume - analysis experiments assisted by
X-Ray tomography and diffraction.

3.1 Microstructural analysis
The microstructural analysis consisted on the determination of grain size and the
analysis of the different phases present in the microstructure. This study was carried out by several complementary techniques, which are described in the following. This section depicts the basis of an SEM and its capabilities, focusing on the
configurations used for imaging in the present thesis. Then, for the crystallographic
analysis, a description of the EBSD technique is given, followed by the explanation
of the principles of TEM used for the characterization of the second-phase precipitates. Finally, FIB capabilities and its application in milling are also depicted.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM is a technique that allows to form an image and, hence, to illustrate the microstructure of a specimen by scanning its surface with a focused beam of highenergy electrons [104]. An electron beam is produced by the electron gun placed at
the top of the microscope. Then, it is focused through magnetic lenses and directed
towards the sample. When the electrons reach the sample, a number of signals are
produced as a result of the interaction of the electrons with the microstructure. The
responses that are produced in this interaction include: secondary electrons (SE),
backscattered electrons (BSE), diffracted backscattered electrons, characteristics Xrays, visible light and heat. For imaging, this procedure is repeated throughout a
scanning along the whole vision field and the signals are captured by different detectors especially designed and positioned for every signal. An schematic view of
the apparatus and the interaction of the beam with the microstructure is shown in
figure 3.1.





F IGURE 3.1: a) Schematic of a SEM. b) Signal emitted from different
depths of the interaction volume of an SEM [104].

SEM imaging can also be combined with mechanical testing, so in-situ experiments
in which the microstructure is analyzed during the test could also be studied. In
addition, it is an essential tool for high-resolution digital image correlation (HRDIC),
which is later on described.
In the present work, SEM imaging was conducted using a FEI Helios NanoLab 600i
field emission gun (FEG) dual-beam microscope and a Zeiss EVO MA15.
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3.1.2 Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is an SEM based technique used for microstructural analysis and characterization of crystalline materials [105, 106]. It allows the evaluation of micro-texture [107], grain and phase boundary [108, 109],
phase identification [110] and strain determination [111] in crystalline materials of
any crystal structure.

F IGURE 3.2: Schematic of the EBSD geometry [104].

In this technique, a flat, polished sample is placed at an angle of 20◦ to the incident
electron beam. In this configuration (see figure 3.2), the atoms of the material scatter
a fraction of the electrons with a small loss of energy. Some of these electrons incise
on atomic planes at particular angles that satisfy the Bragg condition:
−

n × λe = 2 × dhkl × sinθ

(3.1)

−

where n is an integer, λe is the wavelength of the electrons, dhkl is the spacing of
the diffracting plane, and θ the angle of incidence of the electrons on the diffracting
plane. These diffracted electrons form a set of paired large-angle cones for each
diffracting plane. The intersection of these cones with the flat phosphor screen of
the detector forms regions of higher intensity, that constitute Kikuchi patterns, also
called electron backscatter patterns (EBSPs) [104].
The width of detected bands is a function of the spacing of diffracting planes (Bragg’s
law) and is compared with a theoretical list of diffracting lattice planes. Additionally, the angles between bands have to be determined and compared with theoretical
values. This is done by comparison with a stored table in the database consisting of
all interplanar angles between the low Miller indexes [112] planes (hkl) present in
the crystal structure, including every individual plane in the family of planes (hkl).
In the third step, orientation determination is based on the calculation of the orientation of the corresponding crystal lattice with respect to the reference frame [105].
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In this work, an Oxford Instruments NordlysNano electron backscatter detector
(EBSD) equipped with AZtec system was employed to extract the crystallographic
orientation of the different samples.

3.1.3

Micromachining by focused ion beam (FIB)

Dual-beam FIB-SEM systems (see figure 3.3) include ion imaging and a precision
machining tool. The ion column is tilted 52◦ with respect to the electron beam. FIB
imaging is carried out by scanning the sample surface with a focused beam of Ga+
ions. The most commonly used beam sources are Liquid-Metal Ion Sources (LMIS)
from which the ions are emitted. A potential energy difference of 1 to 50 keV accelerates the Ga+ ion beam. Then it is focused into the sample surface by electrostatic
lenses. When the beam reaches the sample, a small amount of material is sputtered
as either neutral atoms or sputtered ions, and secondary electrons are emitted. As
the beam scans the surface of the specimen, the signal from the sputtered ions or
secondary electrons are collected to form an image of the surface of the sample in
the same way the SEM does it. FIB systems can be operated at low beam currents
for imaging or at high beam currents for site specific sputtering or milling. At low
beam currents, very little material is sputtered and modern FIB systems can easily
achieve 5 nm imaging resolution [113].

F IGURE 3.3: (a) FEI Helios NanoLab dual-beam FIB-SEM microscope
used in the present work; (b) interior of the vacuum chamber; (c)
schematic representation of the different components [114].

At higher currents, big amounts of material can be removed by sputtering, allowing
precision milling of the specimen down to submicrometer or even tens of nanometer
resolution. Additionally, gas delivery systems can be used together with the ion
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beam to produce site specific deposition of metal, or to provide enhanced etching
capabilities (such as deposition of Pt on the surface).
In this work, site-specific material removal was carried out in a FEI Helios NanoLab
600i FIB FEG-SEM dual-beam microscope.

3.1.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
TEM is a technique that allows high resolution microstructural imaging. In particular, TEM is suitable for the study of defects, such as dislocations, interfaces or grain
boundaries, but it is also useful in the analysis of nanoscopic size particles or second
phases. The limit in resolution depends critically on four parameters: the resolving power of the microscope (usually smaller than 0.3 nm), the energy spread of the
electron beam (often several eV), the thickness of the specimen (generally below 100
nm), and the composition and stability of the specimen [115].
TEM uses high-energy electrons (100 to 400 keV) transmitted across a specimen, to
form an image in a fluorescent screen, a photographic film, or a charge-coupled device (CCD). The transmitted beam is split into two signals: inelastically scattered
electrons, which are parallel to the incident beam, and diffracted electrons, which
undergo elastic scattering and thus change their direction. TEM offers different operation modes that modify the outgoing electron waves, so that information similar to
the one provided by diffraction and phase contrast images can be extracted. Diffraction contrast, which is able to reveal defect structures, emerges when the electron
beam undergoes Bragg scattering, in the form of bright field (BF) or dark field (DF)
images depending on whether the selected reflections include the unscattered beam
or not. On the other hand, phase contrast, also known as high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) is used for the study of the crystal structure at
atomic resolution. In addition, diffraction patterns (DP) provide useful information
about the orientation with respect to the beam path and about space group symmetries in the crystal. The Kikuchi patterns arise when the incident beam is converged. In convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) the image formed is useful
for sample orientation. This is achieved by tilting the stage of the TEM, following
the Kikuchi lines, towards the desired zone axis.
In this thesis, a FEI TalosTM F200 S/TEM, at IMDEA Materials Institute, and a JEOL
JEMTM 2100, at the National Laboratory for Electron Microscopy (CNME) of the
Complutense University of Madrid, were used.
The fabrication of the lamellas was conducted by FIB assisted technique. FIB systems have emerged as a powerful tool for TEM foil preparation [116] due to its
site-specific material removal capabilities. Figure 3.4 illustrates the preparation of
electron transparent foils carried out following the lift-out technique. The steps for
extracting a TEM foil are: (i) selection of the area of interest; (ii) deposition of a Pt
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protective layer to avoid the implantation of Ga+ ions that may induce damage; (iii)
rough milling to remove the surrounding material, leaving a thin wall of about 2 µm
thickness; (iv) thinning of the specimen with lower beam currents, to avoid damage
of the sample; (v) milling of frame cuts positioning the stage at 45◦ or 60◦ , to leave
the membrane attached to the bulk by a corner of it; (vi) polishing with low currents
to the near nominal thickness; (vii) attachment of the specimen to the micromanipulator by depositing Pt; (viii) milling to free the membrane from the bulk material;
(ix) attachment of the membrane to the TEM grid by depositing Pt and (x) milling to
free the lamella from the micromanipulator.

F IGURE 3.4:
Steps for TEM foil extraction (adapted from
https://www.pdx.edu/cemn/fib-gallery).
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3.1.5 Determination of grain size
Three samples obtained with different forging conditions were analyzed in the present
investigation. They differ mainly in grain size, which may lead to important differences in their mechanical response.
The average grain size has been measured following the American standard for testing and materials (ASTM) precedure ASTM E-112-12 [117]. These test methods are
used to determine the average grain size but do not provide with information about
the grain size distribution. Among the three procedures mentioned in the ASTM
standard, the intercept method has been the one used to measure the grain size. The
grain size distribution of the samples was also measured by accounting the size of
individual grains. The results of this characterization are shown in 4.1.

3.1.6 Determination of volume fraction and size distribution of second
phases
There are two main aspects to take into account in the analysis of second phases: the
volume fraction and the size distribution. The carbide and delta phase content have
been determined from optical microscopy (OM) and SEM micrographs using image
analysis. For γ’ and γ” precipitate analysis, TEM analysis was carried out.
The estimation of the volume fraction of δ particles and carbides was conducted on
several micrographs by means of the Image Tool software. This software allows to
count the area of precipitates or secondary phases through the different contrast on
the images after proper thresholding. At least five different micrographs were used
in order to get statistically representative counts, from which two of them were taken
at different magnification, preferably from 50 to 200X, and never higher than 500X,
to obtain a representative surface fraction.
For the determination of the carbide content, optical micrographs of as-polished
specimens were chosen, as the high brightness of the carbides allows an adequate
thresholding.
Delta phase volume fraction was estimated from SEM images of specimens etched
using the Grundys reagent. This solution etches both the carbides and the delta
phase particles, so that the actual content of the delta phase was estimated, by subtracting the carbide content determined previously.
The size distribution of carbides and delta phase particles was also estimated from
optical and SEM micrographs. The same range of magnification was used, and the
images were analyzed with the help of the Scion Image software. This software provides, after proper thresholding and calibration of the selected image, the number
and size of all the precipitates found in the micrograph. A minimum of six images
were used in order to measure at least 500 precipitates in the case of carbides and at
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least 200 particles in the case of delta. A minimum area of 2.5 mm2 is analyzed for
carbides and 0.025 mm2 for δ. The area is smaller for delta because the magnification
employed is higher due to the smaller size of δ particles. Carbides display a regular
shape, and the mean size was used as an estimation of their size. However, δ phase
particles display a needle shape, which was fitted using an ellipse, so that the long
axis (length of the particle) and the short axis (width of the particle) were determined
to study their size distribution. Since the width of the particles is usually similar, the
particle length is taken as representative of the size of the particles.
Carbides and δ phase size distributions are depicted in 4.1.

3.2

Monotonic mechanical characterization

A series of mechanical testing were conducted with the exact same equipment and
specimen design to conform a solid and coherent database. It was used to feed
the models proposed in [118] and [119]. They also provide useful general information about the material behavior. Different effects and phenomena, such as tensioncompression asymmetry, strain rate sensitivity or dynamic strain aging can be properly captured with these tests.

3.2.1

Macromechanical characterization. Tensile and compression testing

Different temperatures, directions and strain rates were studied for tensile and compression conditions for the three forged materials. Temperatures chosen were 20◦ C
and 450◦ C. Two different test directions were evaluated to check the possible anisotropy
between the forging direction and the normal one. However, longitudinal testing
only could be conducted in compression due to the small thickness of the material
available. Three strain rates, 10−3 , 5 x 10−4 and 5 x 10−5 s−1 were chosen for the
experiments. 10−3 s−1 corresponds to the strain rate at which micro mechanical tests
were conducted whereas 5 x 10−4 and 5 x 10−5 s−1 are used for strain rate sensitivity comparison. For every particular condition, at least three repetitions of the
experiment were conducted.
Specimens for tensile testing were designed according to the proposed dimensions
proportion provided by the ASTM standard ASTM E8 [120]. However, due to the
size of the available materials, the dimensions had to be smaller than those recommended by the standard. Tensile specimens design is shown in figure 3.5.
Compression specimens were cylindrical according to the dimensions proportion
provided by the ASTM E9-89a standard [121]. However, as it happened for the tensile specimens, the size had to be smaller than the recommended one. Compression
specimens design is shown in figure 3.6.
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F IGURE 3.5: Design of the tensile specimen.

F IGURE 3.6: Design for the compression experiment.

Strain was measured for both compression and tensile tests using (DIC) [122–135].
The base of DIC operation is the comparison of digital photographs of a component
or test piece at different stages of deformation. To this end, a pattern on the surface
sample must be recognized by a High Definition camera. By tracking the mentioned
pattern, which consists of blocks of pixels, the system can measure surface displacement and build up full field 2D and 3D deformation vector fields and strain maps.
For the DIC technique to work effectively, the pixel blocks need to be random and
unique with a range of contrast and intensity levels. It requires no special lighting
and, in many cases, the natural surface of the structure or component has sufficient
image texture for DIC to work without the need for any special surface preparation.
In order to obtain these results, the images have to be divided into subregions of the
same pixel size and shape (usually squared), which are cross correlated to achieve
a measurement of the local displacement. Each of that sub-region, called subset
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(or interrogation window) is one of the individual areas where the surface pattern
is compared to its previous state. Its size determines the resolution of the technique
(the smaller the subset size, the higher resolution can be reached). It is important that
each sub-region show a unique pattern that must be identifiable at different stages
of deformation. For this, a speckle with very small particle size must be spread
throughout the area of interest.
For these tests, a special paint resistant to high temperatures was used. First, a consistent layer of white paint was applied and, secondly, a black paint was carefully
sputtered in the form of very small dots. Images were taken at different stages of deformation and the system builds deformation vector fields and strain maps. Images
of the experimental setup is shown shown in figure 3.7.
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F IGURE 3.7: Tensile and compression testing setup.

The results of this battery of tests are displayed in 4.2.1.

3.2.2

Micromechanical characterization. In-situ tensile testing

In-situ tests consist on conducting mechanical testing on small samples while observing the specimen surface using an SEM. For this, the testing machine is introduced in
the microscope as shown in figure 3.8. They are not only useful to determine the mechanical behavior of the material, but also to allow In-situ observation of the material
during deformation and crack growth. Therefore, it is possible to track damage nucleation and evolution. They provide information about the crack initiation places,
as well as the fracture type.
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The area covered by the detector of the SEM is very small, so, in order to ensure
strain concentration in a particular area, specimens with a special geometry were
used (see figure 3.9). The shape of these samples guarantees that the damage, crack
initiation and fracture are going to happen exactly in the middle of the specimen.
However, they are not optimum registering the elongation since the gauge length is
not constant. Sample preparation consists of grinding and polishing following the
same steps than those used for microstructural observations (see section 3.1.5).




F IGURE 3.8: In-situ testing setup a) micromachine, b) micromachine
inside the SEM and c) general setup.

These tests provided both, stress-strain figures and microstructural information about
the deformation mechanisms. The results can be found in 4.2.2.

3.3 Fatigue characterization
As it was explained in detail in the section 2.3, understanding the material behavior
under fatigue conditions is critical for turbine engine component design. Different
fatigue tests were conducted in order to extract critical information about the microstructural performance of IN718 during cyclic stresses. These experiments were
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F IGURE 3.9: Geometry for in-situ tensile tests.

divided in single crystal testing, strain localization on polycrystalline specimens and
the three-dimensional analysis of crack nucleation and propagation.

3.3.1

Single crystal fatigue testing by instrumented nanoindentation systems

Fatigue on single crystals was studied in order to understand the dislocation precipitate interactions that lead to damage nucleation under cyclic stresses, without
the influence of grain boundaries. For this, two kinds of specimens were FIB milled.
Those samples were then tested under fatigue conditions by means of cyclic nanoindentation experiments.
Nanoindentation systems have been extensively used for the mechanical characterization of materials since the mid-1970s [136–140]. Their capabilities have progressively evolved to the measurement of intrinsic properties of materials, such as hardness and elastic modulus [141–143] in small volume samples. It also displays the
possibility to probe of other mechanical parameters, such as hardening exponents
[144–147], creep properties [148–152] and residual stresses [153–155], as well as high
temperature capabilities and in-situ imaging of the indented volume [156]. Nowadays, with the development of new sensors and actuators, nanoindentation testing
systems are capable of measuring contact forces and displacements in the nN and
nm range, respectively, and are furnished with positioning resolution below 1 µm.
These enhanced capabilities have made nanoindentation an especially suitable technique for the mechanical characterization at sub-micron scales.
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A nanoindentation system is formed by an indenter and different sensors and actuators for controlling the applied force, measuring the tip displacement and positioning the stage. The regular indenter can be substituted by a flat-end tip, or flat punch
(that can be adapted with FIB micromachining), giving rise to extended capabilities
of these systems. Applications of this procedure are microtensile [157], microbending and microfatigue experiments.
In this work, two types of nanoindentation systems have been used: an ex-situ
Hysitron TriboIndenterő TI 950 for fatigue testing of microcantilevers and an in-situ
Hysitron TriboIndenterő PI 87 for uniaxial fatigue microtesting. The results of the
tests are shown in chapter 5.

3.3.2 High resolution digital image correlation (HR-DIC)
HCF interrupted tests were combined with high resolution digital image correlation
(HRDIC) and conducted on polycrystalline specimens in order to understand the
effect of cyclic loading on local strain accumulation.
HRDIC is a DIC technique with the capability to generate maps of plastic deformation at subgrain scales. This is of great interest since it allows the analysis at the
scale at which dislocation structures are formed [158–160]. Moreover, localized deformation provides critical information for crack initiation, slip localization and slip
transfer across grain boundaries, besides relating the behavior to the microstructure.
Similarly to DIC, in HRDIC a surface pattern is tracked in order to follow the displacement at subsets (or subregions). Since the resolution of the technique is strictly
related to the subset size, the reduction of the pattern size is desirable. Several attempts on the optimization of these patterns can be found in the literature. They can
be classified in paint decoration [123–127, 161, 162], microgrid methods [128–131],
alternative methods [132–135, 163, 164] and, finally, particle deposition, whether it
is gold remodeled [165, 166] or other [167–169].
Although DIC had been used for strain measurement in metals at small scale, the
first complete study on plastic strain mapping with high resolution using DIC was
developed by F. di Gioacchino [165].The highest resolution for this technique so far
was reached by Orozco et al. [166], achieving 44 nm of resolution.
The results of the HRDIC combined with fatigue testing are shown in chapter 6.

3.3.3 In-situ synchrotron fatigue testing
Synchrotron assisted fatigue tests were conducted in order to analyze crack nucleation and short crack propagation in a complete volume of the material. So far, experiments on crack initiation and propagation were limited to surface observations
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or conducted by means of destructive analysis. In-situ Synchrotron experiments allow the study of the interior of the material without destroying the sample.
A Synchrotron is an extremely powerful source of X-rays with numerous applications in materials analysis of different fields. The X-ray beam is produced by high
energy electrons that circulate around the Synchrotron ring. The basis of this production is the emission of energy that occurs when a moving electron changes its
direction. If the electron is moving fast enough, the emitted energy is at X-ray wavelength. The Synchrotron is responsible for the acceleration of electrons and make
them change direction periodically. The resulting X-rays are emitted as dozens of
thin beams, each directed toward a beamline next to the accelerator. The main parts
of a Synchrotron are:




F IGURE 3.10: a) Storage ring and b) Bending magnets of the Synchrotron (adapted from www.esrf.eu).

- Linac, a electron gun where the electrons are produced.
- Booster synchrotron, a pre-accelerator where the electrons are accelerated to an
energy of 6 GeV.
- The storage ring, a low pressured, long tube in circumference where the electrons
travel close to the speed of light. As the electrons circle the ring, they pass through
different types of magnets changing their direction and, thus, producing the X-rays.
- The beamlines, which are the places where the X-ray beams are directed towards
to conduct the experiments. Each beamline is designed for use with a specific technique or for a specific type of research.
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The Synchrotron experiments conducted in the present work were conducted at the
ID11 beamline in the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble (France).
Two applications of synchrotron beams were used in the present work for the study
of crack initiation and propagation under fatigue conditions: phase contrast tomography (PCT) for the analysis of the crack and diffraction contrast tomography (DCT)
for the microstructural analysis.
Phase Contrast Tomography (PCT)
PCT enables non-destructive, time-lapse observation of fatigue crack propagation in
miniaturized fatigue specimens by exploiting the coherence of synchrotron beams.
Free space propagation over short distances (typically few tens of mm) gives rise to
interference effects highlighting local variations in the electron density of the material correspondent to the presence of fatigue cracks [170]. As PCT is sensitive to
slight variations in electronic density, cracks exceeding a certain minimum size (of
the order of 10 µm) can be detected even if the crack opening displacement is still below the spatial resolution of the X-ray imaging system. Hence, a tridimensional analysis of the evolution of fatigue cracks with the number of cycles is possible through
PCT volumes obtained at regular intervals. An schematic diagram showing the principles of this technique is shown in figure 3.11.

F IGURE 3.11: Schematic of the PCT data acquisition (adapted from
www.esrf.eu).

Diffraction Contrast Tomography (DCT)
DCT, on the other hand, is a full-field diffraction imaging technique, exploiting
Bragg diffraction reaction and, thus, enabling the reconstruction of spatially resolved
3D orientation maps for a large variety of polycrystalline materials [171–173]. During the DCT procedure (exposed in figure 3.12), the polycrystalline sample is rotated 360◦ around the tomographic rotation axis (the longitudinal axis of the sample)
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while the monochromatic X-ray beam is impinging perpendicularly to it. For any individual grain, at some particular rotation angles, its Edwald spheres pass through
reciprocal space lattice points (in other words, one of its family planes runs through
the diffraction alignment conditions) giving rise to diffraction beams. The direct
beam and the diffracted beams from the specimen are recorded on a high-resolution
and high dynamic range imaging detector closely placed behind the sample. The images are integrated over small angular increments (0.05◦ ) until completing the 360◦
rotation. A thorough revision of the technique can be found in [172].

F IGURE 3.12: Schematic of the DCT data acquisition. a) Initial interacton of the Synchrotron beam with the sample. b) Interaction of the
Synchrotron beam with the sample after a 180◦ rotation [171].

Grains positions, orientations and shapes are determined by analysis based on Friedel
¯ reflections from the same grain that occur
pairs [171]. Friedel pairs are (hkl) and (hkl)
when diffraction conditions are matched, thus at 180◦ offset when the sample rotates
for a single (hkl) family. The centroid of both reflections, as well as the one of the extinction spot are used to infer the real centroid of the grain by virtually positioning
a second detector in which the second reflection of the pair would be captured if the
beam incised from the real detector as shown in figure 3.12a). Provided the lattice
type and parameters and the radiation used, the allowed diffraction angles (θ{hkl } )
can be calculated. The diffraction cones with 2{ hkl } opening angles corresponding
to these angles can be drawn based on the first diffraction spot. These cones intersect
the 180◦ offset detector as circles and the second diffraction spot of the pair must lie
on one of these (figure 3.12b). Grain orientations are handled in Rodrigues space as
described by Poulsen [174], because a 3D Rodrigues space provides a tool for mapping the orientation space in which each point uniquely defines a three dimensional
rotation. Rodrigues vectors were later transformed into more handy 3D orientation
matrix through a MATLAB script. Finally, the shape of the grains is performed independently for each grain by means of algebraic reconstruction techniques [175,
176].
The results of the Synchrotron assisted fatigue tests are depicted on chapter 7.
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3.4 Grain orientation effects
On the course of the analysis of the experiments carried out in this thesis, some specific methodologies had to be developed in order to quantitatively determine the
role of local grain orientation effects on the activation of specific slip systems and
the nucleation and propagation of damage. This included not only the crystallographic orientation of each grain but also their misorientation and elastic stiffness
contrast with neighbouring grains. For the sake of uniformity, these methodologies
are described below [177].

3.4.1 Reference frame and orientation matrix rotation
Once the Cartesian reference frame is established, the transformation from the detector system to the crystal lattice must be conducted. It is overly done in three steps:
i) Being the Cartesian frame aligned with the detector frame, make it coincide with
the sample coordinate system (which was determined prior to the data acquisition)
by a rotation Rx , thus defining the null position of the Euler angles.
ii) Rotate the Cartesian frame into coincidence with the frame of the local lattice. This
rotation, O, defines the grain orientation. According to the Bunge convention [178],
the orientation matrix is constructed by means of matrix multiplication in which
each successive transformation left multiplies the previous one in a ZXZ-axis sequence:

O = Rz R x Rz

(3.2)

being:


1

0

0





R x = 0 cosθ sinθ 
0 −sinθ cosθ


cosθ

sinθ 0

(3.3)





Rz = −sinθ cosθ 0
0
0
1

(3.4)
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iii) Finally, transform the rotated Cartesian vectors to the crystal lattice vectors using
the structure matrix A, which is defined as:


f

a sinα


cosαcosβ
A =  a cosγ−sinα
acosβ

0

0




bsinα 0

(3.5)

bcosα c

where:
√
f =

1 − cosα2 − cosβ2 − cosγ2 + 2cosαcosβcosγ

(3.6)

a, b and c are the unit cell lattice vectors and α, β and γ are the angles described in
figure 3.13.

F IGURE 3.13: Pictorial representation of the unit cell convention
[177].

3.4.2

Slip trace analysis

The combination of crystallographic analysis techniques (mainly EBSD, but also
DCT) with microstructural observation methods provides direct and solid evidence
of the slip activity occurring during or after mechanical testing [179].
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In general, the crystallographic characterization is performed prior to the mechanical testing to avoid the influence of deformation induced during the test on the
crystal lattice.
A slip trace is defined as a straight line resulting from the intersection of an active
slip plane with the sample surface. Slip traces are visible due to the surface step
formed, which is parallel to the slip plane.
The overlapping of the possible slip active planes to the actual surface observation
of slip traces gives rise to an accurate comparison and identification of the active
slip system. The crystallographically calculated slip plane which is parallel to the
observed plane is the activated slip plane.

3.4.3 Resolved shear stress and Schmid factor
The resolved shear stress is a critical parameter to be measured in the micromechanics field of study. It can be defined as the shear component of an applied tensile or
compressive stress resolved along a slip plane.
The τRSS or resolved shear stress can be estimated from purely geometrical considerations with the following expression:
τRSS = σy m

(3.7)

where σy is the applied yield stress and m the Schmid factor associated to the active
slip system. m is calculated from the equation:
m = cos(ϕ)cos(λ)

(3.8)

where ϕ represents the angle between the slip plane normal and the loading direction and λ is the angle between the slip and loading direction (see figure 3.14). Both
angles are obtained from slip analysis using the expressions:

θ = arccos

⃗l
⃗n

(3.9)

λ = arccos

⃗l
⃗
sd

(3.10)

⃗ is the slip direcin which ⃗l is the loading direction, ⃗n is the slip plane normal and sd
tion.
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F IGURE 3.14: Derivation of Schmid factor for a single slip system
[180].

3.4.4

Elastic modulus

Elastic or Young’s modulus is the resistance of the material to be deformed elastically
and is described as the ratio of tensile stress to tensile strain. Its calculation for each
grain from the crystallographic orientation was conducted as follows [181]:
1
1
1
1
1
1
= ( ′ − ′ ) + ( ′ − ′′ ) f (ϕ, θ ) + ′′
E
k
6µ
2µ
2µ
2µ

(3.11)

where:
k′ =

C11 + 2C12
3

(3.12)

µ′ =

C11 + C12
2

(3.13)

µ′′ = C44
being the elastic constants for IN718 in GPa [181]:
C11 = 259.6
C12 = 179

(3.14)
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C44 = 109.6
and:
f (ϕ, θ ) = sin4 (ϕ) + cos4 (θ ) − 2sin4 (ϕ)sin2 (θ )cos (θ )

(3.15)

ϕ and θ are related to the crystallographic orientation and the applied load vector, ⃗l
as shown in figure 3.15:

F IGURE 3.15: Graphical definition of ϕ (angle between the load axis
"n" and the "z" axis) and θ (angle between the projection on the load
axis "n" and the "x" axis). Adapted from [181].

Then, it is geometrically deduced that ⃗n is a vector whose components are:
n x = sin(ϕ)cos(θ )ny = sin(ϕ)sin(θ )nz = cos(ϕ)

(3.16)

Thus:
ϕ = acos(vecl3 )θ = asin(

n2
)
sin(θ )

Substituting these results on equation 3.11, the elastic modulus is determined.

(3.17)
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Chapter 4

Material characterization and
description
This chapter reports the results for the microstructural analysis and the monotonic
testing conducted on INCONEL 718. Three different wrought conditions were under examination. The study of the microstructure focuses on the grain size measurement and the description of second phases size and distribution for the three
wrought conditions. The microstructures were then classified based on their grain
size as coarse, fine and ultrafine grain materials, showing an average grain size of
15, 21 and 95 µm respectively. Moreover, tangible differences in second phases were
found for each microstructure. Two types of monotonic tests were conducted: exsitu and in-situ. The ex-situ experiments, conducted under tensile and compression
conditions, provided useful information about general characteristics of the material, such as yield point or the tension-compression asymmetry and temperature
sensitivity. The in-situ (monitored by SEM) tensile tests provided information about
the microstructure-mechanical behavior relationship and corroborated that broken
carbides were present before a crack was formed on the surface. In addition, the
cracking mode changed form transgranular to intergranular when the temperature
was risen up to 500◦ C or higher. Additionally, the data obtained from the microstructural and mechanical analysis was used to feed an FE model of the fatigue behavior
of the alloy. This model, developed by Cruzado et al. [119], showed that, at low
strain ranges (i.e: HCF), plastic deformation is localized heterogeneously and dislocation motion is cause of hardening and softening cyclic effects.

4.1 Microstructural characterization
The work focused on IN718, whose microstructure was described in detail in section
2.2.3. However, this alloy can be manufactured in different ways, which may induce
notable microstructural changes. Such alterations may affect significantly the mechanical performance of the alloy. For this, a complete microstructural analysis was
conducted.
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The materials employed in the present thesis were subjected to three different wrought
conditions, that will be identified as ultrafine, fine and coarse grain conditions in the
remaining of this document (see figure 4.1). All of them were heat treated in order
to precipitate the strengthening phases γ’ and γ”.
The ultrafine grain pieces are rectangular shaped and came from a wrought disk,
being these pieces their radius. Fine and coarse grain materials came from a rod
shaped bar that had been cut in disks along its longitudinal axis. The difference
between the coarse and the fine grain materials came from a grain coarsening heat
treatment that had been applied to the fine grain one.

F IGURE 4.1: Optical micrographs at the same magnification (200X)
showing the differences between the three forging conditions. a) Ultrafine; b) Fine; c) Coarse.

4.1.1

Grain size analysis

The results of this analysis show that the grain size is, in average: 15 µm for ultrafine
grain, 21 µm for fine grain and 95 µm for coarse grain. However, average grain size
is clearly insufficient to reflect the real grain microstructure, because very different
grain size distributions may lead to similar average grain sizes. For a more accurate and realistic description of the microstructure, a grain size distribution study
was conducted. Coarse grain size distribution shows a strong difference between its
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smallest and largest sizes, whereas a more uniform grain size distribution is found
for the ultrafine condition. Grain size distributions for the three wrought conditions
are presented in figure 4.2.

F IGURE 4.2: Grain size distribution for the three wrought conditions
a) Ultrafine; b) Fine; c) Coarse.

4.1.2 Second phases analysis
As described in chapter 2, a number of second phases are usually present in forged
IN718. The list includes carbides, δ phase particles and γ’/γ” nanoprecipitates.
Their content, morphology and distribution of second phase particles was found
different for the three wrought microstructures. Their analysis is depicted hereunder.
Most of the analyzed second phase particles corresponded to carbides that were considerably homogeneously distributed in the material (see figure 4.3), both at grain
boundaries and at the grain interior. However, their content varied depending on
the microstructure: the carbide content was 1.07 %, 0.71 % and 1.03 % for the ultrafine, fine and coarse grain samples respectively. The size of these particles is similar
for ultrafine and coarse grain samples being around 2.65 µm in diameter, whereas
for fine grain specimens the particles are bigger, 3.76 µm. In all cases, the carbide
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F IGURE 4.3: δ phase size distribution for each wrought condition.

content was aorund 1%, with average particle sizes ranging between 2.7 and 3.8
µm, showing no statistically significant differences in their size distributions. They
followed a lognormal distribution function as shown in figure 4.4.
Although carbides can be detrimental for fatigue crack initiation, they are known
to be beneficial to wrought products because they improve grain boundary performance at high temperature through increasing grain-boundary sliding resistance.
However, due to their small amount (1%) they are not expected to influence the
strength of the material significantly.
In contrast, bigger differences were found on the δ phase content. It was 3.09% for
ultrafine grain, 1.24% for fine grain and 0.41% for coarse samples. These results are
consistent since δ phase particles preferentially grew at grain boundaries. A finer
grain size hence implies a higher amount of grain boundaries. The distribution and
size of δ in grain boundaries was also dependent on the wrought condition. For
ultrafine grain, the δ particles at grain boundaries consisted on isolated particles of
around 1.25 µm. For fine grain though, the grain boundaries are almost completely
covered by δ phase particles of approximately 1.93 µm. In the case of coarse grain
samples, the particles distribution at grain boundaries is discontinuous, with an average particle size of 1.06 µm (the smallest one). Figure 4.5 shows that the particle
size distribution corresponds to a log normal distribution in the same way as the
carbides size distribution.
As it was explained in the introduction chapter, δ phase is used in wrought materials
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F IGURE 4.4: Carbides size distribution for each wrought condition.

F IGURE 4.5: δ phase size distribution for each wrought condition.
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in order to prevent grain growth during heat treatment by means of pinning effect
on grain boundaries. On the other hand, it has been reported that γ” precipitates
are depleted from the areas around δ phase, because the formation of the latter is
due to the transformation of γ” precipitates. The distribution of δ precipitates is also
important. At constant grain size, the size and morphology of δ particles are the
most important parameters affecting creep behavior. Globular δ precipitates lead to
larger time to rupture, while needle-shaped (which is the shape present in the studied IN718 samples) precipitates induce a drastic reduction in life in high temperature
testing [79]. A softening effect has also been observed due to the presence of δ, so
the distribution of this particles is expected to influence the strength of the material
when grain boundaries are implied in the deformation mechanisms.
γ’ and γ” precipitates were studied by means of TEM analysis due to their small
size (around 15-20 nm). For the three wrought conditions, a notably similar precipitation status was found (not surprisingly as they all were subjected to the same
precipitation treatment). Both precipitates had an average size of 20 nm. γ’ and γ”
had been distinguished from their morphology, since γ” precipitates usually exhibit
an elongated disc-shape, whereas γ’ phase particles are almost spheroidal. However, this is not enough to carry out a proper volume fraction analysis. This requires
selective dark-field imaging of the γ”, based on diffraction analysis with a precise
simulation of diffraction reflections for each phase. Using this technique, the imaging of γ” phase is explicit, while the γ’ phase reflections are always superimposed
by the γ” phase reflections and, therefore, imaging of isolated γ’ particles cannot
be obtained in a straightforward manner. Finally, the presence of complex precipitates comprised of two half-spheroidal γ’ particles sandwiching a γ” disc could be
noticed, as shown in the figure 4.6.

F IGURE 4.6: TEM micrographs of fine grain sample showing γ’ and
γ” precipitates.
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A depletion zone of γ” close to the δ particles could be confirmed as shown in figure
4.7. The thickness of the depletion zone was around 10 to 50 nm.

F IGURE 4.7: γ” depletion zone close to δ particles.

A summary with all the information regarding the wrought alloys is gathered in
table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1: Microstructural summary of wrought alloys.

ULTRA
FINE
FINE
COARSE

Grain size
(ASTM/µm)
9-9.5 /
14.6 ± 0.9
8/
21 ± 2
3.5-4 /
95 ± 2

MC carbides
(% Vol)
1.1
± 0.3
0.7
± 0.2
1.0
± 0.2

MC carbides main
size (µm)
2.7
± 0.1
3.8
± 0.1
2.67
± 0.08

δ phase
(% Vol)
3.1
± 0.4
1.2
± 0.3
0.4
± 0.3

δ phase main
lenght (µm)
1.3
± 0.4
1.9
± 0.2
1.06
± 0.02

4.2 Monotonic mechanical characterization
For the mechanical characterization of the materials under monotonic loading, exsitu tensile and compression tests and in-situ tensile tests were conducted. The results of these assessments are here on presented individually.

4.2.1

Ex-situ mechanical characterization. Tensile and compression testing

A series of mechanical tests of polycrystalline wrought IN718 specimens at different conditions were conducted to extend the experimental knowledge about the
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macromechanichal behaviour of IN718 and to feed the internal database used to
fit FE simulations.
It is noticeable that different effects and phenomena, such as tension-compression
asymmetry, strain rate sensitivity or dynamic strain aging were properly captured
with these tests.
The studied conditions included testing direction, temperature and strain rate for
tensile and compression tests. The three available forged microstructures (coarse,
fine and ultrafine) were analysed.
Temperatures chosen were 20◦ C and 450◦ C to evaluate the response of the material
to temperature. Two different test directions were evaluated to check the possible
anisotropy between the forging direction and the normal one. However, longitudinal testing only could be conducted in compression due to the small thickness of the
material available. Three strain rates, 10−3 , 5 x 10−4 and 5 x 10−5 s−1 were chosen
for the experiments. 10−3 s−1 corresponds to the strain rate at which micromechanical tests (in-situ) were conducted whereas 5 x 10−4 and 5 x 10−5 s−1 were chosen
for strain rate sensitivity comparison. For every particular condition, at least three
repetitions of the experiment were conducted.
Strain rate sensitivity was checked for all conditions (grain sizes, directions, temperatures under tension and compression). No response to changes in strain rate were
detected for any condition.
Tests for different directions respect to the forging direction could only be conducted
for compression conditions because the samples were not large enough to manufacture tensile specimens in both directions. Again, no differences regarding the tests
direction were detected, so the material can be assumed to behave as mechanically
isotropic.
Figure 4.8 shows that, as expected, the finer the grain size, the stronger the material is
at room temperature. However, it is noticeable that fine and ultrafine grain materials
are more similar in compression than in tension.
Tension-compression asymmetry is a relevant feature of the IN718 mechanical behavior. It has been detected that it is smaller for small grain sizes. Fig 4.9 illustrates
the tension-compression asymmetry for all the materials tested.
Strain rate sensitivity at high temperature has been proven to be irrelevant as it was
for room temperature.
As it happened at room temperature, the material behaves isotropically at 450◦ C.
Stress-strain figures are remarkably similar for longitudinal and transverse directions.
Similarly to what was observed at room temperature, tension-compression asymmetry is less important as the grain size decreases.
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F IGURE 4.8: Stress-strain figures for different grain size materials
a) tensile, b) compression. The strains are normalized by B and the
stresses by C.

F IGURE 4.9: Stress-strain figures for different grain size materials in
tension and compression a) Coarse grain, b) Fine grain, c) Ultrafine
grain. The strains are normalized by B and the stresses by C.
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For compression, the drop in yield strength with temperature has been proved to be
smaller when the grain size is smaller.
The tendency in yield drop for tensile experiments is very similar to those found in
compression condition. The smaller the grain size, the smaller the drop is in yield
stress. Fig 4.10 shows the stress-strain figure at room temperature and 450◦ C under
tensile conditions.

F IGURE 4.10: Stress-strain figures for different forging conditions
(grain size) in tension at room temperature and 450◦ C a) coarse grain,
b) fine grain. The strains are normalized by B and the stresses by C.

4.2.2

In-situ tensile testing

In-situ tensile tests are not only useful to determine the mechanical behaviour of the
material, but also to allow live observation of the material during deformation and
crack growth. Therefore, it is possible to track damage nucleation and evolution.
They provide information about the crack initiation places, as well as the fracture
type.
The tests were conducted as explained in section 3.2.2 of chapter 3. Special emphasis
on the grinding step was taken due to the oxide layer formed during the machining by electron discharge machining (EDM). Testing was carried out for the three
wrought materials. All the tests were conducted at the same strain rate, 10−3 s−1 .
In order to take into account the influence of temperature, two conditions were selected: room temperature and 500◦ C. Additionally, another test was conducted for
coarse grain material at 650◦ C. 500◦ C is a typical operating temperature of IN718
and 650◦ C is the temperature limit for the material (above it, the hardening precipitates are redissolved in the matrix). Heating was provided by a micro-oven attached
to the sample.
The results showed that, at room temperature, in every case, microcracks initiate at
carbides after the appearance of slip bands inside the grains. Then, the microcrack
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evolves through the grain interior, eventually producing the transgranular failure
of the material (see figures 4.11b.1) and b.2), 4.12b.1) and b.2) and 4.13b.1 and b.2)).
It is also noticeable that the fine grain sample shows hardening up to a deformation of 10%, whereas coarse and ultrafine grain samples continue hardening up to
approximately 20% deformation.
At 500◦ C, microcrack initiation is again spotted at carbides. However, microcrack
formation is also detected in grain boundaries. Besides, microcracks are observed to
grow through grain boundaries instead of inside the grains, as it happens for room
temperature tests (see figures 4.11c.1) and c.2), 4.12c.1) and c.2) and 4.13c.1 and c.2)).
The change from transgranular to intergranular cracking caused by the temperature
increase is explained by the influence of grain boundaries, but might also be a surface effect, driven by the constrains in the interior of the material are different to the
ones in the surface.
At both, room temperature and 500◦ C, ultrafine grain samples show the best mechanical behavior. Fine grain samples are stronger than coarse grain ones, specially
at room temperature. As a matter of fact, fine grain samples behave similarly to ultrafine grain ones at room temperature, while fine and coarse grain samples have
similar resistance at 500◦ C.
Large and continuous δ phase particles present in the fine grain microstructure, are
a possible cause of the relatively poor behavior of this material at high temperature.
The depletion of γ” precipitates close to grain boundaries is reducing their strength
at high temperatures. Table 4.2 show the drop in yield strength and U.T.S. due to
temperature effect for the three microstructures.
TABLE 4.2: σ0.2 /C , U.T.S. at room temperature and 500◦ C, and %
drop for the three microstructures. The stresses are normalized by C.

Ultrafine grain
Fine grain
Coarse grain

R.T.
σ0.2 /C - UTS
6.05 - 7.51
5.81 - 7.21
5.46 - 6.61

500◦ C
σ0.2 /C - UTS
5.42 - 6.70
5.03 - 5.83
4.72 - 5.75

Drop
σ0.2 /C - UTS
0.05 - 0.06
0.07 - 0.09
0.07 - 0.07

A serrated flow is observed during plastic deformation at high temperature for the
three microstructures. This effect is linked to Portevin-LeChatelier effect. This phenomenon has already been studied [182–184] and it was concluded that serrated
flow in the alloy depends on the interaction mechanism of dislocations with precipitates.
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F IGURE 4.11: In-situ tensile tests results for ultrafine grain sample
tested at room temperature and 500◦ C: a) stress-strain curve (the
strains are normalized by B and the stresses by C), b) SEM micrographs of the sample tested at room temperature at b.1) 0.05 strain
and b.2) 0.25 strain; c) SEM micrograph of the sample tested at 500◦ C
at c.1) 0.5 strain and c.2) 0.25 strain.
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F IGURE 4.12: In-situ tensile tests results for fine grain sample tested
at room temperature and 500◦ C: a) stress-strain curve (the strains are
normalized by B and the stresses by C), b) SEM micrographs of the
sample tested at room temperature at b.1) 0.05 strain and b.2) 0.15
strain; c) SEM micrograph of the sample tested at 500◦ C at c.1) 0.5
strain and c.2) 0.25 strain.
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F IGURE 4.13: In-situ tensile tests results for coarse grain sample
tested at room temperature and 500◦ C: a) stress-strain curve (the
strains are normalized by B and the stresses by C), b) SEM micrographs of the sample tested at room temperature at b.1) 0.05 strain
and b.2) 0.15 strain; c) SEM micrograph of the sample tested at 500◦ C
at c.1) 0.5 strain and c.2) 0.25 strain; d) SEM micrographs of the sample tested at room temperature at d.1) 0.05 strain and d.2) 0.15 strain.
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4.3 Fatigue analysis of IN718 by crystal plasticity simulations
Prior to the investigation of the fatigue response of IN718 from an experimental
and physically approach, it is illustrative to analyze that behavior by means of computational analysis. In particular, the analysis of the performance of the specific
microstructure described in this chapter under cyclic loads is of special interest in
order to conceive a general "guide" of the events present in that framework.
The complex nature of the microstructural phenomena occurring during cyclic loads
on Ni-based superalloys (described in 2.3) was approached as part of the MICROMECH
Project (Clean Sky Project N◦ : 620078). This project pursued the goal of analyzing
the microstructural features that take part under mechanical loading, including fatigue, by means of the development of microstructure-based models.
In particular, the effect of grain size and the strain range under fatigue cycling was
studied in this groundwork by Cruzado et al. [119]. The fatigue behavior of two of
the forge conditions investigated in the present thesis (coarse and fine, as described
above) was analyzed under strain ranges ∆ϵ from 1.5 to 3.0 and fully reverse fatigue
with a temperature of 400◦ C. Representative volume elements (RVEs) based on the
microstructure analysis detailed in 4.1 were created. Then, the behavior of each
grain on the RVEs was modelled by means of Crystal Plasticity, calibrated with the
compression tests as detailed in [118].
Two main contributions are included in the mechanical behavior of the model: isotropic
hardening/softening and kinematic hardening. The isotropic hardening/softening
is related to the γ” precipitate shearing. Since this phenomena takes place all along
the material, the contribution of the grain size to isotropic hardening/softening was
neglected. On the other hand, the kinematic hardening is related to the dislocation
pile-up produced at grain boundaries and, therefore, it is related to the grain size:
the GND density increases as grain size decreases. The model was calibrated and
compared to mechanical testing conducted under the same experimental conditions.
The results of that investigation showed that the effect of grain size is only visible for
small strain ranges, when the deformation is mostly elastic. In such situation, deformation is heterogeneously distributed, being localized in few grains. The kinematic
hardening is then more present on the fine grain samples, due to the grater presence
of dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries.
Moreover, the fatigue indicator parameters (FIPs) provided information about the
evolution of the mechanical fields in each fatigue cycle (see figure 4.15). Using these
FIPs, the number of cycles to failure could be calculated, showing again how at small
strain ranges, the number of grains which have suffered plastic deformation is small.
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F IGURE 4.14: Experimental results of the cyclic response of IN718
alloy at 400◦ C with different average grain size tested under uniaxial cyclic deformation with R = 1. (a) Cyclic stress-strain loops for
∆ϵ /∆ϵmin = 1. (b) Evolution of the stress range with the number of
cycles for ∆ϵ /∆ϵmin = 1 [119].

F IGURE 4.15: Histogram of the stabilized, cyclic FIP in one RVE for
the IN718 alloys with different grain sizes, ASTM 8.5 and ASTM 3.
(a) ∆ϵ /∆ϵmin = 3.5, (b) ∆ϵ /∆ϵmin = 1.The FIP in each figure is normalized by the maximum FIP value in both microstructures. It can
be observed that, at low strain ranges, a minor portion of grains are
affected by plastic deformation [119].
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In the light of these findings and considering the analysis of HCF of Ni-based superalloys exposed in chapter 2, an experimental multiscale strategy was proposed to address thoroughly the microstructure-mechanical behaviour relationship of IN718 under fatigue. In this way, the results of Cruzado et al. [119] could be reproduced and
studied from an experimental point of view. Moreover, this proposal contributes decisively to the understanding of the mechanisms underlying the stage-I HCF, which
is the critical controlling step in the fatigue life of a component. The mentioned strategy covers from the dislocation to the polycrystalline scale and from local deformation accumulation to microstructrally short crack propagation (MSCP). The strategy
was defined as follows:
Firstly, the potential softening effect produced due to precipitate shearing by dislocation motion was analysed by nanoindentation assisted techniques. It was suggested
that single crystal testing was the optimum tool for such analysis, as hardening originated by dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries would be neglected on a single
grain. HCF experiments, both in-situ and ex-situ, were conducted and the specimens
were analyzed by TEM after testing to study the dislocation activity that took place.
The experiments designed to fulfill this objective and their outcome are depicted in
detail in chapter 5.
Secondly, the accumulation of heterogeneous local plastic deformation that takes
place in polycrystalline specimens under fatigue conditions at low strain range was
studied by HR-DIC. This technique, in combination with interrupted fatigue testing,
allowed mapping of deformation in different regions of the material surface, tracking local deformation at different stages of the fatigue process. Thus, it enabled the
analysis of the main microstructural features that induce local deformations which
eventually lead to microcrack formation. This study is shown in chapter 6.
These two approaches account for the accumulation of plastic deformation previous to the nucleation of a microcrack, which can be considered the first phase of the
stage-I of HCF. The second phase of stage-I, the propagation of microstructurally
short cracks, was later on studied by Synchrotron assisted testing. This technique
provided a three-dimensional volume of the microstructure of the analyzed specimen, as well as the evolution of the crack, both in the surface and in the sample
interior. This experiment is depicted in chapter 7.

4.4 Conclusions
The analysis of the microstructure of the materials showed important differences in
grain sizes (both average size and size distributions). However, the amount and
distribution of second phases remained constant independently from the grain size.
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The exploration of the relationship between the microstructure and the monotonic
mechanical properties of the materials confirmed the expected strong correlation between grain size and yield strength. Moreover, the mechanical behavior was proven
to be independent from the loading direction and the strain rate. In addition, clusters
of carbides were found in the initiation of cracks, since they act as stress concentrators and they are a hard and brittle second phase.
Furthermore, the data obtained from the analysis of the grains size distributions
was successfully used to generate 3D FE RVEs. This data was introduced as input
of an accurate predictive tool for the mechanical behavior of polycristallyne IN718
under fatigue developed by Cruzado et al. [119]. The results of this model were
used to design a thorough strategy that allows the study of the physical mechanisms
that induce the hardening/softening phenomena, crack nucleation processes and
microstructurally short crack propagation of IN718 under cyclic loads.
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Chapter 5

Development of novel
methodologies for the study of
cyclic hardening/softening effects
induced by dislocation glide
This chapter depicts the development of novel methodologies to study dislocationprecipitates interactions and their role on fatigue crack nucleation in the stage-I of
HCF of IN718. In particular, the hardening/softening effects derived from dislocation motion are the subject of the investigation. For this, fatigue tests were conducted on miniaturized single crystal specimens that were milled by FIB from polycrystalline samples. Two different approaches based on nanoindentation assisted
testing are proposed to address the intrinsic difficulties of testing micron-sized specimens under cyclic conditions. The first idea consists on the manufacturing of microcantilever beams which are subsequently tested under bending by deflecting them
using a nanoindenter with a flat punch. These tests revealed that non reverse stress
conditions lead to hardening induced by dislocation pile-ups in the neutral plane
of the cantilever that can not be compensated by softening due to precipitate shearing. As a consequence, the stress-strain curve tends to saturate and cracks are not
nucleated because not enough strain is accumulated in the cantilever, regardless the
number of cycles. The second methodology is based on the milling of miniaturized
samples to be tested uniaxially. For this, a specially designed microgrip milled on a
nanoindenter tip that was able to push and pull the sample was employed. These
tests turned out promising when conducted under displacement control, in spite of
the inability to induce complete reverse dislocation motion during cycling.

5.1 Introduction
As shown in chapters 2 and 4, high cycle fatigue performance of Ni-based superalloys is determined by several microstructural effects, such as crystal orientation,
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the interaction of dislocations with precipitates or the development of intense slip
bands. Particularly at dislocation scale, precipitate shearing induced by repeated
dislocation passing through the hardening precipitates might be the cause of cyclic
softening, whereas dislocation pile-up at grain boundaries could induce cyclic hardening. In order to understand the influence of both effects individually, they must
be studied separately. In this context, understanding the HCF response of the microstructure without the influence of grain boundaries (i.e. removing the dislocation pile-up that induces hardening) would allow the study of the effects (softening)
purely derived from the interaction of dislocations with the precipitates. Hence,
HCF testing on single crystal specimens arises as an excellent strategy to enhance
the knowledge on this subject.
Two main strategies can be found in the literature to test single crystal specimens:
Firstly, the manufacturing of single crystal specimens has been the strategy of choice
for decades [185, 186]. In such experiments, it has been proven that damage and
crack propagation on (111) slip planes is predominant. Although this information
is of major importance, this kind of experiments lack the capability of showing the
performance of bulk materials extracted from polycrystalline samples, since the microstructure of a generated single crystal will differ from the one of a polycrystal in
a number of characteristics, such as atomic distribution (segregation), precipitation
status or dislocation density. As a further matter, the specimens manufacturing and
the testing are expensive and time consuming.
Secondly, single crystal samples can be obtained by FIB milling on polycristalline
samples. This strategy implies the use of miniaturized specimens, as they must be
significantly smaller than the grain size of the polycrystal to ensure that only one
grain is included in the manufactured piece. Oppositely to traditional macroscopic,
stochastic approaches, in which the influence of the microstructural features on the
fatigue response of materials are difficult to ascertain, small scale testing arises as a
fundamental tool for analysis of such aspects, contributing decisively to understand
the underlying mechanisms of stage-I HCF. Microscale fatigue testing has attracted
attention during the last years, with two main testing approaches: cantilever beams
(bending) [187–190] and uniaxial [191–193]. All of them were conducted by means of
default or modified nanoindentation systems. However, stable fatigue experiments
that allow the examination of the mentioned stages on miniaturized specimens has
proven to be challenging for several reasons. In particular, the estimation and control
of the applied stress and strain to ensure nucleation and progressive propagation of
the crack is a foremost issue. Thus, despite all the efforts to develop a valid methodology and to study the effect of the microstructure on high cycle fatigue nucleation
of cracks, it still remains as a significant challenge.
Within this framework, the main objective of this chapter is the study of the HCF
performance of bulk IN718 in the absence of the influence of grain boundaries (i.e.
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through the analysis of single crystals). This goal primary focuses on understanding
the interactions between dislocations and precipitates, and their influence on cyclic
softening and, subsequently, on crack nucleation. For this, two different methodologies based on the analysis of miniaturized specimens milled from polycrystalline
specimens are developed and assessed.

5.2 Experimental
The fabrication of micron size specimens was conducted on single grains of a polycrystalline sample of the coarse grain material. The choice of this forging condition
is justified by the fact that large grains are needed to obtain a single crystal specimen of significant dimensions (fine and ultrafine grain samples would not allow the
manufactruing of single crystal specimens larger than 5 µm). The crystallographic
orientation of the specimens was selected in a way that single slip was favoured
according to the test conditions. However, double slip was found in some cases.
The experimental details of the cantilever and uniaxial single crystal tests are described in the following subsections:

5.2.1 Cantilevers. Bending fatigue tests.
The manufacturing process and testing of cantilevers with a polygonal (pentagonal)
cross section are here explained:
Microcantilever fabrication
Microcantilevers of different sizes were fabricated from single crystals of the coarse
grain material to be tested under fatigue conditions in cyclic bending experiments.
Orientations were previously identified by EBSD on a manually polished sample
and the direction of the cantilever was selected for single slip deformation. For this,
the Schmidt factor was calculated from the Euler angles obtained from the EBSD for
different directions of the cantilever.
Cantilevers were fabricated in different sizes ranging from 10 to 25 µm in length, and
from 3 to 5 µm in width with the objective of assessing potential size effects.. After
a careful polishing of the sample following the procedure described previously, the
fabrication procedure is separated in 3 steps, as is explained graphically in figure
5.1. Firstly, the surface of the selected grain was attacked perpendicularly by the ion
beam with 21 nA, creating a wide pocket around the future cantilever. Then, the
ion beam is aimed at 45◦ to the surface to eliminate the material under the cantilever
using 9.3 nA. Thus, the cross-section of the cantilever is a 5 sides polygon as shown in
figure 5.2. Finally, the surface is smoothed by using a very low current of 2.3 nA. This
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F IGURE 5.1: Schematic illustration of cantilever manufacturing steps:
a) Polished surface ready to be attacked perpendicularly; b) First
pocket after the perpendicular ion beam attack; c) Final shape of the
cantilever after being attacked at 45◦ ; d) Detail of a micrograph of a
cantilever.

final step prevents stress concentration due to irregularities on the surface, ensuring
that the effects observed on the specimens are derived from the microstructure and
not from the specimen geometry.
The ex-situ experiments were carried out in a commercial TriboIndenter TI 950 nanoindentation system from Hysitron, Inc. with an environmentally dedicated enclosure,
where samples are thermally and acoustically isolated. This system is a self contained, stand-alone platform that is inherently load controlled. The force is electrostatically applied in the vertical axis, and the displacement is measured by a threeplate capacitive transducer. The low-load transducer offers a maximum force of 12
mN with a force resolution smaller than 1 nN and a displacement resolution below
0.02 nm; the high-load transducer, on the other hand, presents a maximum force of
1 N with a force resolution smaller than 1 µN and a displacement resolution below
0.1 nm.
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F IGURE 5.2: Perspective of the manufactured cantilevers.

For these experiments, the flat punch was placed on the tip of the cantilever, therefore the specimen bent cyclically as shown in figure 5.3a). The experiment was load
controlled and a dynamic load oscillation was introduced in order to allow a very
high frequency to the tests.





 

F IGURE 5.3: Hysitron Triboindenter a) Ti 950 [104] and b) Cantilever
testing experimental setup.

This testing method utilizes sinusoidal loading concurrent with the quasi static indentation loading to provide the ability to perform a wide array of tests, including
high frequency fatigue. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) has developed into a
versatile technique with the capability of applying cyclic stress and strain to specimens of various configurations in tension, compression and shear. DMA has the
capability of testing frequencies over several orders of magnitude, beginning in the
milli-hertz range and going well into the hundreds of hertz. The probe, transducer,
and piezo scanner are installed identically to the regular nanoindentation tests.
Before nanoDMA testing begins, the probe and transducer should be used in Indentation mode to generate a probe area function.
After the indentation axis and dynamic calibrations, the tip was put in contact with
the sample. Then, the test could be conducted. The DMA system allows the creation
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of personalized load functions. A pyramidal load function was selected and it was
cyclically repeated.
Stress calculation
Stress calculation on these tests is critical to ensure HCF conditions. A very high
load would lead to premature failure, whereas a too low stress value would not be
enough to reach the required stress to move dislocations. Thus, the resolved shear
stress must slightly exceed the critical resolved shear stress in every cycle. Contrary
to uniaxial testing, where the calculation of stresses is quite straightforward, bending
required further computations based on beam theory to determine the maximum
shear stress applied on the sample.
In this technique, the indentator tip pushes down the end of the cantilever. The
maximum longitudinal tensile stress is then concentrated on the upper side of the
cantilever base, whereas the maximum compressing stress is located in the lower
part of the base of the specimen. This leaves a neutral plane close to the central
plane of the sample according to the cantilever theory. Transverse (vertical) stress is
theoretically distributed along the length of the specimen. The strain in the surface
of the cantilever is shown in figure 5.4.

F IGURE 5.4: Deflection of a cantilever.

For detailed stress calculations, subtle bending approximation of the cantilever theory has been used [194–196]. This estimation requires some assumptions to work
correctly: firstly, the length of the cantilever must be rather large compared to its
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cross section and the deformation caused by its own weight must be negligible; secondly the cantilever section is not changedwith bending, which is true if the specimen width is small compared to the bend radius, so that the cross section is barely
modified. Both approximations are tolerable for the described tests due to the design
of the specimens and to the conditions required for HCF, i.e. small deformations.
Under these conditions, the Euler-Bernoulli equation can be applied:

M=

EI
ρ

(5.1)

being M the bending moment, E the Young’s modulus of the material calculated for
the particular orientation of the single crystal studied, I the second moment of area
and ρ the bending radius.
For small deformations, setting "x" as the longitudinal axis and "y" as the vertical
one, the inverse of the bend radius can be approximated as:
1
d2 y
= 2
ρ
dx

(5.2)

The weight of the cantilever can be neglected, thus we can relate the moment, M,
with the force applied at the specimen free tip, F, respect to any particular point, P:
F
d2 y
=
( L − xF )
dx2
EI

(5.3)

Being L the length of the cantilever and x F the position of the applied force. Hence,
the displacement in the vertical axis is calculated integrating twice with conditions
x=0, y=0 and dy/dx=0:

y=

FL 2 x3
(x − )
2EI
3L

(5.4)

Thus, displacement on the cantilever tip y f (x=L) is proportional to the applied load:

yf =

L3 F 2 x 3
(x − )
3EI
3L

(5.5)

With this equation, the applied force and the displacement of the indentator tip can
be related.
The value of the second moment of area, I, depends on the polygon that forms the
cross section. For a square:

I=

ab3
12

(5.6)
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and for a triangle:

I=

ab3
48

(5.7)

The complex shape of the samples deployed in the described methodology requires
a more complex analysis. As shown in figure 5.2 the cross section of the specimens
is formed by an upper rectangle or square and a lower triangle. In order to calculate
the value of I for such complex shape and, subsequently, the applied stress, the first
calculations are the center of gravity of the rectangle and the triangle respectively.
For the rectangle:

ycgr =

h
2

(5.8)

being ycgs the position of the center of gravity of the rectangle in the vertical axis assuming the upper surface of the cantilever as the zero position and h being the height
of the square. For the triangle, taking into account that we have a right triangle:

ycgt =

b
6

(5.9)

being ycgt the position of the center of gravity of the triangle in the vertical axis and
establishing again the zero position in the upper part of the beam:

ycgt =

b
+b
6

(5.10)

it is also necessary to calculate the area of those figures. For the rectangle:

Ar = Bh

(5.11)

b2
4

(5.12)

and for the triangle:

At =

Then, the total area of the cross section is calculated as:

A T = Ar + A t

(5.13)
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The resulting position in the vertical axis of the center of gravity of the sample can
be then calculated as:

ycg =

At ycgt + Ar ycgr
AT

(5.14)

The next step is the determination of the second moment of area on the center of
gravity of the sample. For this, Steiner theory [197, 198] can be applied. It explains
the moment of area on a parallel axis. Accordingly, the moment of the rectangle
section on the center of gravity is calculated as:
Itcg = It + ( At d2t )

(5.15)

Being Itcg the moment of the triangle on the axis running through the center of gravity, It the moment of area of the triangle on its own center of gravity and d, the
distance between the center of gravity of the triangle, yt , and the center of gravity of
the cantilever, ycg :
dt = ycg − ycgt

(5.16)

Ircg = Ir + ( Ar d2r )

(5.17)

Similarly, for the rectangular part:

being Ircg the moment of the rectangle on the axis running through the center of
gravity, dIt the moment of area of the rectangle on its own center of gravity and dr
is the distance between the center of gravity of the rectangle, yr , and the center of
gravity of the cantilever, ycg :
dr = ycg − ycgr

(5.18)

Once the moment of area of both parts is calculated, the principle of superposition
can be applied, thus:

IT = Itcg + Iccg

(5.19)

On the other hand, the bending moment, M, can be expressed as:

M = FL
where F is the applied load on the cantilever tip.

(5.20)
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Thus, the stress applied depending on the analyzed position can be calculated as:
σ=

FLy
IT

(5.21)

Finally, the resolved shear stress, τ depends on the crystal orientation of the specimen and can be determined using the Schmidt factor, m, corresponding to the orientation:
τ = σm

(5.22)

The calculation of m from the EBSD crystallographic analysis is explained in section
3.4.
Measurement of the accumulated plastic strain by topography analysis
The nanoindentation device is able to fulfill the function of measuring the accumulated plastic strain by in-situ Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) imaging. This
technique provides high-resolution images at the location of the test by generating
images with the same probe that performs the nanomechanical testing. For this,
the probe scans the area registering changes in height and eventually generating a
three-dimensional image of the surface. It provides fundamental information regarding the surface topography of the test location and the resulting deformation of
the specimen, which would be unavailable otherwise.
On one hand, in-situ imaging is an indispensable technique for determining that the
probe is placed at the desired location on the sample. With in-situ imaging, it is
possible to position the indenter probe with better than 10 nm resolution.
Furthermore, this technique can provide a wealth of information concerning the results of a test. When coupled with the corresponding load displacement data, in-situ
imaging can give insight into the plastic deformation incurred during the test. It is
possible to acquire images seconds after completing a test, offering the most accurate representation of the real deformation. Thus the SPM imaging was performed
before and after every test (see figure 5.5).
Experiments summary
A total of 16 samples were manufactured and tested. Due to the complex nature of
the stresses within the specimens, the appropriate load to ensure HCF conditions
is difficult to calculate. Moreover, it is not possible to generate a series of cantilevers with the exact same dimensions, so a similar applied load would lead to
different stress conditions, depending on the sample. Although stress and applied
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F IGURE 5.5: Measurement of the accumulated plastic strain by topography analysis a) Depth vs. position in the longitudinal axis of
the cantilever; b) 3D rendering of a cantilever; c) top view of the cantilever. The longitudinal line indicates the exact position where the
data of a) was taken from.

force seems to be linearly related, the deflection of the cantilever is also a parameter
in the calculation of the applied stress, and this deflection is not linearly related to
the applied load. Thus, different calculated maximum and minimum stresses have
been set for each cantilever. A summary of the test conditions is shown in table 5.1.

5.2.2 Uniaxial fatigue tests
Secondly, two micro-sized specimens specially designed for uniaxial testing were
designed and manufactured as explained below:
Microfatigue specimen fabrication
In order to study the fatigue behavior of single crystals under uniaxial conditions,
microfatigue specimens were tested in-situ. Prior to milling the microfatigue specimen, the sample required manual polishing to obtain a sharp 90◦ edge. This process
consisted on grinding two perpendicular surfaces with increasingly finer grit sizes,
as explained in chapter 3.
Once the specimen was polished, it was mounted on a 52◦ pre-tilted sample holder
to enhance handling of the specimen, allowing to position the surfaces of interest
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TABLE 5.1: Summary of tests for cyclic microbending (* In the first
sample, different loads were tested in order to have an experimental
reference of the appropriate load to apply).

Sample
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Mean
Applied load
(µN)
*
2,000
1,300
2,000
2,750
1,250
80
150
500
200
200
450

Load
amplitude
(µN)
*
1,800
1,100
1,600
2,200
1,000
64
120
400
160
160
360

Maximum
applied τ

Minimum
applied τ

Number of
cycles

*
2,901
1547
2,009
4,162
1,651
3,368
1,287
11,665
2,291
16,854
6,063

*
153
129
223
16
183
371
143
1,296
255
1,873
674

*
69,000
223,000
21,000
5,642
19,000
27,000
53,000
1
28,000
1
1

F IGURE 5.6: Manufacturing process of the microfatigue specimen a)
Milling of a thin wall. b) Geometry of the microtensile specimen. c)
Cleaning of the outer surface for EBSD mapping [104].

conforming the sharp edge perpendicularly to the ion beam by rotating the microscope stage 180◦ . Once mounted, the milling steps consisted on (see figure 5.6): (i)
milling of a membrane at the edge of the sample with dimensions of about 5 µm in
thickness, 20 µm in width and 20 µm in length, with ion currents ranging between
47 nA to 2.5 nA; (ii) next, medium ion currents ranging from 0.79 nA to 0.23 nA were
used to define the geometry of the microtensile specimen according to the shape of
the diamond grip by milling out material perpendicularly to the wall obtained in
step (i), avoiding the formation of sharp edges; and (iii), lower currents in the range
between 80 pA to 40 pA and acceleration voltages down to 2 kV were applied for
surface cleaning to enhance EBSD resolution of the external side of the specimen.
The specimen was tested in an in situ PI87 Hysitron nanoindenter in displacement
control mode and a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 inside an SEM chamber, allowing a precise
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positioning of the specimen with respect to the tensile grip, to minimize misalignments with the loading axis. Furthermore, the disposition of the specimen at the
edge of the sample allowed for further crystallographic analysis through EBSD with
a NordlysNano detector at 20 kV, 1 x 1 binning, no frame averaging, and a step size
of 60 nm by tilting the specimen 70◦ with respect to the electron beam after testing.
Microfatigue test description
Uniaxial fatigue tests were conducted inside the FEI Helios NanoLab 600i FIB FEGSEM dual beam microscope using a commercial TriboIndenter PI87 nanoindentation
system from Hysitron, Inc. This system is a depth-sensing mechanical test instrument designed with a vacuum compatible transducer and an electrically conductive
probe to perform quantitative nanomechanical testing while simultaneously imaging with the SEM at variable temperatures. In this system, a force is applied electrostatically and the displacement is measured capacitively. This low-current design
provides low thermal drift and a high stability and sensitivity. Two transducers
are available: the low-load transducer has a maximum force of 12 mN with a force
resolution smaller than 1 nN and a displacement resolution below 0.02 nm. The
high-load transducer presents a maximum force of 150 mN with a force resolution
below 1 µN and displacement resolution below 0.1 nm. The specimen is mounted
on a piezo-actuated stage with 5 degrees of freedom, which allows accurate alignment between the load head and the specimen, as well as its optimum positioning
for imaging with the different detectors. The system set up is shown in figure 5.7b).
a)

b)

Gr
i
p
Sampl
e

F IGURE 5.7: a) Hysitron Triboindenter PI87 b) Microfatigue experimental setup.

The specimens were tested in an in situ PI87 Hysitron nanoindenter in an SEM chamber, allowing a precise positioning of the specimen with respect to the tensile grip,
to minimize misalignment with the loading axis. One of the specimens was tested
in load control while the other one was tested in displacement control mode.
The load control experiment consisted on fourteen different runs with diverse conditions of applied load, but with the same R = 0.2 and the same frequency (5 Hz). This
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conditions permit a very high speed testing which is granted by the DMA system.
The increase in the applied load in each run is justified by the fact that, similarly to
the cantilevers, the accumulation of plastic deformation tends to saturate as it will
be explained in the results section 5.3.
The displacement control experiment included thirteen runs of cycles with very
similar conditions (only small experimental adjustments in the initial displacement
point). Although it would be desirable that the experiment was set at R = -1 to ensure reversibility in the dislocation movement, due to the risk of bending during
the compression stage, a more conservative strategy was adopted, thus setting R =
0. It is worth noticing that during the transition from tensile to compression, the
sample is not in contact with the grip. The gap created is therefore reflected in the
stress-strain curves as will be shown in the results section below.
Furthermore, the disposition of the specimens at the edge of the sample allowed
for further crystallographic analysis through EBSD with a NordlysNano detector at
20 kV, 1 x 1 binning, no frame averaging, and a step size of 60 nm by tilting the
specimen 70◦ with respect to the electron beam before testing.
Additionally, a TEM foil was extracted from the broken specimens after failure, and
was observed in a FEG S/TEM microscope (Talos F2000X, FEI).

5.3
5.3.1

Results and discussion
Bending tests. Microcantilevers

Three possible outcomes can be registered as result of the tests: fracture in the first
cycle due to an excessive load, infinite life caused by an overly moderate applied
load, or a progressive damage of the cantilever that leads to a crack that eventually
will induce the fracture of the cantilever. The latter is the desired condition to study
the initiation and evolution of microcracks. However, despite the efforts to conduct the experiments under this prerequisite, it was only achieved for one cantilever
(number 5).
Cantilevers that suffered catastrophic failure in the first cycle could not provide with
valuable information. The difficulty in estimating the complex, actual distribution of
stresses in the sample interior led to a miscalculation of the necessary applied load
to reach HCF conditions.
On the other hand, in general terms, the cantilevers that did not collapse during the
tests accumulated a noticeable plastic strain. This persistent deformation was only
observed during the very first cycles and was specially significant for the first one.
Then, strain tends to saturate, eventually leading to a stationary state in which the
sample is no longer affected by the applied load in terms of plastic deformation. This
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F IGURE 5.8: Cantilevers after testing; a) Cantilever 3, which did not
nucleate a crack (a slip band can be observed on the base of the specimen) and b) cantilever 5, which developed a microcrack in a slip band
eventually leading to fracture.

behavior suggests that the processes required to soften the material are not taking
place or not severely enough to compromise the structural integrity of the cantilever.
In particular, shearing of precipitates is not promoted and, thus, the sample is able
to maintain a high yield strength. It is postulated that under no reversible cyclic
loads (R ≥ 0), dislocations travel through the material in one single direction. In
this manner, dislocations do not cross precipitates cyclically. Instead, they move
towards the neutral line in the center of the cantilever. This behavior leads to a
cyclic hardening due to dislocation pile-ups. Hardening prevents the accumulation
of further plastic strain, thus leading to the stationary state previously described.
The main drawback of the cantilever bending test is the hardening originated in
the dislocation pile-up in the neutral line. A clear example is shown in figure 5.8a),
which shows the formation a parallel slip bands in its base, where the stresses on the
surface are the highest. However, this slip bands are not intense enough to generate
a significant damage that leads to the formation of a microcrack. The topographic
analysis conducted after the tests confirmed that values of accumulated strain were
correct, as depicted in figure 5.9.
Finally, only sample number 5 showed the expected behavior for a HCF test. Strain
was gradually accumulated leading to the nucleation of a microcrack. This reduced
the effective area under tension, gradually increasing the effective stress applied to
the cantilever. The evolution of the crack eventually led to the fracture of the sample.
The effect of dislocation pile-ups at the neutral plane was also observed by Schwiger
et al. [187] and, more recently, by Eisenhut et al. [188] who conducted the experiments on notched specimens of a nickel based superalloy CMSX-4. They observed
how dislocation pile-ups cause crack deceleration at the neutral axis of a micro-beam
and that fatigue crack growth in micro-beams needs higher stress intensity factor
ranges. These results agree with the observed phenomena in the present investigation, confirming the difficulty in inducing damage under non-reverse conditions.
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F IGURE 5.9: Accumulation of plastic deformation in cantilevers before and after saturation. a) Cantilever topography before the test. b)
Strain-stress curve of a test in which the cantilever accumulated plastic strain; c) Cantilever topography after a test in which the cantilever
accumulated plastic strain; d) Strain-stress curve of a test in which the
cantilever did not accumulated plastic strain; e) Cantilever topography after a test in which the cantilever did not accumulated plastic
strain; f) Top view of the cantilever with the base (red) and tip (blue)
points of reference.
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In general terms, the search for a suitable methodology for the evaluation of single
crystal specimens arises two main phenomena from the experimental point of view:
Firstly, interpreting the real three dimensional state of stresses inside cantilevers under cyclic bending forces turns out to be highly complicated. Although the calculation of the highest resolved shear stress on the sample surface can be used as a
reference to determine what is the optimum load to apply in samples of similar
sizes, this estimation does not provide enough information. Numerical simulations
could be more suitable to assess a more detailed distribution of stresses. This would
allow an optimum understanding of such issue, enabling a precise estimation of the
load required to ensure HCF tests. Such numerical models are out of the scope of
the present thesis. However, they raise as a possible extension of the work here
presented.
Secondly, non reversible loads hardly manage to induce permanent damage on the
sample. Other types of tests have been postulated as alternatives to overcome this
issue. It is specially noticeable the experimental methodology developed by CJ
Szczepanski et al. [193], in which the cantilever tip is glued to the nanoindentator
punch. In this manner, reversible loads can be applied and the tests result in successful HCF experiments. However, this approach implies the use of a large number
of indenter tips if a set of tests must be conducted, because a FIB cut is necessary to
remove the cantilever after the test. This procedure may damage the indenter tip.
The high cost of this components implies that this technique is not sustainable.
In order to overcome these issues, the methodology of HCF uniaxial tests was developed.

5.3.2 Uniaxial tests
Opposite to the samples studied by microbending, the two specimens uniaxialy
tested nucleated a crack that eventually evolved into fracture. However, the change
from load to displacement control mode shows a high impact on the behavior of the
sample, thus, the results of the samples are treated separately.
Load control mode sample
The EBSD analysis revealed that the sample was not composed by one single crystal,
as expected, but by three different grains (see figure 5.10). However, the stress concentration in the base of the cantilever induced by the tapper in the geometry of the
sample implied that the dislocation activity was limited to that area in which only
one grain was present. Thus, the experiment is regarded as if the specimen was a
genuine single crystal.
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F IGURE 5.10: EBSD analysis of the uniaxial sample tested under load
control.

During the first six runs on this sample, the specimen showed a behavior highly
similar to the cantilevers. Figure 5.11 and 5.12 show how plastic strain is exclusively accumulated in the first cycles of the test. Two slip systems were activated
during this process, [1̄01] {111} and [1̄10] {111̄}, which as expected coincide with
the maximum Schmidt factor systems. However, this tendency stops rapidly and a
stationary state, in which no plastic deformation is accumulated, is reached. This
fact is again related to the dislocation pile-ups in non-reversible conditions, which
forbids the movement of dislocations in reverse directions. This eventually leads to
cyclic hardening and the stabilization of the accumulated deformation.
This effect is noticeable paying special attention to the top of the stress-strain figures.
Figure 5.12 shows how plastic deformation is only accumulated in the first tests and
the yield point is increased in every cycle in the following tests. This makes the yield
point impossible to reach under the same stress conditions.
In order to overcome this issue and to be able to analyze the behavior of the sample,
the applied stress was increased gradually in the following sets of cycles, as depicted
in figure 5.13. A higher maximum applied stress had to be applied in set number 10
to reach the CRSS again and, thus, accomplish the goal of inducing small plastic
deformations. The increase in applied stress continued to be necessary until the
13th set of cycles. From there on, the applied stress was enough to induce small
plastic strain in every cycle. Finally, the sample fractured close to the area of high
deformation but not showing a clear crystallographic fracture (i.e.: a plain surface
corresponding to a slip plane).
The TEM analysis conducted after the test showed that the precipitates had been
clearly sheared. Figure 5.15a) shows precipitates which have been clearly broken
into pieces due to the shearing produced by dislocation motion. It is reasonable to
attribute this circumstance to the latter stages of the test, where a constant plastic
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F IGURE 5.11: Stress-strain curves of the first six runs conducted on
the uniaxial load-control sample. The strains are normalized by B
and the stresses by C. It can be observed that plastic strain was only
in the first run. Then, the cyclic hardening elevates the yield point
above the applied stress.
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F IGURE 5.12: Detail of the top of the Stress-strain curves of the uniaxial load-control sample of the a) first and b) sixth runs conducted.
The strains are normalized by B and the stresses by C.

deformation was accumulated in every cycle. This would explain why the hardening is no longer present in those final campaign of tests and the final failure of the
specimen. The TEM also revealed a very high dislocation density, including dislocation loops around precipitates. This implies that Orowan mechanism is actually
competing with the shearing of precipitates. This effect is presented in figure 5.15b).
Displacement control mode sample
The gauge volume of the sample is consists on a single grain of maximum Schmidt
factor of 0.48 for the [1̄01] {111} slip system. This allows the analysis of a single
crystal specimen without the interference of the effect of grain boundaries.
Regarding the mechanical behavior analysis of this sample, two stages can be observed. The first one, in which hardening is utterly predominant and the second
one, in which cyclic softening appears (see figure 5.16).
It is noticeable that, in the first stage, the specimen slightly enters in compression
state in every cycle. However, the reverse load is so small that, initially, the sample does not abandon elastic conditions, thus the dislocations are not activated in
reverse direction. In fact, during the first two packets of cycles, the sample showed
a hardening tendency, again attributed to dislocation pile-ups (see figure 5.17).
In the third packet of cycles, the initial position of the grip was slightly moved. This
induced a higher actual strain on the sample, reaching the CRSS and developing a
slip band. From that point on, the decohesion of the slip plane advances gradually
and a softening tendency is clearly predominant (see figure 5.18). However, it is
competing with a cyclic hardening effect. While hardening is again explained by the
dislocation multiplication and pile-up, cyclic softening has three possible sources:
actual softening of the microstructure, reduction in the cross section or problems
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F IGURE 5.13: Stress-strain curves of runs 7 to 14 of the load controlled
microfatigue test. The strains are normalized by B and the stresses by
C. In runs 7 to 9, the yield point was not reached. On runs 10 to 12, the
yield point is reached, but it can be observed that plastic deformation
is mainly accumulated in the first cycle of each run. Only in the run
13 the strain is accumulated cyclically, due to the accumulated damage on the hardening precipitates. Run 14 shows the fracture of the
specimen.
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F IGURE 5.14: Slip trace and crack initiation on the load control test
specimen, showing the development of a slip band parallel to the
(11̄1) plane.

F IGURE 5.15: TEM analysis of the post-mortem specimen tested under load control a) bright field showing precipitate shearing and b)
dark field showing a high dislocation density.

5.3. Results and discussion

F IGURE 5.16: Stress-strain curves of the 9 runs conducted under displacement control. The strains are normalized by B and the stresses
by C. The first two runs show no accumulation of plastic deformation. After resetting the initial position of the specimen in the third
run, strain is cyclically accumulated, specially in the first cycle of each
run.
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F IGURE 5.17: a) Detail of the stress-time figure showing the cyclic
hardening experimented in the first run (the strains are normalized
by B and the stresses by C) and b) SEM picture of the sample after the
first run of the displacement control test. Notice that no slip band has
been developed.

derived from drift of the machine. Since the drifting effect of the machine is properly
corrected by its software, uncoupling the effect of the reduction in the cross section
from the real material softening becomes critical. For this, a geometrical approach to
estimate the cross section reduction is proposed as follows:
Firstly, it is assumed that all the plastic strain accumulated in the specimen is condensed in a single slip plane. Although this is not entirely accurate, it is a valid
assumption based on the SEM pictures, which show several activated planes but a
predominant one where slip occurs primarily.
The necessity of defining a tridimensional axis system also arises. The "Y" axis has
been established as the longitudinal direction of the sample. The "Z" axis is the
vertical direction. Finally, the "X" axis is the one perpendicular to the other two. An
schematic of the axis system is shown in figure 5.19.
As the sample accumulates permanent deformation in the longitudinal axis, it is
recorded by the apparatus as displacement ld. Knowing the slip direction sd, which
is the one with the highest Schmidt factor that is contained in the observed slip plane,
the slip displacement can be calculated.
The slip displacement vector is proportional to the slip direction vector and its "y"
component will be the same as the "y" component of the longitudinal displacement
⃗ (0.19, 1.07, -0.91)
vector. For the examined cantilever, the slip direction vector is sd
and the longitudinal plastic displacement vector for an accumulated plastic defor⃗
mation of 1 µm is ld(0,
1, 0). As an example, if in a particular cycle where 5 nm were

⃗ would be (0.89, 5, -4.25). It must be noticed
recorded as plastic displacement, the sd
that the accumulation of deformation is an iterative process. Thus, the longitudinal
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F IGURE 5.18: Evolution of the shear band decohesion during run 7
of the displacement control test. a) Original state of the sample; b)
Detail of the microcrack prior to testing; c) Final state of the sample;
d) Detail of the microcrack after testing; e) Mean stress vs number of
cycles. The slip is mainly focused on a single slip plane and it comes
closer to planar decohesion with every run conducted.
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F IGURE 5.19: Reference axis system for the displacement controlled
experiment.

plastic displacement vector is the accumulation of all the previous cycles, not only
the last one.
cs = σm

(5.23)

This allows the estimation of the actual effective area. Assuming that the two parts
of the sample at both sides of the slip band act as independent blocks, the effective
area is the overlapped section between them. Care has to be taken to understand
that the transverse area is still perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the sample
and not parallel to the slip band.
An original cross-sectional area was a rectangle of dimensions ar x br . The corrected
(actual) cross section (see figure 5.20) will have the following dimensions (see figure
5.20), a’r and b’r :

x
ar = ar − sd

(5.24)

z
br = br − sd

(5.25)

Using the accumulated deformation in the longitudinal axis for every particular cycle, the true stress is calculated as:
σ = F/A

(5.26)

Figure 5.21 shows how, after this correction, the softening is mainly induced by the
reduction in cross section. Using the true applied stress data, it is concluded that the
compression step of the cycles is not strong enough to promote dislocation movement in the reverse direction, thus leading to cyclic hardening.

5.3. Results and discussion

F IGURE 5.20: Schematic of the loss of area in the cross section. The
remaining effective area is the one overlapped by the two sections.

F IGURE 5.21: Mean stress of run 7 of the displacement control test
before (red) and after (black) the area correction.
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The TEM analysis showed eminently similar results compared to the study of the
load controlled sample (see figure 5.22). Numerous precipitates γ” had been sheared
and shattered into smaller particles. Dislocations were present all along the sample
in high density. From these results, it is proposed that dislocations are activated
in the latter stages of the experiment, shearing the hardening precipitates (at least
partially). However, since they are only directed in one way due to the non reversible
nature of the cycles, its density its so high that they tend to pile-up, leading to cyclic
hardening.

F IGURE 5.22: TEM analysis of the post-mortem specimen tested under displacement control a) bright field showing precipitate shearing
and b) dark field showing a high dislocation density.

From these results, it is inferred that the main drawback in developing a fatigue
methodology for the analysis of single crystal miniaturized specimens lies on the
difficulty of achieving fully reverse cycles while maintaining high frequencies of
testing.
Despite this fact, interesting results could be extracted from this testing. Using the
proposed procedure, a microcrack was nucleated on a single crystal extracted from
a polycrystalline specimen.

5.4

Conclusions

Several tests with diverse approaches have been designed and developed in order to
understand the behavior of single crystals of IN718 under non reverse fatigue. Single crystal specimens were milled from polycrystalline samples and the tests were
conducted using a nanoindentator device.
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The main drawback found in this process was the lack or low rate of cyclic softening in the nucleation process of the slip bands. Although precipitate shearing has
been found through TEM observations, this phenomena was, in general, not intense
enough to counter the hardening effect produced by the accumulation of dislocations in the samples. This circumstance was specially noticeable in the cantilever
bending tests, where the dislocations tend to pile-up in the neutral plane of the specimen. Despite the efforts in understanding and calculating the real stresses applied
on such samples, the difficulties in calculating the appropriate load and the lack of
cyclic softening makes this methodology unpractical.
On the other hand, the uniaxial testing showed promising results when it was carried out in displacement control. Although, the importance of full reverse fatigue
cycles to ensure cyclic softening is evidenced, it was possible to generate damage on
the sample. The significance of the reduction in cross section on the calculus of the
applied stress was highlighted. Within this framework, it was possible to generate
a microcrack via shear decohesion that evolved regularly. Hence, a reliable analysis of the hardening and softening effects showed that cyclic hardening prevail over
precipitate shearing softening. However, once the crack is formed, apparent softening originated due to cross-section reduction becomes the driving force of the crack
growth.
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Chapter 6

Quantitative analysis of cyclic
plastic strain accumulation at
microstructural heterogeneties
This chapter focuses on the analytical study of the nucleation and evolution of plastic
strain during stage-I of HCF testing. Unlike chapter 5, which examined the behavior of the material at the level of a single grain, chapter 6 evaluates the interaction
of slip bands with different microstructural features specially with carbides, grain
boundaries and twin boundaries. Such investigation aims to develop a better understanding of the crack initiation process under HCF conditions. In order to reach
this goal, a HR-DIC methodology has been utilized. This technique allows to track
and map deformation at very small scale. A gold micro-sputter was used in order
to record the relative displacement on the surface, that was captured by SEM imaging. The tests were conducted for the three forging conditions, however, only coarse
grain permitted sub-grain resolution. The results showed that, in most cases, the
slip activated systems correspond to {111} planes with the highest Schmidt factor.
However, carbides and twins act as stress concentrators and may induce the activation of secondary systems. The initial and maximum accumulated deformation is as
well found on carbides and twin boundaries. In addition, large grains were found to
be more susceptible to generate persistent slip bands. Additionally, it was observed
that slip transmission through grain boundaries is unusual, whereas twin boundaries can transfer slip following the path of highest Schmid factor slip systems.

6.1 Introduction
Understanding the evolution of deformation at the microscale is an important part
of the study of the deformation of polycrystalline materials [165]. At small scale,
microstructural heterogeneities in the form of grain boundaries or second phase
particles gives rise to non-uniform deformation which, by the generation of stress
concentrations [199], lead to damage and, eventually, to microcracking [200, 201].
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Current empirical life prediction methods are not able to relate fatigue behavior to
the variability in microstructure. Although there has been substantial work done
in using advanced computational tools and experimental techniques to understand
the driving forces for fatigue crack initiation, there is still a considerable amount
of work to do in calculating fatigue scatter by explicitly taking into consideration
the heterogeneities of a given microstructure and the complicated stress and strain
states that develop in the material [202]. Thus, the localization of cyclic plastic slip
during cyclic loading is a key issue in the study of HCF behavior of polycrystalline
Ni-based superalloys.
The main objective of this chapter is the examination of the role of different inhomogeneities in the development and evolution of plastic strain in stage-I of HCF,
with special focus on grain and twin boundaries and carbides as mayor causes of
non-homogeneous deformation. This study includes the localization and quantification of microscale strain induced by the influence of such parameters. Moreover,
the influence of crystallography on the generation of PSBs and on slip transmission
through grain boundaries has been analyzed.
In this context, HR-DIC arises as an optimal tool for the analysis of accumulated
plastic strain induced by fatigue at sub-grain scale. In particular, strain mapping
during interrupted fatigue tests can provide both quantitative and qualitative detailed information about the deformation processes that take place during cyclic
testing and their relationship with the microstructure.

6.2

Experimental

With the aim of assessing the heterogeneous localized plastic deformation induced
by cyclic stresses in IN718 superalloy and its relationship with the decisive microstructural parameters that affect it, an innovative methodology for tracking plastic deformation during fatigue testing was developed. The procedure is based on the
HR-DIC assisted analysis of accumulated strain on the sample surface of the tested
specimen. For this, fatigue tests were interrupted on regular intervals of 10,000 cycles. SEM imaging was conducted before the beginning of the experiment and during the interruptions of the fatigue testing. The pictures were later analyzed and
correlated giving raise to plastic strain maps.

6.2.1

Fatigue testing

The tests were carried out in a fatigue testing system INSTRON 8802 with precisionaligned, high-stiffness load frames and a load capacity of 250 kN. A load cell of 10
kN was installed to measure load.

6.2. Experimental
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The fatigue test was set at R = 0.1. This enables maximum amplitude without the
risk of compressing the sample and, thus, induce bending. The maximum applied
stress was 760 MPa to ensure it was the maximum stress is slightly above the yield
point. These conditions were chosen to guarantee the samples work under HCF
conditions. A higher load would lead to LCF conditions and a lower stress could
not be intense enough to induce deformations.
As it was mentioned, in order to assess the different stages of plastic deformation,
tests were interrupted at regular intervals of 10,000 cycles. Then areas selected for
strain recording were analyzed by SEM and the sample was resumed.

6.2.2 Sampling

F IGURE 6.1: Ex-situ fatigue specimen design.

The specimens were fabricated by EDM from the forged samples described in chapter 4. It is worth mentioning that surface readiness is critical in these tests. It consisted on several steps: after careful polishing, EBSD was conducted with special
focus on grain and twin boundaries. Then, gold sputtering and remodelling was performed and SEM imaging of chosen areas of the sample were taken. An schematic
of the sample preparation is shown in figure 6.2.
Due to time constrains, only a small part of the surface can be studied. For the first
three samples (one of each microstructure), three sections were selected based on
the quality of the gold pattern and the abundance of interesting microstructural features (carbides, grain and twin boundaries...) that they contained. This strategy led
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F IGURE 6.2: Schematic of the HR-DIC sample preparation. i) Manufacturing of the sample by EDM, ii) careful polishing of the sample
surface, iii) EBSD analysis of the sample surface (left, crystal orientations; right, twinning) and selection of the areas of interest (notice the
black rectangles on the image), iv) gold sputtering of a thin layer, v)
gold remodelling into small spheres, vi) SEM image capture, vii) fatigue testing (10,000 cycles), repeat the steps vi) and vii) until sample
fracture or until reaching the fatigue limit.
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to a complete exploration of the impact of the microstructure on strain accumulation. However, a microcrack could be nucleated at any position on the gauge length
and the probability of capturing the initiation of the first fatigue cracks using this
approach is statistically low.
In the present work, the following gold remodeling procedure was adopted. A gold
layer was sputtered on the surface previously analyzed by EBSD. Then, the gold
layer is remodeled following the procedure developed by Luo [203] and improved
by Di Gioacchino et al. [165], shown in figure 6.3. The remodeling setup consists of
a common heat source for both, sample heating and vapor generation. The sample
must reach a temperature beyond 200◦ C and the evaporated water must create a
flow that is driven to the bottom gap between the cover and the hot plate. The
sample must be exposed to the vapor flow for at least 1 hour. With this procedure,
the homogeneous layer is transformed into a spread pattern of gold particles.

F IGURE 6.3: Gold remodelling procedure [165]. A 100 mL beaker is
situated in the center of the heater, while the samples are lying surrounding the beaker. The whole system is covered by a bigger beaker,
however, the vapor can be expelled through a small gap between the
big beaker and the hot plate. In this way, the vapor flow is force to
cross over the sample surface. The high temperature of the samples
(200◦ C) prevents the formation of condensation drops.

The gold particle size depends on the surface polishing, the thickness of the sputtered gold layer film and the remodeling time and temperature. In the present work,
the samples were polished down to colloidal silica suspension (OPS). The gold layer
was sputtered with a QUORUM Q150T machine, leading to an average thickness of
50 nm. The remodeling was conducted at 200◦ C for one and a half hour with a vapor
flow of approximately 100 mL/h.
After the image capturing at high magnification with the SEM, the images were
treated with the VIC-2D software, finally obtaining the deformation fields. Usually, a set of nine images of adjacent micrographs were combined to create a mosaic,
thus enabling a considerable size image with high resolution.
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F IGURE 6.4: Overlapping of the HR-DIC map on the SEM image grid.
Notice how the resolution of the strain band is around 2 µm.

For sub-grain accuracy in the strain measurement, a high magnification is needed in
the surface imaging. Thus, the observed area in each micrograph is rather small. In
order to obtain a significant area of analysis, nine adjacent pictures forming a 3 x 3
grid were taken. The images are slightly overlapped to ensure a correct alignment.
Each picture is treated independently and the displacement of the gold particles is
registered and compared to the previous stages. Then, the nine images and the maps
are combined giving raise to a high resolution picture with an acceptable field width
able to capture the influence of several microstructural characteristics. The process
is displayed in figures 6.4 and 6.5.

6.3

Results and discussion

The tests were successfully conducted for the three microstructures. In all cases
the yield point was reached and, thus, heterogeneous deformation developed in the
samples surfaces. However, the applied stress was not high enough to induce sufficient damage and, therefore, to nucleate cracks. Despite this circumstance, local
strain was opportunely registered in high-resolution maps in order to evaluate the
microstructural features that lead to plastic strain accumulation.
Because of their better resolution-grain size relationship, experiments using coarse
grain specimens are shown in this section. Although fine and ultrafine grain tests
showed partially acceptable outcomes, coarse grain samples offer much clearer images of sub-grain strain initiation and evolution. Moreover, the influence of microstructural features, such as carbides and grain/twin boundaries, are easier to
perceive and interpret.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show examples of the plastic strain fields and their relationship
with the microstructural features. The displayed deformation is yy , being "y" the
load direction axis. Grain and twin boundaries, Young’s modulus and Schmidt factors of each single grain are analyzed in detail.

6.3. Results and discussion

F IGURE 6.5: Procedure for grid formation and mapping a) grid of
SEM images. Notice that the images are overlapped in a 33% on each
other; b) Grid of strain maps overlapped on the SEM images. Both,
microstructure and deformation maps can be observed; c) Final map
after joining the 3 x 3 grid into a single image.
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F IGURE 6.6: Resulting maps from the analysis of the first area of the
coarse grain sample. Continuous lines represent regular grain boundaries, while discontinuous lines represent twin boundaries. a) Strain
map after 20,000 cycles; b) strain map after 40,000 cycles; c) Young’s
modulus; d) Schmid factor (second slip systems that have been activated are represented in solid lines within grains). Initial plastic
strain is close and parallel to CTBs of high elastic incompatibility and
high Schmid factor. These regions prevail as primary deformation
spots and even induce the activation of secondary slip systems.
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F IGURE 6.7: Resulting maps from the analysis of the second area of
the coarse grain sample. Continuous lines represent regular grain
boundaries, while discontinuous lines represent twin boundaries. a)
Strain map after 20,000 cycles; b) strain map after 40,000 cycles; c)
Young’s modulus; d) Schmid factor (second slip systems that have
been activated are represented in solid lines within grains). Initial
plastic strain is close and parallel to CTBs of high elastic incompatibility and high Schmid factor. These regions prevail as primary deformation spots and even induce the activation of second slip systems.
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6.3.1

Microstructural analysis

In general terms, the microstructural analysis of the selected areas matches the features described in chapter 4. Grain sizes ranged from 20 to 140 µm. Although not
completely shown in the figures, the grains at the borders of the images have been
completely measured. A number of twin boundaries are found, some isolated and
other parallel to each other. Carbides with near rounded form and sizes from 3
to 15 µm are present in these areas as well. They appear indistinguishably within
the grains and over grain boundaries. Finally, grain orientations are randomly distributed, showing no preferred texture.
Due to this haphazard orientation distribution, different values of Young’s modulus
are found along thethe loading axis in the microstructure (see figures 6.6c) and 6.7c)).
In particular, adjacent grains separated by twin boundaries (twins) present a large
contrast on elastic modulus, because of their special crystalgraphic misorientation.
Hence, it is noticeable that stiff grains are in contact with complaint ones.
The highest Schmidt factors are displayed in figures 6.6d) and 6.7d). Secondary
active slip systems are represented by a coloured continuous line inside the grains.
As expected, Schmidt factors are also randomly distributed.

6.3.2

Slip nucleation

Figures 6.6a) and 6.7a) show the strain maps over the stress axis (ϵyy ) after 20,000
cycles. Observations on these maps overlapped with the microstructure suggest a
strong correlation between the formation of PSBs and a number of microstructural
features.
Slip activity is spotted in grains presenting high elastic incompatibility with its neighbors. This circumstance is predominantly observed in grains separated by twin
boundaries, in which the slip plane with the highest S.F. system does not correspond
to the twin boundary plane.
Slip traces are also spotted close to carbides, undoubtedly related to the induced
stress concentration around them. The plastic strain accumulated around the cluster
of carbides shown in fig 6.6a) is specially noticeable. Logically, a higher local concentration of stiff particles leads to higher local stresses, which involves an increased
slip activity in the area. However, isolated carbides on grains with low S.F. are not
the cause of relevant local deformations.
Finally, the effect of grain size is easier to detect in the second area (see figure 6.6b)),
where slip traces appear parallel to a twin boundary in a large grain with high S.F.
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6.3.3 Slip evolution
After 40,000 cycles, new slip systems have been activated. However, the highest
amount of deformation is still found close to twin boundaries which separate grains
presenting very different elastic modulus.
High deformation can be also found close to inclusions as it was referenced as an
evolution of the slip bands formed previously. The effect of carbides is even able to
induce the activation of secondary slip systems.
Regarding slip transmission through grain boundaries, it is observed that slip is not
transferred through regular grain boundaries. slip bands are developed individually in each grain and are not typically continuous across grain boundaries. Moreover, GB are strain free. However, slip seems to be easily transferred through twin
boundaries. The spatial relationship in such borders allows direct transmission of
dislocations, as shown in figure 6.8.

F IGURE 6.8: Detail of the plastic strain maps showing slip transmission and blockage through grain and twin boundaries.

6.3.4 Discussion on the effect of microstructural features on slip behavior
In light of these observations, it is patent that four main features play a major role
on the slip activity under HCF conditions: grain and twin boundaries, non-metallic
inclusions (carbides), grain size and grain orientation (Schmidt factor). Moreover,
the transfer of slip bands through grain boundaries has been proven to be governed
by the crystal orientation relationships between adjacent grains.
The influence of stiff, brittle inclusions on slip activation and fatigue crack nucleation in Ni-based superalloys has been widely addressed in the literature, specially
in the last years, thanks to the improvement in HR techniques, such as HR-DIC and
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HR-EBSD [168, 204, 205]. Even when the macroscopic strain is small, local strain
and microcrack formation on carbides, nitrides and nitrocarbides has been often reported. It is expected that a stiff particle surrounded by a compliant matrix will
result in high local strain around the inclusion, due to the strong differences in elastic properties between both phases. This effect is emphasized by the geometry of
the particles: sharp corners and geometrical shapes (squares, triangles) of the particles induce higher deformations due to their stress concentration capacity. In the
present study, the observed carbides are blunt-shaped, thus limiting its microcrack
formation capabilities. In addition, in terms of crack initiation, the importance of the
area surrounding the inclusion has been pointed out as a critical matter: grain orientation and grain size in the neighbourhood of these defects determine the possible
evolution of local strain into microcracking. Thus, the presence of carbides can not
be addressed as a single reason for component failure [205]. On the other hand, since
the influence of stiff particles on local strain is based (as well as the other factors) on
slip activity, research has been driven into smaller scales of the microstructure [168,
204]: by means of HR-EBSD, GND density has been observed to raise dramatically
in nickel grains surrounding the inclusions. Significant cyclic hardening takes place
as GND density increases, specially concentrated in the first cycles. This observation
matches the noticed strain accumulation saturation found in the present investigation, as well as the behavior of single crystals described in chapter 5. Moreover, it
has been pointed out that interface strength remains as a key parameter, since it can
govern the microcrack formation (via decohesion or via particle fracture) and crystal
plasticity models have been postulated as a necessary tool to extend this analysis.
The effect of twin boundaries on the surface has been extensively remarked. In general, it is established that non-metallic inclusions and twin boundaries are competing strain localization and crack initiation mechanisms. The density of the latter has
been described as the main factor in resolving such competition: a high twin boundary density tends to lead to the appearances of microcracks in such areas [205]. It
has also been found that crack initiation is bounded as a function of the elastic modulus differences between the parent and the twin grains. Moreover, the apparent
(superficial) length of the TB is regarded as a critical parameter for crack initiation,
as longer TBs have a significant influence on crack nucleation [83]. These results
are again in concordance with the present examinations, in which longer superficial
TBs are more prone to develop plastic strain sooner and in higher intensity. It is
finally remarkable that complex microstructure-based numerical simulations [202]
have managed to capture a high concentration of elastic stress anysotropy and accumulated plastic strain in the immediate vicinity of twin boundaries where cracks
were predicted to start. Significant normal stress was also found to act of favourably
oriented twins, acting as crack driving forces.
The effect of grain size is well known and is usually described in therms of a HallPetch relationship (see equation 2.7 [27, 28]). Understandably in theory, dislocations
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can move freely in the absence of grain boundaries. Thus, PSBs are more prone to
be formed. However, large grain size may also result on a lower density of twin
boundaries and, as a consequence, longer fatigue lifes have been reported [205].
In any case, this effect corresponds to microcrack fatigue propagation and not to
microcrack nucleation.
Returning to the present study, the strain fields found around non-metallic inclusions, long twin boundaries and within large grains confirm the hypothesis that
these three mentioned factors compete in terms of local plastic strain accumulation.
It can be concluded that a higher density in such features would lead to shorter crack
incubation times, thus resulting in reduced fatigue life. In other words, it is postulated that the ideal microstructural design for a highly efficient HCF-resistant IN718
allowable would include a very fine average grain size in absence of carbides and
twin boundaries.
Moreover, although the mentioned parameters compete in terms of plastic strain
accumulation and, subsequently, in crack initiation, when they appear in proximity
to each other, they can act in a synergistic manner. Thus, a particular spot in which a
long twin boundary was close to a carbide, would be a perfect combination for crack
nucleation.
Finally, slip transmission through grain and twin boundaries have attracted attention in the last few years [78, 167], mostly due to its influence on short crack propagation. Local configurations are claimed to control the ease of slip transmission that
could favor damage [78]. Small volumes presenting crystallographic rotations have
been reported in the intersecting points between PSBs and grain boundaries. These
microvolumes are susceptible to crystal orientation and they are clearly favored for
grain boundaries where slip transmission is difficult. However, these conclusions
must be taken with care since twist angle depends on the grain boundary geometry and 2D analyses do not provide such information. In the mentioned study,
grain boundaries are assumed to be flat and perpendicular to the observation surface, which may lead to incorrect twist angle measurements. This examination is in
good agreement with the present investigation results though, as twin boundaries
offer a good path for dislocations to travel trough the boundary, given the geometrical relationship between the crystal structures at both sides of the twin.

6.4 Conclusions
HR-DIC has been successfully adapted for fatigue testing for the first time. The
obtained results have validated the application of this technique at the sub-grain
level to such testing configuration.
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F IGURE 6.9: Potential strain transfer mechanisms across boundaries:
(a) direct transmission, (b) indirect transmission leaving a residual
boundary dislocation, (c) indirect transmission and (d) no transmission of a dislocation interacting with an impenetrable boundary [206].

Chemical vapour deposition of gold particles is confirmed as an effective proceeding
to track in-grain local displacement and strain without masking the microstructural
features critical for fatigue analysis. However, gold remodelling can be improved by
refining the particle size and, thus, this technology would be applicable to fine grain
microstructures.
The overlapping of deformation, crystallography and SEM maps successfully enables the analysis of strain in large areas while maintaining high resolution and detail.
The samples did not reach the fatigue limit. Hence, no crack was developed. However, a considerable amount of deformation was accumulated and could be localized.
Deformation was focused on twin boundaries, areas surrounding carbides and large
grains with high Schmidt factor:
- Twins are specially critical due to the difference in Young’s modulus between the
grains at both sides of the twins, which results in high stress concentration. In particular, long twins with high Schmidt factors are more prone to develop strain.
- Carbides are stiff particles which act as stress concentrators, thus developing a high
amount of strain in their surrounding matrix.
- Large grain are more susceptible to slip activity, according to Hall-Petch effect.
Finally, slip transmission has been proven to be favored in twin boundaries, while
slip tends to be blocked at regular grain boundaries.
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Three-dimensional study of
microstructurally short crack
initiation and propagation
In this chapter, HCF crack initiation and microstructurally short crack propagation
have been investigated through a cutting edge tomographic technique: in-situ fatigue testing assisted by combined diffraction contrast tomography (PCT) and phase
contrast tomography (PCT). Opposed to traditional techniques, that are only able
to provide with a surface analysis, this novel procedure allows the reconstruction
and analysis of complete (3D) crystallographic and topographic volumes. Cracks
were found to nucleate along slip systems parallel to coherent twin boundaries preexisting on the sample surface. These slip systems presented high Schmidt factor
and the grains at both sides of the twin showed a high elastic incompatibility. Even
more importantly, the propagation of short cracks was found to be determined by
the ease in slip transfer paths across grain boundaries and other geometric factors.

7.1 Introduction
A large percentage of the fatigue lives (up to 90%) of components working under
cyclic loads are spent in stage-I [207], which is mainly defined by crack initiation and
microstructurally short crack propagation. Hence, such issues are critical in the high
cycle fatigue behavior of metallic materials. Unlike crack initiation and propagation
mechanisms for low cycle fatigue or monotonic tests, where the crack evolution can
be studied from the point of view of linear elastic fracture mechanics, high cycle
fatigue is known to be genuinely microstructure-sensitive.
Apart from interactions at dislocation scale, crack nucleation is mainly governed by
the accumulation of plastic deformation induced by microstructural heterogeneities
(see chapters 2 and 6). The main parameters affecting this issue are the presence of
twin boundaries, carbides (or other stiff, brittle particles) and grain size. Although
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the degree of surface deformation has been quantified in chapter 6 and a number of
publications have driven attention to such investigation [78, 83, 167, 205, 208], the
influence of beneath-surface features could not be accounted for.
MSCP, on the other hand, is thought to be controlled by several microstructural features and geometrical relationships. Firstly, a stage-I crack propagates along a single
slip plane within an individual grain [100, 103]. Secondly, the effect of the angles
formed between the slip planes of an incoming and outgoing grain on the grain
ˆ
ˆ are specially emphasized.
boundary twist angle (or al pha)
and tilt angle (or beta)
Similarly to the studies conducted for the analysis of crack nucleation, the investigations focused on MSCP are based on surface analysis, thus neglecting the behavior
and influence of the inner microstructure [86, 99, 101, 102, 186, 209].
Hence, an accurate definition of the inside of the material is critical for the thorough analysis of HCF. However, such study can not be achieved with traditional
surface analysis. The combination of Phase Contrast Tomography and Diffraction
Contrast Tomography fulfills the requirement for an in-situ technique able to track
microstructurally short crack propagation through a tridimensional volume, whose
crystallography has been analyzed. This state-of-the-art X-ray diffraction and imaging techniques were first demonstrated in [210, 211] (see chapter 3) and can be combined with mechanical (fatigue) testing, giving raise to a powerful tool capable of
analysing the critical microstructural parameters concerning HCF behavior.

7.2

Experimental

For the purpose of understanding the role of the complete microstructure on crack
nucleation and short crack propagation, a thorough methodology of fatigue testing
assisted by PCT and DCT was developed. The procedure was as follows: after careful preparation of the sample, one single DCT and the first PCT were conducted.
Then, the sample was tested and the experiment was interrupted every 20,000 cycles for a PCT analysis. The sample fractured after 108,000 cycles and a final PCT
was carried out. Finally, a post-mortem EBSD was conducted on an interior section
of the specimen in order to compare the information of the DCT to a fully reliable
source and to have a position reference between the PCT and the DCT.

7.2.1

Specimen description

The specimen employed in the experiment was especially designed and manufactured to fulfill the requirements of the involved techniques and optimize its results.
An schematic of the sample is shown in figure 7.1. Its gauge length was 1 mm in
order to ensure a large volume with uniform stress and the cross-sectional area was
0.36 mm2 which is large enough for a representative number of grains, though thin
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enough for a proper interaction between the Syncrhotron beam and the microstructure.

F IGURE 7.1: Syncrotron fatigue sample design.

The sample was manufactured by means of EDM. This machining technique is not
able to fabricate pieces with a rounded central area and it must be noted that a
squared section with flat surfaces and 90◦ corners would induce artifacts on the PCT
images and stress concentrations on the corners. Moreover, the sample surface is
extensively oxidized during the EDM machining, which would lead to a critical distortion of the results. Thus, a rotative electropolishing technique was devised to
overcome these issues. Figure 7.2a) shows this procedure, consisting on the polishing fluid rotating around the longitudinal axis of the specimen, which is submerged
vertically. The piece is connected to the positive pole of a voltage source while the
negative one was located right under the specimen to complete the circuit. The reactive employed was acetic acid (10% in methanol), the voltage used was 4.6 V and
the piece was submerged for 8 minutes at -20◦ C. In order to prevent the polishing
of the grip area that is inside the liquid, this part was covered with a common nail
polish. The resulting surface, rounded and smooth, ensured that the crack initiation
was microstructure (and not geometry) driven, while preventing possible artifacts of
the PCT reconstruction. Moreover, this polishing technique removed all the oxide,
as well as the carbides on the surface, averting the influence of non metallic particles
on crack initiation. An SEM image of the sample after the electropolishing procedure
is shown in figure 7.2b).

7.2.2 Experimental setup and conditions
The experiments shown in this chapter were conducted in-situ at the ID11 beamline
of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France). A description of the principles of Synchrotron techniques is detailed in chapter 3 and a
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 7.3.
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F IGURE 7.2: a) Schematic of the rotative electropolishing for the Syncrotron experiment specimen. b) SEM micrograph of the Syncrotron
experiment specimen.

F IGURE 7.3: European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) DCT +
PCT setup [212].
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A single DCT analysis divided in three measurements covering a total height of 600
µm was acquired prior to the fatigue testing. Due to the high signal attenuation of
nickel, the experiment was conducted using a high-energy beam (60 KeV) to allow
the transmission through the specimen. A monochromatic pink wavelength was
used, with the specimen rotating on a pin. Images were recorded every 0.05◦ over
the full 360◦ , reaching a pixel size of 1.4 µm.
PCT tomographs were carried out prior and after the cycling, every 20,000 cycles
(interrupting the test) and at the end of the experiment. In the setup, the detector
was placed as close as possible to the sample to inhibit the phase contrast due to the
presence of the crack and, thus, facilitate its definition with a pixel size of 0.7 µm.
The fatigue testing was conducted in-situ in a Nanox fatigue rig [213] (see figure 7.4).
This apparatus was especially designed to be compatible with the space constrains
imposed by diffraction imaging techniques. It employs a modified piezoelectric actuator and the test samples are attached by two steel pins. The test was load controlled with a calculated maximum applied stress of ≈ 700 MPa (around 2/3 of the
yield stress) and R = 0.1 under sinusoidal waveform. In order to reach a considerable number of cycles in a reasonable amount of time, the test frequency was set to
25 Hz. The testing was conducted at room temperature and the effect of heating due
to crystal lattice vibration (phonons) was neglected.
a)

b)

F IGURE 7.4: a) Schematic of the Syncrotron assisted fatigue experiment. b) Schematic of the fatigue rig [213].

7.2.3 Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD)
EBSD provides accurate information of the sample crystallography. In order to have
a reference of the position of grains and cracks on the sample that can be used to
correctly align the PCT and DCT volumes, an EBSD analysis (described in chapter
3) was conducted post-mortem on the sample interior. For this, the sample was
longitudinally grinded and polished until reaching approximately the central part
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of the specimen. It was as well important to check the orientation acquisition of the
DCT and the EBSD, and rotate the later to align them.

7.2.4

Data analysis

PCT and DCT are complex techniques that require further data treatment in order to
extract valuable information. Data processing is described below:
DCT analysis
The grain geometry refinement and grain indexing in this technique is based on
Friedel pairs of diffraction spots. The grain reconstruction is performed with a Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) using 3D oblique angle projections and GPU acceleration [212]. The main steps involved are [172]:
i) Preprocessing and segmentation
Preprocessing consists on several image processing steps on the entire image stack.
A distortion correction was performed using a distortion map based on the radiograph of a regular absorption grid. The footprint of the direct beam and boundaries
of the diffracted beam area in the images were determined. Constant background
features are removed from the diffraction area by a moving median filter through
the image stack. Then, the direct beam radiographs were used for an absorption
reconstruction using the mentioned 3D SIRT [214].
Segmentation is the process in which diffraction spots (blobs) extending in plane of
the detector are separated from the preprocessed images. It involved finding diffraction signals in the diffracted beam area. Each blob was segmented as a connected
neighbourhood using a 3D morphological reconstruction (region growing). Overlapping spots were segmented as a single one and were filtered out in later stages.
ii) Arbitrary setup geometry
The setup was defined in the ("x", "y", "z") Lab reference, which is a right-handed
Cartesian coordinate system. The setup can be defined arbitrarily, it is only the relative position of the components that eventually matters. The position and orientation of the incoming beam, rotation axis and detector were described with their
Lab coordinates. A detector reference, a sample reference and a reconstruction reference must as well be set. Additionally, care must be taken in relating these reference
coordinate systems to the PCT one.
iii) Friedel pair matching at high Bragg angles and in multiphase materials
¯ reflections from the same grain that occur at 180◦
Friedel pairs are (hkl) and (h̄k̄ l)
offset in the scan if the rotation axis is perpendicular to the beam. They are found by
applying crystallographic and spatial search criteria along with the metadata of the
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diffraction spots [171]. The matching algorithm considers the centroid of the diffraction spots (spatial information) and a list of possible Bragg angles (crystallographic
information) to find the best Friedel pairs combinations. Friedel pairs provide relatively high orientation accuracy in near-field datasets before the indexing stage by
eliminating the uncertainty in the grain positions.
iv) Refinement of the arbitrary setup geometry
Calibration of the exact detector position relative to the beam and the rotation axis
is essential to achieve high orientation and 3D shape reconstruction accuracy. The
(hkl) family and the corresponding theoretical d-spacing yields an X-ray wavelength
for any Friedel pair that are linked via Braggs law. A non-linear least squares optimization algorithm is applied to minimize a target function (the sum of the squared
deviation of the computed X-ray wavelengths from the true value).
v) Indexing
Indexing is the process of finding grain positions and orientations in the sample by
grouping the observed diffraction spots. An iterative indexing algorithm Indexter
[171] is employed to find grains using all the available information from each Friedel
pair. The parameters measured from a pair are the following: potential (hkl) families and phases, scattering vector direction, diffracted beam path through the sample volume, average bounding box sizes, intensity and area of the two diffraction
spots. Grains orientations were originally handled in Rodrigues space, as described
in [174]. A 3D Rodrigues space provides a mapping of the orientation space, where
each point uniquely defines a 3D rotation. Crystal symmetry is accounted for by
restricting this space to the fundamental zone that is a polyhedron dependent on the
actual lattice system or spacegroup. The orientation of a grain is described as the
smallest rotation around any axis from a reference orientation fixed to the sample
reference. Indexing consists on the following steps:
- Build grains: The algorithm selects a random Friedel pair and checks the coherence of every other pairs with respect to it in terms of spatial and crystallographic
information. A grain is created for each subset that contains a minimum of five pairs.
- Merge grains: Overlapped grains with the same orientation are merged together in
a single grain.
- Extend grains: Single pairs consistent with new merged grains are added to the
latest.
vi) Forward simulation
After grain identification, the algorithm is able to predict the position of diffraction
spots for each grain, thus confirming that grains found during indexing are correct.
One grain can produce up to 30 spots.
vii) 6D Reconstruction
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The 3D shape of indexed grains were reconstructed individually from their diffraction spots before assembled in a grain map through Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques (ART) [175], with a SIRT algorithm from the open source tomography library
ASTRA integrated in the process. The projection geometry was calculated from the
fitted grain orientation (and strain), as the predicted diffracted beam directions. Each
voxel present in the grain was given a position in real space, but also a specific orientation in the orientation space, which is why it is called 6D. It allowed a better
recognition of the intergranular misorientation, (including twin boundaries) whose
study is critical in the present investigation.
viii) Visualization
The visualization function of the ESRF allows the observation the complete microstructure in 3D. This enables the visual localization of conflict regions for which
the algorithm was not able to assign to a grain or when a particular space is occupied
by two grains. This can be corrected manually.
PCT analysis
Contrary to the complex DCT data analysis, PCT data treatment is rather simple.
The tomographic reconstruction was performed using a 3D extension of the conventional 2D filtered backprojection algorithm. It consists of sequentially filtering and
backprojecting each 2D image onto the 3D volume [215].
Similarly to the DCT volume visualization, the visualization tool of the ESRF also
allows the 3D observation of the PCT volume stack.
DCT-PCT combination
The visualization tool of the ESRF provides the ability of overlapping both, DCT and
PCT volumes. Their respective alignment must be manually adjusted. The accuracy
required in the overlapping demands a quality reference. The post-mortem EBSD
can be used as a position reference between DCT and PCT, as it combines spatial
and crystallographic data. In particular, the secondary crack was used to determine
a reference position. For this, the 100,000 cycle PCT was chosen as it showed the
larger and thus, better defined crack (see figure 7.5). Subsequently, the other PCT
volumes were aligned in reference to the previous positioning.
The alignment of the axis system of the DCT to the one of the EBSD was conducted
following the procedure of matrix rotation described in chapter 3.
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F IGURE 7.5: Comparison of a interior slice of the different techniques
used for their alignment: a) EBSD; b) DCT; c) PCT; d) DCT+PCT.

7.2.5 Geometrical interpretations
Contrary to the standard bi-dimensional surface analysis, 3D studies allow and require a more complex examination and processing.
Trace analysis
3D analysis enables the use of three orthogonal views for an unambiguously identification of the trace. Trace identification is reduced to {111} planes, which are the
only ones with activated slip systems (see figure 7.6).

F IGURE 7.6: Trace analysis on a DCT+PCT slice.
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Grain boundary definition
In order to calculate properly the different spatial relationships crucial for CP, the
definition of the grain boundary geometry is of primary importance. For this, two
points sharing a GB at both sides of a crack from one slide and one from another at
a relatively close distance (5 slides approximately were selected). These three points
define the plane of the GB as shown in figure 7.7.

F IGURE 7.7: Points for grain boundary geometry definition.

Parameters rationalization
Some of the critical geometrical parameters that determine the microcrack path have
been described in the literature (see chapter 2). However, as it was mentioned before,
some of them are described from a surface analysis point of view, thus not representing the actual 3D configurations. Opposite to previous surface observations [102],
the measurements presented in this work provide full access to the relevant geometrical parameters that define the propagation of cracks across each GB, including, the
real GB orientation below the surface. Moreover, since in stage-I the cracks propagate parallel to a slip plane in each grain, for each incoming slip/crack plane on an
individual GB, there are four potential outgoing slip planes and three potential slip
directions, and the experimental data can be used to evaluate the role of slip transferability at the GB in front of the crack tip on the selection of the outgoing slip/crack
plane. Hence, a more accurate definition of the angles that define the behavior of
MSC is necessary.
These parameters are shown in figure 7.8 and can be described as follows:
- α̂ (Twist angle): angle between the intersections of the two crack planes with the
GB plane.
- β̂ (Tilt angle): angle between the two slip/crack plane normals, once the outgoing
slip/crack plane is rotated around the GB normal to remove the twist.

7.2. Experimental

F IGURE 7.8: Definition of a) twist angle α̂ (angle between the traces
of the slip/crack planes on the GB); γ̂ (angle between the incoming
slip direction and the direction with maximum SF of the outgoing
plane); and δ̂ (minimum angle between the incoming slip direction
and outgoing slip directions for each possible outgoing plane). b) Tilt
angle, β̂ (angle between slip/crack planes normals after rotating the
outgoing slip plane around the vector normal to the GB until the twist
angle is reduced to 0).
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- γ̂: angle between the incoming slip direction and the slip direction with the highest
Schmidt factor for each potential outgoing slip/crack plane. It accounts for how well
the outgoing slip system is oriented with respect to the externally applied load.
- δ̂: minimum angle between the slip direction of the incoming plane and the best
aligned slip direction of each outgoing plane. It evaluates how the geometrical alignment between the incoming and outgoing slip systems affects crack propagation
across the GB.
Comparison of these geometrical parameters for the actually observed propagation
crack paths with respect to those potentially available allowed discriminating between the most important factors leading to crack propagation at GBs.

7.3

Results and discussion

7.3.1

Crack evolution

PCT allowed to track the evolution of the cracks during the test. The volumes
showed flawless reconstructions and clear images of the cracks (figure 7.9). Three
cracks nucleated independently in the period between 20,000 and 40,000 cycles. At
the beginning, surface grains are more easily penetrated because they are less constraint than subsurface grains. However, the crack quickly evolved into a semi elliptical shape because ∆Klocal minima occur where the crack front is ahead of this
semicircle . This crack shape effect is in good agreement with A. Boyd-Lee and J.E.
King [100], who observed fatigue crack paths on Ni-based superalloys by 3D reconstruction of the fracture surfaces. Figure 7.9 shows schematically this development.
Between 40,000 and 60,000 cycles, two of the three cracks (yellow and blue in figure
7.9) merged into a single one (green) which would eventually lead to fracture after
108,000 cycles. The other crack (red) evolved independently. The cracks size, both in
terms of surface and volume, raises exponentially as shown in the figure. This effect
is due to the area reduction induced by the fissures. As expected, a similar tendency
is observed in the number of grains crossed by the crack with respect to the number
of cycles (figure 7.9). A summary of the crack evolution analysis is shown in figure
7.9.

7.3.2

Crystallographic analysis

The volume obtained from the DCT is shown in figure 7.10. About 80% of the sample volume could be indexed and reconstructed. The indexing and reconstruction
process is affected by the presence of extended orientation related domains (c.f. large
fraction of Sigma 3 boundaries), which give rise to systematic diffraction spot overlaps. These events lead to inaccurate shape for some particular parent/twin pairs.
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F IGURE 7.9: Three-dimensional analysis of crack evolution. a) 3D
view of the specimens and the cracks; b) Evolution of the crack area;
c) Evolution of the crack volume.
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However, this did not affect significantly to the quantitative analysis of the merged
volumetric data.

F IGURE 7.10: DCT volume reconstruction. The color of the grains
represent orientations according to the acquisition axis system.

The comparison between the DCT and the post-Mortem EBSD showed an excellent
correlation with a small deviation in the crystal orientation (< 5◦ in the Euler angles).
An image showing the EBSD and the internal slice of the DCT corresponding to the
same surface is shown in figure 7.5. Two out of the three cracks that nucleated in the
sample were located in the gauge volume covered by the DCT.

7.3.3

Combined PCT-DCT volumes

The overlay of the PCT and DCT volumes allowed the cracks to be clearly tracked
and confronted to the local microstructure (see figure 7.11) and, thus, it was possible
to identify the individual grains that led to crack initiation and the crystallographic
planes along which the cracks propagated. In addition, the change in the crack plane
when the cracks were transmitted across the grain boundary can be determined.
The reconstructed volume is divided into slides, so that the interior of the volume
can be inspected by selecting the desired slide number.

7.3.4

Crack initiation

The two cracks that were included in the volume of the DCT nucleated on the specimen surface along a slip system parallel to a preexisting CTB. The results indicate
that preexisting CTB on the surface are the most important factor to take into account in CI. However, a large number of CTBs were found in the sample surface, not
leading to crack nucleation. In order to rationalize which parameters are decisive
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F IGURE 7.11: Reconstructed volumes of: a) PCT after 100,000 cycles. Cracks can be seen on the surface. b) PCT after 100,000 cycles
with segmented cracks. c) DCT. d) Interior slice of the DCT overlapped with the PCT after 100,000 cycles, showing the interaction of
the cracks with the specimen microstructure in 3D. Orientations are
referred to the load (vertical) axis. The side length of the specimen is
600 µm.
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in the CI process, the following microstructural features (accordingly to the results
obtained in chapter 6) were analyzed for the different pairs of grains separated by a
CTB that were found on the sample surface:
- The applied Schmidt factor on the slip system parallel to the CTB, mTB
- The elastic contrast across the CTB, measured as the ratio between the elastic moduli along the loading direction axis, E-ratio = E1 /E2 , of the two grains at each side of
the TB.
- The grain size, measured as the sum of volumes of the two grains at both sides of
the CTB, V1 + V2 .
- The length of the CTB on the specimen surface.
The results of this analysis are summarized in figure 7.12, in which green circles
represent those CTBs that led to CI and the red crosses those that did not nucleate
cracks.
Figure 7.12a) clearly shows that, for the cases where CI was detected, a high Schmidt
factor and a large E-ratio (of around 1.7) were found, implying that in those grains
were the slip system parallel to the CTB are well oriented for a slip, a large elastic
incompatibility across the CTB can explain the local stress concentration, that leads
to damage nucleation. However, high Schmidt factors and elastic incompatibilities
are two necessary, though, not sufficient, conditions for CI. In fact, higher E-ratios,
as for instance the grain with a pre-existing CTB with E-ratio of 2.1, did not nucleate
a crack.
It is expected that large grains will be softer, due to freedom of dislocation movement
along the grain since they do not find closely the slip resistance of grain boundaries.
Therefore, large grains are expected to be more prone to damage and CI. However,
figure 7.12b) shows that grain size is not a relevant factor, since the biggest grains
did not lead to crack nucleation.
On the contrary, figure 7.12c) shows that the length of the CTB on the surface is the
most relevant factor for CI. The longer the intersection of the TB with the surface, the
more likely it is to start a crack. This is explained by the lack of constriction of the
slip plane parallel to the TB on the surface. As shown schematically in figure 7.12d),
larger TBs that only show a short part of the boundary on the surface are not as
susceptible to crack initiation as smaller twin boundaries that have longer apparent
size on the surface.
Even though the observations on one single specimen are limited, these conclusions
are in fully agreement with the one recently obtained by conventional testing [83],
but the advantage of tomography is that it allows the measure of the subsurface
shape, the size of the grains and the orientation of the nucleated cracks, which is
impossible with surface inspection techniques. Nevertheless, it would be expected
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F IGURE 7.12: The applied Schmidt factor on all pre-existing CTBs
found at the specimen surface is plot against different factors that
can potentially lead to fatigue crack initiation. Green circles represent those CTBs that led to fatigue crack initiation (CI), while the red
crosses stand for the ones that did not (No CI). a) E-ratio=E1 /E2 . b)
Sum of volumes of the grains at both sides of the TB. c) Length of the
TB along the specimen surface. d) Schematic illustration of the influence of the volume of grains and length of the CTB on the surface.
A long CTB on the surface that separates a small pair of grains (red
grains) is more prone to crack initiation than a shorter CTB on the
surface that separates two bigger grains (blue grains).
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that the same material with a smaller average grain size would be more resistant to
CI, because twins on the surface would also be smaller.

7.3.5

Crack propagation

A total of twelve microcrack propagations through grain boundaries were analyzed.
To account for the crack-GB interaction, starting from the initial grain, the four
above described geometrical parameters were computed for each of the four potential slip/crack planes at each of the GBs encountered by the crack. Comparison
of these geometrical parameters for the actually observed propagation crack paths
with respect to those potentially available allowed discriminating between the most
important factors leading to crack propagation at GBs.
Figure 7.13a) plots α̂ and β̂ angles of all potential slip/crack planes for each analyzed
GB impinged by the fatigue crack. Green full circles represent actual observed crack
paths and the red crosses potential planes at which the cracks did not propagate.
It is clearly shown that crack propagation occurred predominantly for slip planes
displaying a small twist angle, α̂ < 45◦ . On the other hand, tilt angle, β̂, shows
no significant influence on the propagation of the crack. The clear trend of low α̂
values in crack propagation is shown in figure 7.13b), which shows how statistically
the preferred crack propagation is the one with the lowest α̂ value, regardless if the
crack-GB interaction takes place on the surface or in the grain interior.

F IGURE 7.13: Analysis of crack propagation across GBs. Green circles
represent the conditions for which crack propagation occurred (CP)
and the red crosses represent other potential crack paths that were
not observed (No CP). a) Values of the angles α̂ and β̂. b) Percentages
of CP produced on systems with minimum α̂.

The predominant influence of α̂ on crack propagation across GBs is in full agreement
with previous observations [102], and it is reasonable because the lower the value
of α̂, the smaller is the GB surface that the crack has to break through in order to
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propagate to the adjacent grain. Thus, the energy required for the transmission of
the crack is smaller as the value of α̂ decreases.
Similarly to the previous image, figure 7.14a) plots the γ̂ and δ̂ angles for all observed
(green circles) and potential slip/crack planes (red crosses) for each analyzed GB
impinged by the fatigue crack. It is clear that planes with a small δ̂ angle were
always preferred propagation paths, whereas the impact of γ̂ was found negligible.

F IGURE 7.14: Analysis of crack propagation across GBs. Green circles
represent the conditions for which crack propagation occurred (CP)
and the red crosses represent other potential crack paths that were
not observed (No CP). a) Values of the angles γ̂ and δ̂; b) Percentages
of CP produced on systems with minimum δ̂.

Therefore, both a small twist angle, α̂, and a small angle between the incoming and
outgoing slip directions, δ̂, are key determining the crack path across GBs. Interestingly, both are geometrical parameters associated with easy slip transmission across
GBs [216]. Therefore, the results allow concluding that crack propagation in stage-I
is facilitated by slip transmission, as schematically illustrated in figure 7.14. In other
words, the plasticity induced at the crack tip in the incoming grain, predominantly
parallel to the growing fatigue crack, activates outgoing slip systems in adjacent
grains that are well oriented for slip transfer, and that dictates the crack path across
the GB.
If this is so, it is illustrative to use an additional parameter to rank the potential
crack paths that includes both and that has been used before in the context of slip
transmission at GBs [217], the factor χ, defined as the product of the cosines of those
angles:
χ = cos(α̂)cos(δ̂)

(7.1)

The χ factor, ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 implying the best possible geometrical
alignment between the incoming and outgoing slip systems and 0 the worst one.
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Figure 7.15 clearly shows that the observed CP planes correspond to slip systems
with a χ factor close to 1, regardless the applied Schmidt factor on the outgoing
slip system, mTB. In other words, the fatigue crack propagates along directions of
easy slip transfer, irrespective of their orientation with respect to the applied load.
Interestingly, it was found that in the few cases where the crack did not follow a
path with a high χ factor, this was associated to either bifurcation events at a given
GB, due to the existence of two slip transfer paths with a high χ factor, or to cases
where the incoming crack impinged on a pre-existing CTB, in which case the crack
propagated along it, until impinging in the next GB.

F IGURE 7.15: Analysis of crack propagation across GBs. Green circles
represent the conditions for which crack propagation occurred (CP)
and the red crosses represent other potential crack paths that were
not observed (No CP). a) Schematic illustration of how slip transfer
associated with a growing fatigue crack can determine the crack propagation path across a GB in stage-I. b) Value of the χ factor versus the
applied Schmidt factor.

7.4

Conclusions

The combination of DCT and PCT has been proven a very useful tool for the study
of fatigue crack nucleation and propagation. It allows in-situ analysis of the crack
path evolution with respect to the complete tridimensional microstructure. In the
absence of carbides, CTBs well oriented for slip pre-existing on the specimen surface
are the preferred crack initiation. In particular, long CTBs are more susceptible to
planar decohesion.
The propagation of MSC in stage-I occurs parallel to individual slip planes in each
grain and it is controlled by the easy slip transfer path at each GB. These slip transfer
paths are those corresponding to small α̂ and δ̂ angles. The χ factor, typically used
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to evaluate slip transfer at GB, is proposed as the key factor determining the fatigue
crack propagation path through the grain boundaries.
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Conclusions
This investigation aimed to extend the fundamental knowledge on the HCF behavior of IN718, with special focused on stage-I. The research took place on several
steps: firstly, a preliminar microstructural examination of the available materials;
then, a study of their monotonic mechanical response; finally, being the most important part of this thesis, a complete analysis of the HCF performance. This HCF
approach included three different investigations: (i) the effect of the interaction of
dislocations with the microstructure at the scale of individual grains and their impact on softening/hardening events; (ii) study and quantification of the accumulation of heterogeneous plastic strain; and (iii) three dimensional approach to crack
initiation and microstructurally short crack propagation, with special emphasis on
the interactions of the crack with the microstructure. This process included the development and adaptation of state-of-the-art methodologies for HCF analysis.
A set of final considerations can be concluded based on the results obtained in the
present investigation.
Regarding the description of the studied materials, three different forging conditions
of IN718 have been studied (coarse, fine and ultrafine grain). Their microstructural
analysis showed important differences in grain sizes. Despite this fact, their amount
and distribution of second phases remained constant independently from the grain
size. These second phases included carbides, δ phase particles and γ’ and γ” hardening precipitates.
Under monotonic test conditions, a strong correlation between grain size and yield
strength was proven. Moreover, clusters of carbides were found to be present in the
initiation of cracks, most likely due to their stress concentration capability.
The conclusions of the analysis of stage-I are here depicted in detail:
(i) Study of events that take place prior to crack initiation at dislocation scale:
For the examination of the interactions of dislocations with the microstructure, novel
purpose-designed procedures were developed. In order to isolate the softening effect (produced by cyclic shearing of the strengthening precipitates) from the cyclic
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hardening (induced by dislocation pile-ups at grain boundaries) single crystal specimens were analyzed by means of nanoindentation assisted fatigue techniques. Two
fatigue modes were applied: bending (cantilevers) and uniaxial.
Although precipitate shearing was found through TEM observations, the softening
produced was, in general, not intense enough to counter the hardening effect produced by the accumulation of GNDs in the samples.
However, the uniaxial tests showed interesting results when they were carried out
in displacement control. Although the importance of full reverse fatigue cycles to
ensure cyclic softening is evidenced, it was possible to generate damage on the sample. Using this methodology, apparent softening is originated due to cross-section
reduction once the crack is formed. This fact became the driving force of the crack
growth.
It was concluded that, on miniaturized samples, GNDs density is high, even without
the presence of grain boundaries.
(ii) Study of heterogeneous plastic strain accumulation during the nucleation of
cracks:
HR-DIC was successfully adapted for fatigue testing for the first time. It was found
that deformation was focused on twin boundaries, areas surrounding carbides and
large grains with high Schmidt factor. In particular:
Twins are specially critical due to the difference in Young’s modulus between the
grains at both sides of the twins, which results in high stress concentration on the
twin boundary. Particularly, long twins with high Schmidt factors are more prone to
develop strain.
Carbides are stiff particles which act as stress concentrators, thus developing a high
amount of strain in their surrounding matrix.
Large grains are more susceptible to slip activity according to Hall-Petch effect.
Thus, it was concluded that are more prone to damage accumulation and crack initiation.
In addition, slip transmission has been proven to be favored in twin boundaries,
while slip tends to be blocked at regular grain boundaries.
(iii) Three dimensional inspection of crack initiation and microstructurally short
crack propagation:
In-situ Synchrotron assisted testing was adapted to allow HCF monitoring of crack
nucleation and growth in a full sample volume. A specially disgned specimen without carbides present on the surface was analyzed.
It was revealed that cracks are initiated on the sample surface in all instances and
never on the sample interior. In the absence of carbides, CTBs well oriented for slip
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pre-existing on the specimen surface are the preferred crack initiation. In particular,
the longest CTBs are more susceptible to planar decohesion. This fact is encouraged
on CTBs presenting a high elastic incompatibility of the grains surrounding it. This
observation is in full agreement with the evidence of accumulation of plastic strain
on these spots, previously detected by HR-DIC. Real (not apparent) grain size, on
the other hand, is irrelevant in terms of the level of strain accumulation.
The propagation of MSC in stage-I is strongly dependent on the microstructure.
Within a grain, propagation primarily occurs parallel to individual slip planes by
planar decohesion. Its transmission to adjacent crystallographic regions was found
to be controlled by the easy slip transfer path at each GB. These slip transfer paths
are closely related to geometrical and crystallographic configurations between the
incoming and outgoing crack grains:
α̂ (angle between the intersections of the two crack planes with the GB plane), which
is inversely proportional to the energy required by the crack to pass through the
grain boundary. Consequently, crack propagation is facilitated on slip planes presenting a low value of α̂.
δ̂ (minimum angle between the slip direction of the incoming plane and the best
aligned slip direction of each outgoing plane) evaluates how the geometrical alignment between the incoming and outgoing slip systems affects crack propagation
across the GB. As the value of δ̂ decreases, the slip transmission across the grain
boundary is eased.
Joining these two angles, a new factor, χ, can be calculated as the product of the
cosines of α̂ and δ̂. χ is postulated as the key factor determining the fatigue crack
propagation path through the grain boundaries.
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Chapter 9

Future work
Although the present dissertation has shown a significant advance and innovation
on fatigue analysis techniques, some experiments require further development and
refining in order to provide more critical information that can help in the understanding of the fatigue behavior of IN718. Moreover, a higher number of repetitions
is required to increase the statistics of some experiments. A wider range of experimental conditions and new methodologies can also be applied, as well as numerical
simulations. In addition, the technology used can be extended to the study of cast
alloys. Some of the future work presented here has been partially conducted.

9.1 Microstructural analysis assisted by TEM
Microstructural analysis can be completed by EDS analysis, thus enabling the quantification of γ’ and γ” particles [21]. These study would lead to a statistical mechanical investigation on the influence of the degree of precipitation on the mechanical
properties of the material.
Additionally, in-situ fatigue testing assisted by TEM provides critical data at an
atomistic level. Bicristal specimens with previously analyzed orientations can be
manufactured by FIB from polycristalline samples and then tested inside the TEM.
In this manner, the slip transmission mechanism through grain boundaries could be
studied. A similar methodology has been applied to other metallic materials [209],
so it is expected to be also successful for IN718.

9.2 Problem solving and technique refinement of HCF experiments
(i) Study of the interaction between dislocations and microstructure:
Single crystal fatigue testing requires the optimization of the techniques used in the
present investigation. Cantilevers have proven not to be appropriate as they are
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not able to impose compressing stresses. Alternatives can be found in the literature,
including a solution consisting on "gluing" the cantilever tip to the nanoindentator
punch [193]. However, this methodology implies the use of several nanoindentator
tips in order to conduct a large number of experiments. Thus, it is not viable.
On the other hand, adapting the uniaxial specimen to a tight fit on the nanoindentation milled tip, combined with a sample geometry that prevents bending during
compression would lead to a feasible strategy to induce fully reversed fatigue on
single crystals.
(ii) Investigation on the plastic strain accumulation:
HR-DIC can be successfully applied to finer grain materials. For this, a refined gold
speckle pattern is required. Hence, the remodelling process must be optimized in
order to reach 100 nm resolution, which would be enough to engage subgrain resolution for the fine and ultrafine grain microstructures presented in this work.
Additionally, to ensure the capture of the crack initiation, a notch can be introduced
in the specimen with a thin wire cutting machine. In this way, the accumulation of
plastic strain and the nucleation of the crack could be clearly localized and studied.
This methodology was partially conducted. Unfortunately, fracture was produced
before the first test interruption for the fine and ultrafine grain specimens, due to the
stress concentration at the notch tip. The coarse grain sample hold up for the first
10,000 cycles but was fractured abruptly at the beginning of the second run of cycles.
The result of this investigation is shown in figure 9.1.

F IGURE 9.1: Plastic strain maps at 10,000 cycles of notched specimens a) Coarse grain sample. The development of deformation on
slip bands is detected in the inferior part of the notch; b) Fine grain
sample showing the development of a crack from the center of the
notch.

(iii) Three-dimensional analysis of crack inititation and MSCP:
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In reference to the Synchrotron assisted testing, a more accurate data acquisition can
be achieved by refining the reconstruction process, specially in terms coming from
twins.
Although a single sample examined by means of this experiment provides with several crack propagations across grain boundaries, a higher statistical population of
samples would be desirable in order to construct a wider database. In such tests,
different macroscopic stresses can be applied to relate the applied force to the material behavior.
Finally, notched specimens can be manufactured to ensure the capture of the propagation of cracks. However, information of crack initiation spots would be missed.
Notched samples were prepared (the notch was induced by FIB milling) for the
present investigation. The notch was performed on a single grain (see figure 9.2)
and the specimen was testing following the same procedure exposed in chapter 7.
The data obtained is currently under analysis.

F IGURE 9.2: SEM micrographs of notched specimen for in-situ Syncrotron fatigue testing currently under analysis a) X; b) X.

9.3 High temperature fatigue analysis
The present research has been mainly focused on the development and analysis of
state-of-the-art fatigue techniques at room temperature. However, industrial applications of IN718 include high performance requirements at temperatures up to
650◦ C. Moreover, despite the fact that several macroscopic, empirical approaches
can be found in the literature, a gap in knowledge of the influence of the microstructural configuration on the fatigue behavior of this material at high temperature is
found.
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High-temperature tests would be conducted on single crystal experiments using a
special design to heat up the sample inside the SEM. The described uniaxial HCF
methodology could be applied.
A climatic chamber can be used to set a high temperature during HR-DIC fatigue
testing. Gold particles should not be affected by temperature, so they could still be
used. However, in case of superficial oxidation of the sample, the oxide itself can
be used as a pattern for DIC as shown in [169]. In other materials, tungsten [218] or
black cobalt oxide [219] have been successfully employed as high temperature DIC
speckles.
As for Synchrotron assisted testing, the possibility of developing a high-temperature
methodology seems unlikely at the moment.

9.4

Numerical simulations

Although HR-DIC provided with deep knowledge on the superficial strain states
and combined PCT-DCT brought light to understanding of MSCP, the complex stress
and strain states and evolution during fatigue testing require fundamental information from the interior of the material that can not be obtained experimentally. For
this, numerical simulations can be specially advantageous as they supply critical information and permit the development of models that are able to capture stress and
strain states within the microstructure. Since it has been proven that the behavior of
IN718 alloy is governed by plasticity, CP arises as an optimum tool.
The generation of a 3D model based on the microstructure revealed by DCT would
lead to a very exhaustive analysis. The microstructure could be precisely recreated,
as well as its behavior, eventually revealing the internal stresses that lead to slip and
microcrack transmission or blockage at grain boundaries.

9.5

Cast material

Casting is an appropriate manufacturing process for intricate-shaped IN718 components which are employed in jet turbine engines parts that require high strength up
to 650◦ C. The complex nature of cast alloys microstructure, mainly due to the alloying elements segregation during the cooling stages, requires a deeper understanding
of its relationship to the mechanical properties. Moreover, second phases at interdendritic spaces lead to a completely heterogeneous microstructure. Microstructural
analysis on cast samples has been partially conducted as shown in figures 9.3 and
9.4.
SEM-assisted EDS raises as an useful tool for element segregation mapping. It allows
the identification of atomic concentrations in each present phase, as well as within
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F IGURE 9.3: Optical micrographs of the cast material showing its heterogeneous microstructure and the second phases present: a) 100X
and b) 500X.

F IGURE 9.4: SEM micrographs of the cast material: a) 500X, b) 3500X.
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dendrites and interdendritic spaces. In addition, EBSD is able to provide valuable
information regarding the crystal orientation of the different crystallographic domains in the microstructure. EDS analysis on cast samples has already been done
(see figure 9.5).
In the analysis, it was found that laves phase content exceeded the recommended
amount [16]. This phase is detrimental for the mechanical response of the material
and, for an appropriate use, a longer homogenization process is desirable.
In order to understand the influence of such complicated microstructure on the mechanical properties, nanoindentation allows the study of the material strength at a
very small scale. Nanoindentation is able to account for small differences and is also
useful to provide information about the mechanical properties of second phases.
A "nanoindentation grid" would lead to a strength map which reveals differences
in mechanical behavior at very small distances. Both, microstructure and strength
maps can be overlapped giving rise to a microstucture-properties thorough diagram.
Such tests were conducted on cast IN718. The results showed a relation of the material hardness with the Nb content (see figure 9.6). A higher concentration of Nb is
evidence of γ’ and γ’ precipitation, which increases the local strength.
In addition, the behaviour of cast IN718 alloys under tension can be examined with
the help of the microstructural analysis techniques mentioned above (SEM, EBSD,
EDS). This research was as well conducted following the schematic shown in figure
9.7. The procedure was developed as follows: first, the sample was tested under tension at 600◦ C; then the fracture surface was analyzed in search for inclusions; next,
the fracture surface was polished and analyzed by EBSD with special care on correcting the fracture angle; finally, the deformation produced by stretching during the test
was amended, as shown in figure 9.8. At this point, the mechanical behaviour of the
specimen can be linked with the microstructure surrounding the fracture surface.
This experimental analysis can also be complemented with numerical simulations.
Quasy-2D microstructures can be reproduced from the EBSD mapping and, under
periodical conditions be tested. This methodology would provide clear data on
the role of the complex microstructure on the behavior of cast alloys. S. Lucarini
conducted that simulations and compared the results with random generated microstructures. However, a better understanding of the damage mechanisms implied
in these tests is still required.
The mentioned techniques can be applied to tensile and fatigue tests at room and
high temperatures, leading to a complete study of the microstructure-properties relationship in cast IN718 alloys.
Fatigue testing following the procedures explained in chapters 5, 6 and 7 on cast
IN718 is also possible. In particular, similarly to the experiments detailed in chapter
6, HR-DIC can be applied to mechanical testing of cast alloys, which can provide a
full record of the influence of heterogeneities and their interaction with each other.

9.5. Cast material

F IGURE 9.5: EDS mapping of a cast sample. Carbides are identified
by a high presence of Ti, Mo and Nb, whereas Laves phase shows
content of Mo and Nb, but not Ti.
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F IGURE 9.6: Relationship of Nb and Mo with local hardness.

F IGURE 9.7: Schematic procedure for the analysis of tensile tests of
cast samples.

9.5. Cast material

F IGURE 9.8: EBSD reconstruction of the fracture surface.

F IGURE 9.9: Simulation microstructure of cast IN718 and comparison
with random microstructures.
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9.6 Conclusions
Further understanding of the fundamentals of fatigue behavior of IN718 requires the
development of several studies, including analysis at high-temperatures, numerical
simulations and the study of cast samples. Some of them have been conducted partially and remain unclosed. Others may lead to innovative research projects.
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